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HERE IS THE SECOND OF A BRAND NEW SERIES....

„ Presser Service, planned to keep YOU- the musician, teacher and student -

informed nf the new music and books in the famous Presser. Church and D.tsnn editions.

Each month -via the Etude Magazine -the NEW MUSIC OF THE MONTH page will

preview the coming month’s releases' It’s your advance notice of fine music constantly

being made available, and will guide you in making the right selection when you order.
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Grade 1
PIANO SOLOS

110-40117 Lazy Frog Louise E. Stairs $.30

110-40120 Rocking Moon . . Louise E. Stairs .30

Grade 1 Vi

110-40133 Carnival Parade . .H. P. Hopkins .30

130-41048 Gay Jig John Verrall .30

Grade 2

130-41060 Dawn on Lotus Lake

Stanford King .30
110-40132 Roundelay

Grade 2 Vi

Martha Beck Carragan .30

110-40134 Pickaninny Dance. . Ella Ketterer .30
110-40135 The Witch William Scher .30

Grade 3

110-40108 Dance of the Puppets

Grade 3 V*

Anne Robinson .30

1 1 0-40088 Of Days Gone By

130-41061
Donald Lee Moore .35

Strange People

Grade 5

Mortimer Browning .30

130-41037 Stilt Dance Charles Huerter .40

Grade 2 PIANO DUETS
110-40136 Country Dance . . .Frances Terry .40

Medium
VI0LIN SOLO

114-40009 Dream of Quito

H. Murray-Jacoby $.50

Secular

131-41026

131-41027

131-41028

131-41040

131-41041

131-41023

VOCAL
File for Future Reference

Paul Sargent .50

Little Song (high) . Clifford Shaw .50

Little Song (low) .Clifford Shaw .50

The Lamb (high) .Clifford Shaw .50

The Lamb (low) .. Clifford Shaw .50

Why Should I Sing If Not
of Love Russell White .50

ORGAN
113—40008 Meditation Religieuse

William A. Wolf -50

BOOKS
410-41014 Child Brahms. ... Coit-Bampton .40

Prices subject to change without notice

PRESSER CO.

JULvUc iPiAjrtiiduAA.

Bryn Mowr, Pennsylvania
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Last month Zino Francescatti

was invited by the city of Genoa

to play at a gala concert using the

violin formerly played by Niccolo

Paganini. The instrument, a Guar-

nerius del Gesu, is preserved in the

city museum in the same room
with Columbus’ ashes. Francescatti

himself carries on the Paganini

Zino Francescafti

tradition; he learned to play from

his father, who studied with Ca-

millo Sivori, Paganini’s only

pupil.

Clarence Cameron White's
ffaitian opera, "Ouanga,” was pre-

miered by the Dra-Mu Opera
Company in Philadelphia Oct. 27
. . . Works of Schubert, Bach and

Haydn will be featured in tire 15th

season of the New Friends of

Music, which begins this month

in Town Hall, New York . . . Ad-

vance sale of tickets for Sadler’s

Wells ballet is so heavy the man-

agement waggishly suggests put-

ting out a NESRO sign
—“Not

Even Standing Room Only.”

Paul Hindemith, since 1941 a

faculty member at Yale, has re-

ceived a special appointment to the

University of Zurich and hereafter

will divide his year between New
Haven and Switzerland . . . Dur-

ing his 1950-51 season as conduc-

tor of the Cincinnati Symphony,
Thor Johnson will perform new
works by Vaughan Williams, Mil-

haud and Ernesto Halffter . . .

Carlos Chavez’ newest work, a

violin concerto in F Major, was

commissioned by the American
violinist Viviane Bertolami, who
will introduce it during the 1951-

52 season . . . Otto A. Harbach,
president of ASCAP, announces

that the Society has granted a free

license for performance of mem-
bers’ music on Pacific Fleet Navy
radio shows.

Richard Bonelli, following the

death of Giuseppe de Lucas, has

been appointed to the vocal fac-

ulty of the Curtis Institute of

Music ... An Ernest Bloch
Festival, honoring the composer’s
70th birthday, will be held in

Chicago Nov. 28-Dec. 3.

COMPETITIONS
• The H. W. Gray Co. will publish prize-winning anthems in two
contests, sponsored by the American Guild of Organists and the

Church of the Ascension in New York. The A. G. 0. contest, lim-

ited to residents of the U. S. and Canada, is for a setting of an
English text of the composer’s choice. Closing date, Jan. 1. 1951;
prize, $100. Full details from the A.G.O., 630 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

The Church of the Ascension offers a $100 prize for a setting of

the Te Deum. Contest closes Feb. 1, 1951. Details from Secretary,

Church of the Ascension, 12 W. 11th St., New York City.

• The 19th biennial Young Artists Auditions of the National
Federation of Music Clubs will be held in March and April, 1951.
Prizes of $1,000 each will be awarded in piano, violin, organ,
voice. Information from National Federation of Music Clubs, Busi-
ness Office, 455 W. 23rd St., New York 11, N. Y.

• Sigma Alpha Iota offers prizes of $300 for a vocal solo and
$300 for a choral composition. Contest closes March 1, 1953. De-
tails from Carl Fischer, Inc., 165 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.,
who will publish the winning compositions.
• Monmouth College, Monmouth, 111., offers a $100 prize for a
setting of Psalm 148. Contest closes Feb. 28, 1951. Details from
Thomas H. Hamilton, Monmouth College.
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in electronic organs

Series 25 Wurlitzer
Electronic Organ

Fresh from the hands of Wurlitzer crafts-

men, this new Wurlitzer Series 25 represents a

notable advance in electronic organs. Fast but

velvet-like action speaks and falls silent in split-

second timing with the organist’s fingers. No lag.

No annoying “explosive” effect.

A finger-touch on pre-set pistons brings out dom-
inant solo voices of new richness and beauty— each

voice with its own perfect accompaniment. And
the full majestic beauty of the organ ensemble is

truly a triumph in electronics.

Designed by William Zaiser, the beautiful con-

sole is traditional in appearance and embodies
arrangements and playing dimensions that rigidly

conform to recommendations of the American Guild
of Organists. And with all these advantages, the

Series 25 is reasonably priced.

Considering a Piano? More
people buy Wurlitzer Pianos
than those of any other name.

WuRLilzER
World's Largest Builder of Organs and Pianos

Under One Name

•

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER COMPANY, NORTH TONAWANDA, NEW YORK

EXECUTIVE OFFICES, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company, Organ Division
Dept. E- 110 North Tonawanda, New York

Gentlemen:

Please send me complete Information about Wurlitzer Organs, and the address el the near.
est dealer, at no obligation to me.

Nome -

Address

Zone stole
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Ye True Chart of

Pirate Treauure

jfor ^people Wljo

UnberStanb ftiratesi

Romance of buried treasure

. and the thrill of buccaneer

loot. Yours to find with the

Florida Treasure Chart. Pro-

duced after years of research, it

actually locates areas where lost

riches of more than $165,000,-

000 are believed to be buried in

Florida sand and waters.

Beautifully illustrated with

Pirate scenes in full color, this

17"xl9" chart is produced on

simulated parchment for your

studio, game room or child's

room. A fascinating conversa-

tion piece in your home. An
unusual gift for your friends.

One dollar postpaid, in mailing

tube. No C.O.D.'s, please.

R. E. ODUM, MAPS
918 Tampa Street, Room 160

Tampa 2, Florida

GULBRANSEN
Diac/imi Qondoidd

Aw/sAiw^

•htflA CLA 6 C\AjXwH!

3 inch longer bass length

providing deeper, mom
resonant bass (

Music Teachers! Musicians!

Here is a new achievement...

grand-like tonal quality in a

37" piano, formerly available

only in pianos of much larger

size and higher price. Write

for free brochure showing

full details of this phenomenal

development of scale design.

Special Teacher's Discount— Name of

nearest authorized dealer on request.

GULBRANSEN COMPANY
DEPT. E, 816 N. KEDZIE AVE.
CHICAGO 5t, ILLINOIS
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Gay little Solo-ette plaques add a

musical touch to any room in your

home. Silhouetted figures of 12 dif-

ferent musicians — on yellow, green,

blue or dubonnet backgrounds. Size

2 Yu" x 3V2". Specify color when

ordering!

Packed

in smart

box

of 6

Swing Set—Clarinet, saxophone, accordion,

drums, guitar, bass viol. All one color .
. $3

Symphonette Set - Piano, director, violin, flute,

trumpet, trombone. All one color $3
Both set* .... $5.50

Postpaid. Money-back guarantee. No C.O.D.’s

Selmor, Dept. E-lll, Elkhart, Indiana

A NEW

FRANCHISE

OPPORTUNITY
WITH

HIGH-INCOME

POTENTIAL

An outstanding investment with

immediate income. Opportunity

to operate under Eddy Duchin

name one or more class piano

instruction studios in national

chain. Revolutionary electronic

“Audiscope” method—endorsed

by leading music authorities.

Brings piano playing within

reach of millions. Capital re-

quired in excess of $5,000. No

musical ability needed. Exclu-

sive franchises awarded for

cities or territories over 150,000

population. Write Audiscope

Corporation. 35 West 53rd

Street, New York 19. New York,

giving business background. In-

terview will be arranged. All

replies will remain strictly con-

fidential.

2
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Authors in this issue . . .

>1 uthS LEVINE (“In Defense of Kirsten Flagstad, [> H)

as head of the National Concerts and Artists Corporation lias

established himself as one of America’s slirewcst concert man-

agers. He is also uniquely able to discuss the Flagstad case

because of his long association with the artist. ETUDE takes

pleasure in presenting his statement on a matter of wide

interest to all music lovers.

MAX KLEIN (“How Jean de Resske Taught Singing; p.

21) was for 14 years head of the voice department of the

Vienna Conservatory of Music. Later he went to Ankara and

for 11 years taught singing at the State Conservatory in An-

kara and at the National Opera of Turkey. He now makes his

home in New Fork City.

REGINALD E. KAVANAUGH (“Pipers of the Highlands,

p. 14) is a senior at Rutgers University, majoring in journal-

ism. A native of East Orange, N. .)., he served with the Ait-

Force during World War II. “Pipers of the Highlands” is Ins

first article to appear in a national magazine.

QLALXTAXCE LEITH (“Horse and Buggy Teacher,” p.

18) is the pseudonym of a well-known piano teacher in Den-

ver. Her articles have appeared in ETUDE for more than 30

years. Her last was “Don’t Worry About the Next Depres-

sion!” (September, 1949).

CHARLES O’CONNELL (“The Truth About Conducting."

p. 16) has been recording director for both KCA-Victor and

Columbia Records. In addition he has conducted virtually all

the major symphony orchestras in this country and has writ-

ten many hooks, including “The Victor Book of the Opera

and “The Other Side of the Record.

GERALD >1. ERAXK (“What’s Wrong with Our Contest

Judges?” p. 24) is a well-known Ohio music educator. A past

president of the Ohio Music Education Association, he is

currently executive secretary and competition chairman, and

is also assistant superintendent of Lorain County Schools.

This Month’s Cover

The Metropolitan Opera Company will open its 67th season

of grand opera on November 6th. To commemorate the event,

artist RAYMOND GUSS has chosen a scene familiar to all

operagoers—the tense moment in Act I of “Tristan and

Isolde” when Isolde’s maid, Brangaene, hands the lovers the

fatal cup in which she has substituted a love-potion for

poison. The Metropolitan will perform W agner’s great music-

drama this season, at a date to be announced later, and pos-

sibly- will broadcast it on the Saturday afternoon opera series.

JVluSIC J.0VERS . . . You'll Want

THE PRENTICE-HAIL MUSIC LIBRARY

The COMPLETE Music Shelf

for the Intelligent Listener

ETUDE: "Here is an interesting

well-rounded selection of books

giving a broad survey of musical

knowledge. We recommend the

Music Library to all readers of

ETUDE.”

Are You A JWusical .Expert?

Then You'll want

THE PRENTICE-HALL MUSICIAN'S LIBRARY

The COMPLETE Music Shelf

for the Discerning Musician

ETUDE: "A wealth of musical

knowledge is conveniently pre-

sented in this excellent selection

of books.”

Write for illustrated music book folder to

DEPARTMENT T-M

NEW ADDITIONS TO OUR

SIMPLIFIED TEACHING EDITION

FOR PIANO
Arranged By Dr. Albert Sirmay

BECAUSE Guy D'Hardelot

IT'S A GRAND NIGHT FOR SINGING Richard Rodgers

I'VE TOLD EV'RY LITTLE STAR Jerome Kern

STRANGE MUSIC Wright-Forrest

SUMMERTIME George Gershwin

Price 40c each

A NEW EASY-TO-PLAY SETTING

OF THE THEME FROM THE

WARSAW CONCERTO
By Richard Addinsell

Transcribed for Piano Solo by William Stickles

Price 60c

CHAPPELL & CO., Inc.
Crawford Music Corp.—Gershwin Pub. Corp.—T. B. Harms. Inc.—Williamson Music, Inc.

RKO Building—Rockefeller Center—New York 20, New York
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Cash prizes $25 to $250

Sold and Bronze Medals

Recordings. International.

*
Open To pianists who Tool, part in 1950 non-competitive auditions

Address: Irl Allison, Mus. D. Box 1113, Austin, Texas
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Carillonic Bells

Enthusiastic leaders of churches owning instruments tell us

that the worth of this electronic carillon cannot be expressed in

dollar value, or even in the pleasure its beautiful music gives the

community. Again and again they agree on ten outstanding

benefits they have tested after choosing "Carillonic Bells”:

1. They "advertise" the church.

They prepare folk* for wor-

ship.

3* They increase attendance.

They enhance the beauty of

the service.

5* They increase membership.

6. They comfort the sick and

shut-ins.

7. They inspire new character

in many.

8. They bring religious thoughts

every day.

9. They create a cultural atmos-

phere.

10. They build the influence of

the church.

We’ll gladly arrange for you to hear
"Carillonic Bells” played on an installation

near you. Then judge its superiority for your-

self, and see how reasonably your church can
install one. Write for descriptive literature:

CARILLONIC BELLS
SCHULMERICH ELECTRONICS, INC.

286 Carillon Hill, SELLERSV1LLE. PA.

"Car illon ic Bells’*
is a trademark. It
denotes electronic
carillons produced
h' Sch ulmerich
Electronics

, Inc .

MUSICAL

By NICOLAS SLOMMSKY

B eethoven had continuous

squabbles with his house-

keeper. whom he facetiously called

Frau Schnapps. The story is told

that Beethoven once found his

newlv completed manuscript in the

kitchen with a pound of butter on

it. During one of her recurrent dis-

missals, Beethoven decided to fix a

supper for himself and a couple of

friends, lie put on a white cap and

apron and proceeded to boil and

cook the provisions. The results

were appalling. Beethoven forgot

to skim the soup, let it boil too

long, and kept pouring in fresh

water, lie did not wash the vege-

tables, and the dirt swam in large

circles of fat. The roast was burnt

so badly that it was sooty in ap-

pearance. Beethoven pretended to

like his cooking, and consumed

the meal with gusto, but the guests

cast one look at Beethoven’s culi-

nary handiwork and decided to

limit themselves to bread, butter

and cheese with wine.

A music critic who had to suf-

fer through a recital of a rookie

tenor decided to express his opin-

ion in poetic couplets:

He drew in his breath with a
gasping sob,

With quavering voice he
sang;

But his voice leaked out
and coidd not drown

The accompanist's clamor-
ous bang.

He lost his pitch on the mid-
dle A,

He faltered on lower D,
And foundered, at length,

like a battered wreck
Adrift on the wild high C.

•

VERDI was uncertain of the
reception of “Ernani” at its

first performance at La Scala in
Milan, and decided to stay away
from the theatre on that night. To
kill time, he went to a barber shop.

The barber had shaved one side of

his face, when Verdi’s curiosity

as to the fate of his opera became

irresistible. He told the barber to

stop shaving, and said: “A new

opera is being performed at La

Scala. I want you to listen to a

few arias and then come back and

tell me how il went. Here is the

money for the ticket.” The barber

complied in the best tradition of

an officious Figaro. After a while,

he returned, and reported that the

opera was a great success, and the

audience applauded after every

number. “Well, in that ease,” said

Verdi, “you can shave the other

side; hut be quick, the composer

might be called.” Verdi got hack

to the theatre just in time for a

final curtain call.

Brahms dined at a banker’s

house in Vienna. The host pro-

duced a bottle of his finest wine

and announced: “Here is the

Brahms of im wines.” Brahms

tasted the wine and said: “Now

let’s try your Beethoven.”

AMUSICAL humorist has de-

scribed Bach in these terms:

“Bach owes his fame to the good

fortune which allowed him to

write an accompaniment to a cele-

brated melody by Gounod. Actu-

ated by an inexplicable vanity, he

published this accompaniment

without the melody, under the

title of a ‘Prelude’ in a collection

of various pieces called 'The Well-

Tempered Clavichord’; but on ac-

count of this strange title, the

work found few lovers among the

admirers of the ‘Avc Maria.’ ” The

French critic Bellaigue, writing in

the influential “Revue ties Dru
^

Mondes” of September 15, L187,

quite seriously gave Gounod pref-

erence over Bach. “Bach’s Prelude

is nothing more than a succession

of arpeggios.” he wrote. “The

great charm of the piece depends

on the even note values and their

regularity of rhythm, but there is

ETUDE—NOVEMBER 195°

Charles Gounod
The song was an afterthought.

hardly any thought behind it, and

of emotion there is even less.

Something is missing in it, and

every ear feels it. Gounod put in

what was missing. Upon the bar-

renness of these arpeggios, he pro-

jected a vibrant song full of elan

and warmth.”

•

As a matter of fact, the vocal

version of Gounod’s most popular

melody was an afterthought. The

idea of using Bach’s Prelude as

an accompaniment was suggested

to Gounod by the organist Lefe-

bure Wely, for whom Gounod

wrote the original version scored

for violin, piano and organ. Later

he added a voice part for the

singer Marie Carvalho. The first

performance of “Ave Maria” had

one of the most distinguished casts

of the century. It was presented

in Baden-Baden, with Vieuxtemps

playing the violin, Thalberg play-

ing the piano, Wely at the organ,

Marie Carvalho as vocalist and

Berlioz conducting the ensemble.

•

HAYDN’S first opera was

“The Lame Devil,” to the

libretto of a Viennese actor, Felix

Kurz. The story has it that Haydn
serenaded Mrs. Kurz, who was

young and beautiful. Kurz, who
placed art above jealousy, was
impressed by the quality of

Haydn’s serenading, and invited

him to come to his house. He gave

him the manuscript of his play,

“The Lame Devil,” and asked him
to improvise the storm music re-

quired by the action. Haydn sat

down at the piano, and began to

play the tremolos and arpeggios
in the best manner of dramatic
music of the time. “More storm,

more thunder!” cried Kurz. In his

eagerness to please, Haydn struck

the keys with both fists, and ended
by a sweeping glissando played
in both hands, on white and

Ginxeiipe Verdi
“. . . now shave the oilier side."

black keys. “Bravo! that’s it; that’s

my tempest!” cried Kurz. Haydn

completed the score in the next

few days, and Kurz paid him a

rather high fee of 130 florins.

“The Lame Devil” was produced

in Vienna in the spring of 1752,

shortly after Haydn’s twentieth

birthday. Unfortunately, the music

of the opera has been lost, and we

do not know whether Haydn’s tem-

pestuous glissandos were actually

included in the storm music of

“The Lame Devil.”

In the heyday of the Paris

salons, music was regarded as an

accompaniment for conversation,

even when famous performers were
invited. The French tenor, Gus-

tave Roger, charged a fee of 1,500

francs for a private concert, and
this fee was paid to him by a

wealthy Paris merchant for an
evening of song. But neither

Roger’s fame nor the high cost of

his services deterred the guests

from indulging in their habit of

murmured conversation. Roger
stood the trial stoically, but on the

next day, he sent the host a check
for 2000 francs with the follow-

ing note: “I have the honor. Mon-
sieur, to return the 1,500 francs

you paid me, and I add 500 francs

as a fine for attempting to inter-

rupt the conversation of your
guests.”

•

Berlioz told a story about a

member of the Spanish royal fam-
ily who liked to play string quar-
tets, but was not very good at

keeping time. His co-quartetters

usually had to wait three or four
bars for him so as to end the
piece together. This caused em-
barrassment to the royal violinist.

“Go on,” he shouted, “don’t wait
for me! I will catch up with you
later.”

SERKIN uses the Steinway exclusively,

as does virtually every famous artist of

today: Barlow, Bartlett & Robertson,

Elman, Firkusny, Jonas, Magaloff, Scott,

Schnabel, and many more.

Is the name

on your piano important

For complete information

on Steinway prices and

convenient terms, please

consult your local Steinway

dealer. His name and

address are listed in your

classified telephone

directory.

It may take months of use to determine whether

the piano you select is all that you want it to be.

It is important, therefore, to consider the reputa-

tion of the piano maker before you buy . This

Christmas, act wisely by choosing a piano with

the distinguished Steinway name!

The world’s greatest musicians constantly ac-

claim the Steinway for its extraordinary tone,

action and stamina. So trustworthy is Steinway
craftsmanship that, with proper care, this piano
will be an inspiration to your grandchildren as

well as your children. The Steinway may cost

more at the outset, but judged by abiding advan-
tages, it is actually the most economical piano you
can acquire. Consider, too, these factors:

• Only the Steinway has the patented Accelerated Ac-
tion, so essential in developing sensitive touch.

e Only the Steinway has the patented Diaphragmatic

Soundboard, which permits big-piano tone in even the

smallest Vertical.

e Only the Steinway is used by nearly all of the na-

tion's leading musicians, orchestras, conservatories,

radio and television stations.

You can depend on it: The Steinway is the one
Christmas gift that will bring your family lifelong

satisfaction. For a free copy of our useful booklet,
‘‘How to Choose Your Piano,” write to Steinway
& Sons, Steinway Hall, 109 West 57th Street,
New York 19, N. Y.

STEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS
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Christmas %
suggestions..-

CHILDREN'S GARLAND of

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
by Mabel Besthoff

An illu.trot.d collection ol 16 Christina. JINGLE
easy piano accompaniment, |umbo notes.

rOMf ALL YE

BELLS THE F,RST NOWEU. JOY TO THE WORLD. O COME ALL

FAITHFUL, ond other*
*

CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS

A CHRISTMAS
STORY

by HARRIET NORDHOLM

The Story of the Notivity. A musi-

cal playlet with piano accompani-

4'

CHRISTMAS MUSIC
For Piano Solo

Collected and Arranged

by JUNE WEYBRIGHT

Book One—Secular 60

Book Two—Sacred. 75 ment

YOUR BACH BOOK
Selected, Fingered and Edited by GUY MAIER

24 Bach compositions, chosen from Suites, Partitas, Two-ond Three-Voiced

invention, Well-Tempered Clavichord anti "Goldberg Variations

YOUR CHOPIN BOOK | THINKING FINGERS

Selected and Edited

by GUY MAIER

23 Chopin compositions Including Pre-

ludes, Mazurkas, Nocturnes, Waltzes,

Polonaises, etc 1*00

by GUY MAIER and
HERBERT BRADSHAW

Essential, effective finger exercises for

the development of pianistic control

and facility 1*00

MICHAEL AARON PIANO COURSE
Perfect Uninterrupted Sequence-Natural Progression

MICHAEL AARON PIANO PRIMER 60

GRADES ONE • TWO • THREE • FOUR each 1.00

MICHAEL AARON ADULT PIANO COURSE 1.00

MICHAEL AARON PIANO TECHNIC

—

Books 1, 2 each .75

HAZEL COBB Piano Books

• THIS WAY TO MUSIC
e RHYTHM with RHYME and REASON

GETTING ACQUAINTED with .he KEYBOARD
• Book One: PRACTICE PATTERNS
• Book Two: SCALE PATTERNS each book 75^

A Learning Music Program
by FLORENCE FENDER BINKLEY

MY MUSIC DRAWING BOOK 60

MY MUSIC WRITING BOOK 60
MY MUSIC SPILLING BOOK 60
MY MUSIC READING BOOK 60
PRACTICIN' TIME 60

BINKLEY MUSIC READING DRILL CARDS 75
ENROLLMENT AND LESSON RECORD (Report Card) 15

1 by Eula Ashworth Lindfors
rKey Mastery! Every Major and Minor Key in Scales, Thirds, Sixths
ond Tenths and all Dominant and Diminished Seventh Chords
with Arpeggios of every position, in two-octave form with com-
plete fingering. Also fingering of all Common Chord Arpeggios

all positions, blocked fingering
, etc ,75

MILLS MUSIC, Inc.
1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Chicago 4 • Los Angolot 14

Questions and ^usurers

r wted by KARL W. GEHRKENS. Mas. Doc..

„ F Webster's New International Dictionary,

hiTpioL ROBERT A. MELCHER, Oberlin College

WHERE SHALL I STUDY?

. 1 am a boy of nineteen and

have never studied music. But I

have listened to a great deal of it,

and now I feel that I should like

to have a career in the field of

music. I should like to learn to

play the piano, and eventually to

be a composer, but I don t know

any musicians or music teacheis,

so I am wondering what to do

first. Shall I go to a conservatory,

or would you advise me to study

privately ? I haven’t much money,

and I realize this complicates the

situation, but I feel I would like

to take up the study of music and

I don’t want to let this slip away

without at least trying it. I have

no one to talk to about this, so I

was advised to write to you, and

I hope you may be able to tell

me what to do.

—J. T., New York

You are not too old to begin

music, but whether you can make

a career of it at this late day 1

cannot tell you. But I agree with

you that you ought to give it a

try, and I suggest that you ask

your school music teacher or your

church choir director to tell you

the names of several of the best

music teachers in your city. Then
talk to each of several teachers

about your situation, telling them
frankly what tour difficulties are;

and after you have had a talk with

each one, choose the teacher who
seems to understand you and your
needs best—and begin lessons in

both piano and harmony. There
exists a considerable amount of

piano material for “adult begin-
ners and probably your teacher
wiH start you with some music of
that sort. If he doesn’t say any-
thing about it you might ask
whether he knows of any such ma-
tetial. If \ ou can take two lessons
a week and practice several hours
a day your progress should be
v®ry rapid, and by the end of the
winter tou will know much more
about your musical self than you
do now. But 1 warn you that start-
ing in at nineteen will not be easy,
and there will lie many times when
you will have to tell yourself

sternly to get to work. However,

if you really love music as much

as you think you do this obstacle

will not be insurmountable, for

even as you work at the elemen-

tary music with which you will

have to begin, you will have your

eye on a distant star, namely, the

time when you will he really able

to play the sort of music that you

like so much to listen to. Good

luck ! —K- G.

HOW TO PLAY A ROLLED CHORD

• When a note occurs in the right

hand with a rolled chord in the

left hand, as in the following ex-

ample, should the right hand note

be played with the first or with

the last of the rolled notes of the

left handy lb ill y ou please explain

fully why one inn is correct and

the other wrong ? Or if both meth-

ods are correct, which one is used

more frequently?
—M. S., Pennsylvania

It all depends upon the style

of the composition in which the

example is found. If it is in music

written in the Baroque or Classi-

cal periods (that is, about 1600-

1825 A. D.), the melody note in

the right hand should be played

with the first note of the rolled

chord, and both should come ex-

actly on the beat, for in music of

those periods all ornaments of any

sort are started on the heat. In

music written after about 1825,

however, ornaments I
including

rolled chords) are usually played

slightly before the heat, and the

left-hand chord should be started

before the beat, with the highest

note of the left hand and the mel-

ody note of the right hand coming

on the beat.

Of course if the wavy line con-

tinues up through the right-hand

note so that it is included in the

rolled chord, the right-hand note

is then played immediately after

the last note of the left hand.

—R. A. M-

6
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MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc., advises

readers how to buy a used piano, how to de-

cide about a concert career, and how to study.

CAUTIOUS BUYER

Can you give me any pointers

regarding what to look for when

buying a used piano? Is there any

difference in tone, touch and ac-

tion between an upright piano and

a fairly small baby grand?
—D. C. M.. British Columbia

When buying a used piano,

look for the quality of the tone

and the condition of the action.

Should the tone be harsh, metallic,

brittle, and the action loose and

flabby, it shorvs that the piano

has had considerable use. The

hammers are chewed off, the

springs and joints are worn out.

In short, it is a “wreck.”

Usually, a grand piano has a

better action than an upright or

a spinet, though I must say that

this is relative. As to tone, an

upright cannot have as much vol-

ume as a grand of corresponding

size. But since much depends upon

the length of the strings, a large

upright will have better basses

than a small grand, particularly

of the “baby” type.

There is, how'ever, an important

factor to be considered: here, as

in everything else, quality speaks.

A piano made by one of the well-

known, highly respected houses

will remain in good condition

much longer than an instrument

built cheaply by some obscure

concern with purely mercenary

purposes.

In conclusion, be wise and shop

around before you buy. Compare
values and use sound judgment.

WANTS TO BE A
CONCERT PIANIST

/ am now 15 years old and have
been playing the piano since I was
eight. I can play some fourth

grade pieces. 1 wish to become a

concert pianist. Will you give me
some advice on what course to

take to achieve my goal?

—C. Kentucky

Well, my friend, as much as

I would like to help you, it is

utterly impossible for me to do so

by correspondence and without

actually hearing you play. One
point can be answered precisely,

however: in order to become a

concert pianist one has to practice

long hours every day—at least

three, sometimes five or six.

My best advice to you is to sug-

gest that you go to a serious, re-

liable teacher in your vicinity and

ask for an audition. He, or she,

will then tell you if you have the

basic foundation required, and

what your possibilities are. For

you must not forget that if will

and determination are commend-
able assets, they form but a small

part of all those which are needed

for a virtuoso career. In all cases

it is a long uphill road requiring

much stamina and patience. So in

order to make sure, and to avoid

wasting much valuable time, seek

the musical diagnosis of one who
knows. Thus you will find out if

you have what it takes, or, in one

word, if you have IT.

TAKE TIME TO TAKE TIME!

I had a very talented pupil re-

cently who gave me trouble be-

cause she went from piece to piece

without getting any of them thor-

oughly learned or memorized. She

seemed incapable of concentrating

long enough on any number, so

her performance was always in-

secure and unsatisfactory. What is

the best way for pupils to be sure

of their pieces?
—Mrs. R. //., California

Yon are not the only teacher

with such a problem on your

hands. Many are the students who
constantly want new pieces. A
little bit of psychology is needed

here. The main issue is for you

to find the suitable approach to

convince this pupil of the neces-

sity of having patience, of under-

standing the importance of polish-

ing up a number by remaining

several weeks on it, then dropping

it, then coming back to do it again

and again. It is this continued

“perfectioning” which makes for

progress. The sooner a teacher

can make a student realize this,

the quicker and the better he or

she will forge ahead.

for free style catalog

and dealer’s name.

EVERETT PIANO COMPANY, SOUTH HAVEN, MICHIGAN

THE PERFECT CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR YOUR CHURCH ORGANIST

j

THE FIRST FOUR CENTURIES

;

OF MUSIC FOR THE ORGAN
I edited by JOHN KLEIN

with foreword by E. Power Biggs

! A wonderful anthology of 71 compositions from Dunstable to Bach, with ana-

| lytical text, specifications of historic organs, reproductions of several original
j

|
manuscripts, photographs of famous organ cases and keyboards, etc.

Deluxe edition in 2 volumes ,
cloth-bound—$20.00

j Send for illustrated brochure
c

I

j
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, Inc.

e

I
25 West 45th Street New York 19. N. Y.

(or your local dealer)

Prepared and edited by Ignace Jan Paderewski and a staff of
renowned musicofogists. Based on original manuscripts, with cxten-
sive commentaries and elaborate research work.

AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH OR FRENCH
VoL 1 82.00
Vol. II

Vol. Ill
82.00
81.20

Other Volumes in Preparation Will Follow Shortly

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
RCA Building—Radio City, New York, N. Y.

Only piano with

Dyna -Tension, revolu-

tionary new scale. Priced

hundreds of dollars

lower than four other

leading consoles. Write

We Announce with Pride a Distinguished Event

The First Three Volumes

of the

NEW AUTHENTIC
EDITION

of

CHOPIN S COMPLETE WORKS
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boston
UNIVERSITY

Colter ofnu
Dean Warren S. Freeman

Courses In oil branches of music

ond musk education. Preparatory,

undergraduate and graduate study.

Eminent faculty Includes

• Richard Burgln

• Arthur Fiedler

• Warren Freeman

• Heinrich Gebhard

• Karl Geiringer

• Roland Hayes

• Ernest Hutcheson

• Carl Lamson

• Albert Spalding

• Stradlvarius 9 uar *e *

• Jules Wolffers

Music Education Workshop—
Opera Workshop

—Piano Workshop

Year-round study available through twelve

week summer program

For information, catalogue, illustrated

folder, write

Donald L. Oliver, Director of Admissions

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Room 115—705 Commonwealth Avenue

Boston 15, Massachusetts

%

; spinets

Triumph of encasement
beauty, tonal and structural

quality. Distinguished for

beautiful proportions and
functional compactness.

Masterfully built by outstand-

ing artisans who for a lifetime

have devoted their skills to the

highest perfection standards of

fine piano making, the Bremen
piano is noteworthy for its

beautiful proportions, golden
singing tone and light, respon-

sive action.

Write for free brochures.
BrnUrt offer* teacher * a special discount.
Write lor numc of local authorized dealer.

Bremen
Piano Corporation

D(fAtTMENT (

304 7 W. CARROU AVf
CHICAGO 12, IU.

By GEORGE GASCOYNE

Bloch:
“Schelomo

”

A musical performance with the

composer conducting is always an

important event—even though one

agrees with Harold Bauer that the

composer’s instructions in the scoie

are sometimes, but not always,

right; his verbal directions sup-

plementing the score are almost

invariably wrong. Right or wrong,

the performance with the composer

conducting is his idea of how the

piece should go, and is interesting

and significant for that reason.

This is the case with Ernest Bloch’s

Hebrew Rhapsody, “Schelomo,”

for Cello and Orcheslra, on a Lon-

don LP disc as played by Zara

Nelsova, cellist, and the London

Philharmonic, with the composer

conducting. The recorded perform-

ance has immense sweep and gusto,

and the solo cello passages are

expertly performed.

Toscanini Recordings

With RCA-Victor’s switch to

33% r - P- m., long-playing records,

the feud among the record makers

is seemingly at an end. For its

serious music offerings, at least,

RCA-Victor apparently plans to

stick to long-playing records rather

than its small-sized 45’#. The first

group of LP’s from Victor include

six new recordings by Arturo Tos-

canini and the NRC Symphony
Orchestra — Beethoven’s “Eroica”

Symphony, the Prelude and Good
Friday Spell from “Parsifal,”

Haydn’s Symphony No. 101 in D
(“The Clock”), Tchaikovsky’s

“Manfred” Symphony, Mozart’s

Divertimento No. 15, in B-flat (K.

287 ) , and Ravel’s “Daphnis and
Chloe” Suite No. 2. All these are

familiar from countless broadcasts

and earlier recordings by Mr. Tos-

canini and the NBC Symphony,
but well worth a rehearing.

Bach: “Art of Fugue”

Bach’s monumental “Art of

Fugue,” on which the composer
was at work when he died, is

available on London Records in a

performance by Hermann Scher-

chen and the Radio Orchestra of

Beromuster. The orchestration is

the work of Roger Vuataz. Bach

himself did not orchestrate the

“Art of Fugue”: his manuscript is

written for a keyboard instrument,

presumably the clavichord. There

is no evidence that he contemplated

turning it into a work for orchestra

later on.

This has not stopped conductors

and arrangers from adapting the

“Art of Fugue” for modern orches-

tra. A decade ago, Fritz Stiedry

played such an adaptation with the

New Friends of Music Orchestra.

Other conductors from time to time

have served up the work in orches-

tral form. Its contrapuntal mag-

nificence is not impaired thereby,

and Bach would no doubt have

viewed such a proceeding with

favor, having himself been a pro-

lific transcriber of other com-

posers’ works.

The vast work is given a deft and

sympathetic reading in its latest

recording under Mr. Scherchen’s

direction. Technically the record-

ing is excellent.

Chopin: Vine Mazurkas

The pianist Maryla Jonas has

recorded for Columbia nine Chopin
Mazurkas on an LP disc. Her play-

ing of the Chopin works is marked
by sensitiveness, imagination and
technical fluency.

Bach: Sonata No. 1;

Beethoven: Sonata in G Major
Tossy Spivakovsky, whose violin

playing for sheer sensuous beauty
of tone is rivaled by few violinists
of our time, uses his lush tone to
good advantage in Bach’s unac-
companied Sonata No. 1, in G
Minor, which marks his debut on
Columbia Records.

On the other side of the LP
record, he is heard in Beethoven’s
charming G Major Sonata, Op. 30,

o. 3, with Robert Cornman as the
pianist.

Schools- Colleges

CONVERSE COLLEGE2",

Edwin Qersehefski, Dean, 8partanburg, S. C.

KNOX
COLLEGE

Department of Music
Galesburg, Illinois

Thomas W. Williams, Chairman
Catalogue sent upon request.

SHENANDOAH
CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC
L. E. Hill, Pres.

Courses leading to the B. Mus. and B. Mus.
Ed. degrees. Member NASM. In the heart

ot the Shenandoah Valley, Dayton, Virginia.

BALDWIN-WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO (suburb of Cleveland)

Affiliated with a first class Liberal Arts

College. Four and five yar courses leading

to degrees. Faculty of Artist Teachers. Semi
for catalogue or information to:

HAROLD W. BALTZ. Dean, Berea. Ohio

DILLER-QUAILE
School of Music

Teacher Training and General

Musicianship Courses

66 East 80 St. New York 21, N. Y.

JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR. ILLINOIS

Offers thorough training In music. Courses lead-

lug to degrees of: Bachelor ol Music, Bachelor of

Music Education. Master of Music, and Master

of Music Education.
Memhernrt he National AssoclatlnnSrhoolaofMusle

Bulletin -ent upon request

W. 8T. CLAHE MINTURN, Director

Philadelphia Conservatory

of Music Founded 1877

Maria Sebum an Drake, Director

Eminent Faculty

Expert Child Training
Courses leading to Degrees

216 S. 20th St. LOcust 7-1877

GREENSBORO COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Greensboro, North Carolina

Member NASM
Pour Year courses haling to B.A. and B.M.

degree*. Faculty of Artist Teachers

Luther L. Gobbet. President. Gustav Nelson, Dean

Send fnr eatnlpur mul brochure.

Address: REGISTRAR

C%uv Drama—Opera—Dance

The HlViene Musical Comedy
l •••- »•*« Adult training—Stage and

Television. New York appearance* stressed-

Approved fnr Vets, v m. \ f«>r Children. Write

K. Alvlene. ITRu 1C • N Y. City 19.

THE DUNNING COURSE of

Improred Music Study's Education Faculty

MILDRED BRIGGS, Dean

21421 SLOAN. DETROIT 24. MICHIGAN

announces also sponsorship of

THE COMPREHENSIVE MUSIC COURSE

for llie IniKV tonchcr k. rkiiv quick and efficient

method* of obtaining musical understanding

from their pupil*. For information al>out classes.

write iho dean.

Uners In DEMAND/
LEARN PIANO TUNING NOW

Complete training on upright,

and grand pianos. G.i & civilian

INDEED shop training, ptik E

VKCEK 460 S. Stott SI., Chicago, ML

PIANO BREAKS
Oar Monthly Break Bulletin enables you
to build up and glamourize the songs on

the Hit Parade with clever breaks, novel

figures a fid tricky boogie effects.
Send 20 cents for latest copy or 52 for a

year. Mention if teacher.

THE AXEL CHRISTENSEN METHOD
P.O. Box 427, Ojai, Calif.

s
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Music Lover’s

BOOKSHELF
By THOMAS FAULKNER

STUDENTS!
PLAY A FAMOUS

WILKANOWSKI
VIOLIN IN YOUR HOME

The Wilkanowski
Conservatory Violin

No. 7273—Violin only SI 25

No 7234—Complete Outfit $ ipU

(Other Superb Wilkanowski
1

Models to $175)

HARPSICHORD MUSIC: THE

INSTRUMENTS, THE COMPOSERS,

THE PLAYERS

By Max Kenyon

T HE exploits of Wanda Lan-

dowska, Yella Pessl, Ralph

Kirkpatrick and other harpsichord

virtuosi have in recent years

brought about a revival of interest

in early instruments. Concurrently

there has been an upsurge of in-

terest in hearing the music of J.

S. Bach, Scarlatti, Handel, Zipoli,

Telemann, Graupner, Marpurg,

Quantz and other giants of the

Baroque period played on the in-

strument for which it was original-

ly written—or a fair approxima-

tion thereof.

Now Mr. Kenyon offers a survey

of the instruments which preceded

the piano, especially the virginals,

harpsichord and spinet. He has set

himself a difficult assignment,

since instrument making in the

period under discussion was a

chaotic affair. Construction was

not yet standardized. Builders were

frankly experimenting. Terminol-

ogy was loose and confusing. What
went by the name of “spinet” in

one country might be called “vir-

ginal” in another.

With patient scholarship, Mr.

Kenyon has unscrambled the early

history of keyboard instruments in

a volume that will doubtless be-

come a standard work in its field.

Cassell and Company, $4.25

ON STUDYING SINGING
By Sergius Kagen

THIS book, Volume IV of the

series “The Field of Music”
which is currently being prepared
by the Juilliard School, is an im-

portant contribution to voice liter-

ature. A wide circulation for Mr.
kagen’s sensible, hard-headed ob-

servations would eliminate much
heartache for aspiring young vo-

calists.

In the first place, Mr. Kagen
scoffs at the notion that voices are
made; that there is such a thing
as a voice builder.” He outlines
quite explicitly the minimum re-

quirements for a singing career

—

lacking which the student is merely

throwing time and money away.

What are the minimum require-

ments? Mr. Kagen lists them as

“a specific variety of a very keen

musical ear” since, obviously, the

singer must be able to hear mental-

ly the tone he wants before he is

able to sing it, and must be able

to sing in tune; a natural singing

voice of pleasant quality and bet-

ter than average power, with a

range in its untrained state of at

least one and a half octaves; ex-

cellent health and good appearance.

Without all these one can scarcely

hope to succeed in the crowded,

fiercely competitive field of singing.

“It may safely be said,” Mr.

Kagen asserts, “that in no branch

of human endeavor is the lack of

natural endowment more painfully

apparent than it is in the arts. It

may further be said that in no
branch of the arts is a trained but

ungifted person as pitifully inade-

quate as he is in music. One could

add that in no branch of music is

the possession of superior natural

endowment more indispensable

than it is in singing.”

A word of warning from Mr.
Kagen which ought not to be dis-

missed lightly is this: “I happened
to notice an advertisement once

which ran as follows: ‘WHY
ENVY A BEAUTIFUL VOICE,
HAVE ONE.' This advertisement

is, perhaps, the most perfect ex-

pression of the attitude of those

who believe, or pretend to believe,

in the possibility of turning an
average voice into a superior one
by directed exercise. In practically

no other field could such an atti-

tude take as firm a root as it has

in singing. In no other field of

study does it reap such rich re-

wards. No college has yet adver-

tised, ‘Why envy a scientist’s brain,

have one.’ No physical culture

school has dangled in front of its

students the slogan, ‘Why envy a
heavyweight, be one.’ Not even
beauty shops and ‘success schools’

dare to go that far in the descrip-

tion of wonders they will perform
for those who are willing to pay
the required fee.”

Mr. Kagen’s book is studded
with ( Continued on next page

)

CELEBRATED VIOLIN MAKER
These classic violins are the master

craftsmanship of Mr. W. Wilkanowski,

one of America's greatest living luth-

iers. As a result of Mr. Wilkanowski s

painstaking artistry the violinist has

available an instrument of long lasting

beauty and brilliant tonal qualities. For

the professional violinist or the talented

student seeking a really fine instrument

there can be no finer choice than a

WILKANOWSKI.

A SUPERB VIOLIN
The Wilkanowski “Conservatory Model”

is a slender graceful model with well

arched body, producing: a smooth, rich

tone. The sides, back, neck and scroll

are old curly maple of pronounced

flame; the top is fine obi spruce of close

even grain. Fine ebony fingerboard,

rosewood tailpiece, with hand carved

cocobola pegs.

THE CASE—“Streamline” model with

sturdy laminated veneer body, covered

with simulated leather in lizard grain.

Plush lining; silk bow ribbons; solid

brass hardware. THE BOW is genuine

Pernambuco wood stick well balanced

with full lined ebony frog. ACCES-
SORIES include an extra set of tested

artist-quality strings; mute; chin rest

and E string adjuster.

• ••••••••••••ft

UNUSUAL
6-DAY

TRIAL OFFER
Send No Money

You can actually have a Wilkanowski
Violin in your hands for examination

on 6-day TRIAL OFFER. Here’s how
it works. We'll ship C.O.D. with priv-

ilege of 6 days’ examination in your
home or studio. Your money stays In

Express Company's office ready for

prompt refund if you decide to return

the merchandise.- Absolutely no risk *

No chance for disappointment! 100%
satisfaction or there’s no sale.

TEACHERS! Take Advantage of

Special Prices and Terms

THE FRED. GRETSCH MF6. CO.
Musical Instrument Makers Since 1883

60 Broodwoy, Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

218 So. Woboth Avenut, Chicago, III.

inspire

AS YOU TEACH. • WITH AN ESTEY

First steps in music are a thrilling experience when the lovely

orchestral effects of an Estey Organ supplement your teach-

ing talent.

You can attract more pupils by choosing, from the versatile

Estey selection, an organ for your particular need. There's

the acclaimed 3-octave Estey MINIATURE for younger fingers;

or the 4-octave portable Estey JUNIOR, admired for tonal

qualities. Teachers praise the attractive 5-octave Estey SYM-
PHONIC and the graceful SPINET. And one can easily carry

the exclusive Estey FOLDING Organ in its at-

tractive case.

The cost? . . . Much lower than any comparable
instrument, and lower than you'd expect. Send
today for colorful, illustrated Folder and the

name of your nearest Estey Organ dealer.

ESTEY ORGAN CO.

BrattJeboro 10, Vermont

I would like your FREE Illustrated Brochure.

Please name nearest Estey dealer.

Name

Teacher-Salesmen make good

money selling the modern

Estey Organ

Organ-teachers, with a car at their

disposal can establish a fine busi-

ness both in teaching and in selling

Estey Organs. The very low-cost

FOLDING model carries in one
hand, and is adequate for most
demonstration needs. Inquire about
open dealer territory.

Address

[

If you would like to favor a certain

local dealer, please name him

i

i

V

L
5,20

esrtr0KeAH£

ain

j

1

and up to
.q0°
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For the Perfect Gift

. . . Give the Finest

The gift that will make this Christmas memorable is a magnificent

Baldwin grand or an exquisite Acrosonic spinot. Playing or listening

to the music of your choice will bring a new world of enjoyment

to every member of your family . . . And that pleasure

will he greater when your piano

is one made by Baldwin.

The magnificent

Chosen by world re-

nowned musicians, the

Baldwin is a distin-

guished possession in

the finest homes, an

asset to leading studios^

auditoriums and

schools. You’ll he

proud to say "My
piano is a Baldwin.” EXQUISITE

crosomc
nr a a l d iv r w

Only the makers of the magnificent

Baldwin grand could achieve the

tone quality that makes the

Acrosonic the leader of the small

piano field. Eight delightfully

different styles are yours to choose
from, in gleaming mahogany or

walnut, light oak or lustrous black.

The famous "full-blow” action, an
exclusive Baldwin feature, is another

example of Baldwin leadership.

Baldwin, Acrosonic, Hamilton & Howard Pianos, Baldwin Electronic Organs

THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, Dept. E-ll, CINCINNATI 2, OHIO

MUSIC LOVER'S BOOKSHELF

{Continued from Page 9)

nany similar passages that bespeak

one and varied experience in the

tinging field. For anyone conle.n-

jlating a vocal career, On btudy-

na Singing” should be required

SCORING FOR THE BAND

By Philip J. Lang

BANDLEADERS and students

will welcome this handy volume,

which tells in clear, precise lan-

guage how to go about scoring a

composition for band, and warns

against pitfalls commonly encoun-

tered. The author, a bandmaster

and arranger of long experience,

has written numerous articles for

ETUDE’s band and orchestra de-

partment. Mills Music, $

5

HAYDNs Symphony No. 101, in D

(“The Clock”)

MENDELSSOHN: “Fingal’s Cave”

and “Midsummer Night's Dream”

Overtures

Edited by Gordon Jacob

P
ENGUIN BOOKS, LTD., have

long since affirmed a policy of

tapping the lucrative U. S. book

market with volumes of high cul-

tural tone. In its engaging bro-

chure, “Penguins Progress,” the

firm reports : “It is significant that

the titles most in demand by Amer-

icans are from our Pelican. King

Penguin and Penguin Classics lists,

for, despite the colossal output of

inexpensive paper-covered books

in the U. S. A., there is little in

that class of any cultural quality.

Crime, Westerns, and semi-sala-

cious novels lead the field—and
the rest are nowhere.”

It must be added that in its Peli-

can Mentor series the firm has
been as good as its word. It has
brought out a low-priced reprint
of Sullivan’s "Beethoven: His spir-

itual Development, ’ a landmark
of Beethoveniana, and other vol-
umes of solid merit.

The latest Penguin offering is
exciting news for music lovers. It
is the most sensible presentation
of miniature orchestral scores this
writer has yet seen.

Small enough to fit into a pocket,
the new Penguin scores are about
twice as wide as they are high.
Thus it is possible to engrave on
eac page about double the amount
of music generally to be found in

a full score. This means less fre-

quent page-turning—a considera-

tion when the music is pulsating

116 times per minute in a quick

movement from a Beethoven sym-

phony. In the usual format of

“Eulenburg’s Kleine Partitur-Aus-

gabe,” or other standard pocket

scores, one is often so busy turn-

ing pages as to have little time for

following the music.

Messrs. Longmans, Green some

years ago tried to solve the page-

turning problem by printing four

pages of miniature score on each

page of a volume of orchestral

music. This layout was confusing,

and the volume proved too bulky

for easy handling at concerts. The

new Penguin edition is in every

way a happier solution.

In the two Mendelssohn scores.

Mr. Jacobs lias further added to

the reader’s enjoyment by simpli-

fying the transposing instruments.

The notes that appear on the

printed page are ihe actual sounds

produced by the instruments. For

anyone who has feared his reason

would be permanently unseated by

grappling with the question of

why a clarinet in \ must be scored

in B-flat to -ound in the key of

G, this innovation is welcome.

In Mendelssohn’s overtures, the

D and E trumpets of the original

score have been replaced by the

standard B-flat trumpet of modern

orchestras. This means that still

another transposition is necessary.

It is beyond the scope of this de-

partment to h\ pothesize why com-

posers still write for natural-scale

brass when chromatic valve instru-

ments have been in general use

for a hundred years. Even so tow-

ering an authority on the orches-

tra as Mr. Cecil Forsyth concedes

that there are many aspects of

scoring for transposing instru-

ments that are justified neither by

tradition nor convenience. At any

rate, the miniature pocket score

is primarily a handbook for the

student and amateur, and anything

that makes for easv reading is a

welcome innovation.

The new Penguin scores are

handsome examples of the music-

engraver’s art. and their modest

price is far below that of compar-

able works now on the market.

There has long been a need for

inexpensive miniature scores. It is

to be hoped that these volumes will

reach the wide audience to which

their merit entitles them.

Penguin Boohs, 65 cents
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In defense of

Kirsten

Flagstad

By MARKS LEVINE

This season, Kirsten Flagstad returns to the

Metropolitan. Anti-Flagstad demonstrators, who

have picketed every postwar Flagstad concert, will

probably be on hand for the event. Are they justi-

fied in taking this stand? Read this frank reply

from Mme. Flagstad's friend and concert manager.

I
AM delighted to have this opportunity to express my-

self regarding Flagstad and to state the facts as I know
them. Perhaps no other person knows these facts better

than I do. I have never been able to state them fully because

so many people are notoriously resistant to a complete and

truthful story on any matter on which they had already made
up their minds on the basis of misinformation or rumors.

Madame Flagstad originally arrived in this country in

January, 1935. She made her Metropolitan debut on February

2, 1935. The results of that debut with the consequent lifting

of the Metropolitan fortunes, as well as of our entire musical

life, are now a matter of history. From almost the moment
that Madame Flagstad stepped off the boat until she went

home in April, 1941. I have had full and personal charge of

all her professional affairs. I became her friend, her adviser

and confidant in almost every phase of her life. I knew her

husband well, her mother, her sister, her daughter, her step-

daughter and her brothers.

Her husband was one of the most successful businessmen

of Norway, an owner of lumber mills, hotels, including the

Grand Hotel in Oslo, and a big operator in other fields, in-

cluding finance. Within three or four years of her American

success, which became an international story, she was decorated

by the King of Norway with the highest decoration the country

could offer. It is a significant fact that in spite of statements

from vicious columnists and uninformed reporters, the

King of Norivay has never recalled this decoration, as has

been the case with many other prominent people who may
have been proven or accused of being unfaithful to their coun-

tries. Surely, this in itself is proof that Norway, as a country,

has nothing against Kirsten Flagstad herself.

In 1938 Madame Flagstad went to Australia for a concert

tour and she was accompanied by her musical secretary-accom-

panist and friend, Edwin McArthur, by her husband, and my-

self. About three months before this tour was to begin, namely,

around February, 1938, Flagstad’s husband had to be operated

on for a very serious ailment. I mention this because it is a

very important point in the history. A few days after the

operation the doctors had given up hope for his life and cabled

Madame Flagstad to return home. As soon as she received

this cable she was ready to cancel the balance of her American

tour, including the Metropolitan Opera engagement and the

Australian tour. She has always been and still is devoted

to her late, husband and to her entire family. I could do

nothing but agree to such a cancellation in such a case. For-

tunately, just as she was making preparations to depart in a

hurry, she received another cable that the crisis was over

and her husband was on the way to recovery. In early May
he joined us in San Francisco from where we all sailed for

Honolulu and Australia on the S.S. Mariposa. When Mr.

Johansen (Madame Flagstad’s husband) joined us, he was a

mere skeleton of his former self and still a very sick man.

We now come to the crucial years—1940-1941. As usual,

Madame Flagstad had made her plans to go home for the

summer of 1940. And as usual, she and her husband would

have returned in the fall of that year for her concert tour and
Metropolitan engagement. But a few days before her scheduled

departure in April, 1940, Germany invaded Denmark, Norway,
and later the low countries. The plans had to be abandoned.

Because of her family devotion, it became from that time on
a continuous matter of strategy to keep Flagstad here.

Her daughter was here and had (Continued on next page)
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IN DEFENSE OF KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD continued

already married a young American from Bozeman, Montana.

In the early fall of 194*) her stepdaughter, Annie (Mr. Johan-

sen’s daughter of a former marriage), came to America from

Norway via Bussia and Japan, and brought Flagstad a disturb-

ing message from her husband and her family. It must have

been very disturbing because Madame Flagstad became hys-

terical and decided to cancel everything and go home imme-

diately. This was easier said than done.

Madame Flagstad telephoned me at St. I etersburg, I l°ri a,

where I was recuperating from an illness, and begged me to

help her abandon her tour and get back to her family. 1

promised her that as soon as I got back to New York I would

initiate steps and see how she could go back to her family.

This is the true story, which nobody has cared to publish,

because of the inherent antagonisms of those people who have

the freedom of newspaper columns to express views which are

sometimes more vicious than veracious.

I came back to New York in March, 1941. and resumed my

duties with the National Broadcasting Company. At that time

1 was in charge of the Concert Department of that Company

and Madame Flagstad was under our management. Everybody

of any importance in the NBC, as well as others, had some-

thing to do with helping Madame Flagstad to secure a transit

visa through Germany. Niles Trammel, president of NBC,

George Sloane of the Metropolitan, Juan Irippe, president of

Pan-American Airways, Max Jordan,

European representative of NBC, George

Engels, then head of the NBC Artists’

service, and I as director of the Con-

cert Department, all helped through

Washington channels to secure her visas

and transportation. And here is one

signific.ant fact, which everybody loses

sight of: the United States at that

lime was not at war with anybody.

Our entire governmental and business

relationship with the warring countries

had to be carried on through such neu-

tral countries as Portugal, Turkey, Swit-

zerland and Sweden. Diplomats, busi-

ness people and military men travelled

back and forth constantly and had to

pass through Nazi-occupied countries in

order to attend to their business. Does

that mean that they were all Nazis or col-

laborators? It certainly does not

We bought Madame Flagstad a round-

trip ticket to Portugal because the intent

was that she was to return in August to

resume a tour of this country which had

already been booked even at that time. She left here all her

valuable costumes, all her jewelry, worth thousands of dollars,

all of her personal effects and all her cash funds. She literally

took with her the clothes on her back, an overnight bag and

her passport. To the best of my knowledge, she spent in Berlin

only enough time to change her means of transportation.

It was on June 22, 1941. that Germany invaded Russia. From
that moment on conditions became more chaotic and Madame
Flagstad was forced to remain in Norway until the end of the war.

Contrary to all statements and reports, she never sang

either in Norway or in Germany nr in any occupied country.

MARKS LEVINE:

I am a Jew ... In this case,

my conscience is more than clear. We
are subjecting to unjust persecution a

great artist and a fine person."

During the remaining four years of the war she sang a couple

of times in Sweden and twice at the Zurich Festrva m Switzer-

land. People often inquire, as long as she did get to Zurich.

Uy she didn’t continue on to America Let those people put

themselves in the place of a person who has an ailing husband

„ ohl mother, two brothers, a sister and other relatives, all

stranded in an occupied country, who might have been kept as

hostages or worse if Madame Flagstad had not returned home.

On the night before her departure in April 1941 I spent a

couple of hours in her apartment in New York explaining the

arrangements and the plans for her return. In the course of

I he conversation I said to her “What will you do, Kirsten, il

the Germans ask you to sing in Germany or in Norway or else-

where for the sake of propaganda?” And she replied. You

know me well enough, Marks, to realize that I can always lose

mv voice get sick or in general make it impossible for myself

to open my mouth.” And I am glad to say she never did open

her mouth to sing in Germany or in Nazi-occupied countries.

Her daughter, Elsa, is married to an American citizen and

is a citizen herself; Elsa’s husband was a flyer in the war,

reached the rank of lieutenant, 'and was discharged with all

honors. Thev have a child born in this country. Madame Flag-

stad is a legal resident of the United States of America, and

pays taxes here on her very large world earnings. She has been

touring all over the world since 1946 and has met no hint of

protest in countries that have suffered

more at the hands of Nazis than we. The

only country where she has met with

unpleasantness has been this country.

There are three elements which have

contributed to this unpleasantness: an

organization called the American Vete-

ran’s Committee, which lias been accused

repeatedly of Communist sympathies;

a great many JeWs, who do have a right

to be resentful against everything that

was Nazi or Fascist but who have no

cause to single out one individual be-

cause of that; the Norwegians in exile,

who have gradually withdrawn their

opposition and are now seldom heard

of. Our own Department of State has

never had anything against Madame

Flagstad, so had nothing to withdraw.

Madame Flagstad is not only one of

the greatest living artists but also a

woman of great integrity as well as great

reticence. She could offer her services to

all sorts of victims of the war but to

her it would seem an attempt to clear

herself from something that requires no clearance. But when
opportunity arises, she does give her services, as she has in

England for United Jewnsh Relief and as she has contributed
money here for the foster parents of Jewish war orphans. These
are all matters of record.

I am a Jew. It would be impossible for me to associate know-
n^ywith anybody who directly or indirectly contributed to

J ,

1 and Fascist nightmare of the period from 1939 to

?' n
*

j

s case
’ mY conscience is more than clear. As far as

Madame Flagstad is concerned,
persecution and unpleasantness

we are subjecting to unjust

a great artist and a fine person.

72
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GIUSEPPE BE LUCA’S LAST ARTICLE

Giuseppe De Luca made his debut at Piacenza,

Italy, on November 6, 1897. On November 6, 1947, he

sang his farewell concert in Town Hall, New York. After

SO years’ hard singing his voice was as fresh as a boy’s.

Shortly before his death two months ago, Mr. De Luca

prepared, in collaboration with Rose Heylbut, an article

every singer and vocal student will want to read

—

Good Singing

Takes Time

C
OACHING means learning to pro-

ject scores so that they sound like

music and not simply like vocal

tones.

The vocal tones must be so secure, how-

ever, that one is not conscious of them as

technical equipment. In my own work as

teacher, I never begin ’’coaching” until the

vocal foundation is established.

If this sounds over-obvious, let me as-

sure you that advanced students—even

budding professionals—who come to me
for what they call coaching, often require

earnest attention to basic vocal mechanics.

Voice is a good thing to have; knowledge
of how to use it is better.

The actual emission of the voice requires

security in placing, resonance, and control.

When these principles are mastered, the

student demonstrates his understanding of

them by singing exercises. Next come clas-

sic songs—the arie antiche of the Italian

school which lie so comfortably for the

developing voice. Then, depending upon
the student’s intelligence, progress, and,

most of all, on the nature of his voice, he
begins to think about opera.

The placing of the voice, based always

on natural color and not on range alone,

means the secure settling of tone by focus-

ing the breath so that the air goes directly

into the middle of each tone, without white-

ness or spreading. It also includes the im-
portant matter of singing always in the
front of the mouth, against the palate

—

never in the throat.

In this the singer should be under the

constant guidance of a teacher who can

By GIUSEPPE DE LUCA
As told to Rose Heylbut

help him to make certain he sings with

proper placement. Even professionals need

such guidance, every two weeks at least.

Resonance must be forward, “in the

mask.” A good way to practice correct

resonation is to begin each tone by hum-
ming it, with the lips closed. Good reson-

ance produces a very strong vibration of

the lips, which tickles. When this sensa-

tion is experienced, open the lips and,

without interruption or change of breath,

continue singing your tone on short-0—

a

sound halfway between AH and OH. This

covers the tone. AH alone may tend to

throw it back or whiten it.

There are many excellent exercises, pro-

gressing in difficulty, which help settle and
strengthen the voice—always according to

the voice’s individual needs. I can recom-
mend those of Liitgens, G. Seidler, Vaccai,

and Marchesi.

/ have developed a number of exer-

cises of my own which I have found useful

in building secure tones into a voice.

(1) Breathe deeply and, singing on
short-0, begin softly, enlarge the tone
gradually to a forte, and reduce it to a
pianissimo. Go through a chromatic scale

of one octave, using a full breath for each
tone, and budgeting that breath so that the

tone may be spun out easily, naturally
through the full grade of dynamics.

(2) Breathe deeply and sing a tone

softly; then jump to its octave above, and

enlarge to a good crescendo on the upper

note, jumping down again to the original

tone for a piano finish. This, too, should

be worked through a chromatic scale.

(3) Sing a three-scale exercise in this

way: one octave up and down on eighth-

notes; repeat; then once up on quarter-

notes, holding the upper octave on a mo-
ment’s fermata, and going down again on
quarter-notes.

(4) Suppose you begin this exercise on
middle-D. Sing an octave up; then a half-

tone down to C-sharp; then D and E; then

down again to the D on which you began

—

then jump up an octave to the D above.

This exercise, too, should be worked

through a chromatic scale.

Whatever you sing, support tone on a

deeply-drawm breath—and use that breath

for singing. Don’t waste it in escaping air.

Don’t open the mouth until you are ready

to let the sound come out. Budget your
breath with intelligence, calculating the

needs of your phrases. Open your mouth
when you sing. Use pure, large vowels.

Sing—don’t shout. Shouting, or push-

ing, ruins a voice. Correct, beautiful sing-

ing preserves it. Never, never force the

voice—not for so much as a moment.
Sing naturally, as you speak. Avoid sepa-

rate “techniques” for singing and for

speech. Pronounce clearly, giving each
vowel, each consonant its just due—fio less,

no more. Don’t exaggerate. Don’t put in
double conso- (Continued on Page 59)
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PIPERS of the HIGHLANDS

This Scottish piper of the early nineteenth century
wears a buckler and carries the pennant of his clan.

The high - spirited clansmen

of mountainous northern Scot-

land have played a colorful

part in the story of music

Bv REGINALD E. KAVANAIGII

J
UST when the bagpipe became the national instru-

ment of Scotland is a matter of controversy, but his-

torians seem to agree that the first appearance of a

piper in battle was at Bannockburn in 1314, when a Mac-

Intyre is said to have piped the forces of King Robert

Bruce.

In the course of the ensuing Four Hundred Tears’ War

between Scotland and England, the Scottish people became

familiar with defeat. The sad and turbulent history of the

Scottish Highlands is reflected in the Cool 1lor or great

music of the bagpipes. Their sweetest songs are their

saddest.

During the rule of James VI, in the latter part of the

sixteenth century, the bagpipe became an instrument of

the Scottish military forces, its drone spurring clansmen

to the fight. From then on. pipers invariably took part

in Scottish warfare.

It is said that in the second Jacobite rebellion, in 1,4a.

when clansmen of (he Scottish Highlands were attempting

to return the Stewart kings to the throne of England.

‘"The Campbells are Coming” played an amusing part-

Unlike most of the other clans, the Campbells of Argyk
remained loyal to the British throne, and when Caiupbel

received news that the rebel Jacobites had captured Dun-

dee, lie sent his Highlanders to free the citv. The Jacob-

ites within the city heard t lie pipes and thought reinforce-

ments were on the way. But when the Loyalists bean

them they recognized their tune as the battle music oi

the Campbells and sang out loudly, much to the embar-

rassment of the Jacobites.
Until recently compositions for the bagpipe were written

in their own peculiar form of notation and were calld

piobaireachd, a term later simplified to pibrochs. I *U'J

were written to commemorate deaths, battles or other

occasions of importance to the clan. Often they were

laments. One of the most famous pibrochs ever written

was Cumhadh na Cloinne,” or “Lament for the Children,
composed by Donald Mor MacCrimmon ill memory of hr

eight sons, seven of whom died in the same vear. Another
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"This represents old Seordy Sime, a Famous Piper in his time,"

reads an 1 8th century copper engraving, reproduced at left. The pen

sketch at right was made by one Lieutenant Martin during the Afghan

Wars of the 19th century, as Highlanders entertained the camp.

member of the family of MacCrimmon, one Donald Ban,

just before he went off to join the forces of the Jacobites

in the Uprising of ’45, wrote a pibroch entitled “MacCrim-
mon Will Never Return.” His foreboding proved to he
correct. Donald Ban never did return, for he was killed

in the Battle of Culloden.

Each clan had its pipers, highest position among them
being piper to the chief, second only in importance to

the chief of the clan himself. Highly esteemed by their

fellow clansmen, the pipers passed on their skill from
generation to generation. Earliest documentary evidence
regarding a clan piper gives reference to one Robert Mac-
Lure, “Piper to the Lair of Buchannan,” in 1600. After that

time a number of families of pipers became well known,
including the MacArthurs, the MacKays, the Fergusons
and particularly the MacCrimmons.

It has been said that the MacCrimmons, pipers to the
MacLeods of Dungevan, breathed new form into the an-
eient pibroch. As was true in most clans, the pipers to the
MacLeods tvere rewarded for their services with a tract
of the best farming land, rent free, and passed it on from
one generation to another.
The MacCrimmons took their piping seriously, for it

was they who in 1680 opened a school on the Isle of Skye
for training pipers. Students came from all over the High-
lands to learn from the famous MacCrimmons. Tuition
was usually paid in the form of livestock.
The school provided a seven-year course. Students were

required to memorize 195 compositions in addition to
mastering theory. They studied how to play the pipes and
how to compose pibrochs. In preparation for taking over
the high office of piper to the chief of a clan, some stu-
dents remained at the school as long as 12 years. There is
an old saying in the Highlands that it takes seven years
to learn to play the pipes and seven generations to make
a piper.

Today s visitor to the Isle of Skye may be taken to see
t ie small recess in the rocks near the sea, known as Slochcl
nam Piobairean, or Piper’s Hoi- ( Continued on Page 51)

Even today any Scottish celebration calls for bagpipes. Here, in

traditional manner, students in the university town of St. Andrews,
Scotland, pay tribute to Kate Kennedy, patroness of chivalry.

Through BLOW-PIPE the piper forces air into BAG. vibrating

reeds in DRONES and CHAUNTER. Eight sounding-holes in 14-

inch chaunter, a double-reed instrument, enable the piper to

play a melody. Each drone, a single-reed pipe, produces a
single note, which is tuned by adjustment of the SLIDER.
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ARTURO TOSCAMM ... a curious windmill beat

he truth about conducting

By CHARLES O’CONNELL

Publication of Charles O’Connell’s book

“The Other Side of the Record,” was accom-

panied by screams of anguish from musicians

who were portrayed therein, and chuckles from

those who weren’t. Mr. O’Connell here presents

another picturesque and highly individual

opinion on the state of affairs in music.

C
AN you count up to four? Can you describe, with your

right hand, a line? a loop? a triangle and a cross?

Is your sense of rhythm as strong as the average child’s?

Then you can conduct a symphony orchestra; the better trained,

the more sophisticated the orchestra is, the better job you can

do. Tou need not be able to read an orchestral score. You need

not know a single musical term, nor a word of any foreign

language. Indeed you needn’t speak to the players at all

—

you can do just as well with the Tokyo Symphony, the Con-

certgebouw of Amsterdam, or the Augusteo of Rome as with

the New York Philharmonic.

It is an insult to call a conductor a “time-beater.” but that's

what he is. He is much more than that, to be sure; but the

reason for his being originated is the necessity for one authori-
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tative hand to establish and maintain time—its inward pulse,

rhythm, and its outward action, speed (tempo)—among a

wroup of players. The first conductor, merely a fellow7 in such

a o-roup. was elected or elected himself to stand up and beat

time with a roll of music or a fiddle bow to keep the musicians

together. Later, feeling his notes perhaps, he decided that the

music should go a little faster here, a little slower there; this

instrument should come out strongly, that one should be sup-

pressed. More and more he got away with imposing on the

group his own feeling for the music, and so a conductor

was born.

As instrumental groups expanded to the orchestra of a hun-

dred or more players, there was obvious need for one man,

wrho could hear all the players at once, to keep them together

and in proper relation with one another—a man who could

back up his directions with real musical authority based on

knowledge of each player’s part and of the relationship of
'

those parts as set forth in the score.

That’s a large order, and pretty soon conductors found it

necessary to do more conducting with eyes and face and body

than with hands. They became, necessarily, actors and ballet-

dancers, but the vital element in their art remains “time-

beating.”

You may have seen Stokowski carving fluid sculptures in

the air, or Toscanini with his curious windmill beat. Perhaps

you have been fascinated by the mesmeric passes of Kousse-

vitzsky or the remarkable acrobatics of Mitropoulos; maybe

Reiner’s parsimonious economy of gesture, or the awkwardness

of Rodzinski have made you wonder what the conductor is

conveying to the orchestra.

What may seem really incredible, however, is that the manual

gestures of all these men have the same simple basic patterns.

They speak with the right hand a kind of musical Esperanto

that all orchestral players, everywhere, immediately understand.

It is a sign-language, based on four simple figures (see cut).

Watch any conductor’s right hand—watch carefully. No mat-

ter how7 elaborate or eccentric his gestures, one or more of

these basic patterns will emerge.

What does it mean? Simple. The single down-stroke indicates

one rhythmic impulse to the musical meas-

ure; the loop, two beats; the triangle, three:

and the cross, four. One complete pattern,

as a rule, covers one full measure of music,

though exceptionally to indicate irregular

rhythms like five or seven beats in a meas-
ure two patterns may be combined. Observe,

too, that the number of notes in a measure
has nothing to do with the rhythm or the

beat, just as the number of letters in a

word has nothing to do with syllabication.

There may be one or many notes to a

beat (as there may be one or many letters

in a syllable) but your orchestra will men-
tally, and almost automatically, subdivide
your motion into imaginary fragments cor-

responding in number and time-value with
the printed notes they have in front of

them. You indicate the “syllables”; the

players will spell them out.

Suppose you have practiced the basic pat-

terns for a few minutes and can draw them
fieely in the air w'ith your right hand. How
are vou to know7 w;hich one to apply to what

music? Well, first choose something with which you are reason-

ably familiar. Your own natural rhythmic feeling will come

pretty close to telling you that the pattern of its movement has

one, two, three or four rhythmic impulses.

If the music is unfamiliar, look at the very first measure,

and you will find what is called a “time signature”—two num-

bers. written like a fraction. This will tell you how many rhyth-

mic impulses there are in each measure (the upper figure),

and the time value of each (the lower figure). Thus %, ap-

pearing at the beginning of the music, indicates that in each

measure there are three impulses, each with the value of an

eighth note. Now you are all set.

Ambitious? Try Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, but skip the

beginning—it’s tricky because of irregular time values. Take

the third movement, and you’ll find, just as at the beginning,

the pattern of a V in Morse code ... — Say it to yourself:

dot dot dot dash. Obviously, two different measures; obviously

and naturally, the three dots equal in duration the one dash.

Your fundamental rhythmic sense, helped perhaps by your

listener’s memory, tells you this. But your memory tells you

also that, though you have three notes in some measures, they

come too fast to be indicated separately; if you were to give

three beats to a measure your motions would be too rapid

for the players accurately to follow; so you simplify matters

and conduct “one in a measure.” Your experienced orchestra

will understand and give each note its proper fractional value

—

three quarter notes for each beat. Well, if you give only one

beat to the measure, and yet the player’s part says the measure

is in % rhythm, obviously each quarter-note is worth exactly

34 of a beat.

Try a march? It’s as easy as walking. If it’s a brisk one,

like Sousa’s “Stars and Stripes,” you'll know that it’s a plain

case of “one-two, one-two.” Something more majestic? Take

Elgar’s “Pomp and Circumstance”—and call it “Land of Hope
and Glory.” It is a march, but broader and slower than most.

Sing the first line to yourself, and you will immediately feel

that the rhythmic impulse is quadruple—four beats to a meas-

ure, one to each of the first four words.

A waltz? Everybody knows a w7altz (Continued on Page 49)
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W HEN I was in the studio of a

young piano teacher recently, I

marveled at the efficiency of her

equipment for teaching. She had two

pianos, a grand and a spinet, a combin-

ation radio and record player and an elec-

tric metronome. There were files for sheet

music and bookcases for her books on

musical subjects. There was also a record-

ing machine which permitted her pupils to

evaluate their own playing.

My memory reverted to the time, back

in 1878, when l began to teach piano. My
first pupils were in a small town and it was

the custom for lessons to be given in the

home of the pupil. A. music roll was used

to carry the teaching material, and it was

as much a badge of the profession as was

the small black medicine chest- which the

doctor carried on his daily round of visits.

There was no local music store where I

could scan and select new music; it had

to be ordered from a catalogue. American

publishers were just beginning to discard

the use of X to indicate the thumb in fing-

ering, and unless a teacher ordered the so-

called ‘foreign fingering’ she received old

stock.

My own teacher had been a member of

the Royal Academy of London, but be had

no understanding of the conditions with

which I would have to cope. I got no help

from his advice. 1 groped along by trial

and error, and it was principally error

those first years. I did find one set of

graded studies, but the first grade book

wTas not at all suited for young beginners.

For about twenty pages the G clef was used

in both staffs, the right hand beginning on

Middle C and the left an octave below.

When the F clef was finally introduced

the pupil was understandably confused.

IS

By QUAINTANCE LEITH

When Dorothy Gaynor Blake began

teaching both clefs alternately from Middle

C it was a great innovation. Little pieces

with the same approach were tuneful and

interesting, but some parents did not ap-

prove of using them. Somehow they thought

it was the mark of better teaching if a

child studied scales and finger exercises

first for one whole year. Is it any wonder

that many potential musicians fell by the

wayside for the want of melody?

In localities distant from large cities,

the young lady who could entertain her

friends by languishing over “Maiden’s

Prayer” or “Monastery Bells,” or dashing

through variations of “Old Black Joe,” and

“Silvery Waves” was rated an accom-

plished musician. We must concede it

would have been difficult for folks in such

areas to grasp the grandeur of a Beethoven

sonata when they were familiar only with

hymns and a very limited number of other

compositions.

I was 17 when I heard my first opera,

and much older when I first heard a sym-
phony played by a big orchestra. In those

years one could not push a button on the

radio and hear operas sung at the Metro-
politan or symphonies played by noted
orchestras.

Many of my pupils in my first years of
teaching were children, and to sustain their

interest through the first grades until they
were able to play Clementi s sonatinas and
Ihe easier Beethoven and Mozart sonatas
required patience and tact. I learned to be
resourceful; children are imaginative and

gradually I became apt at illustration.

I had difficulty with one pupil over

“Joyous Peasant.” Being an American

child she wasn’t familiar with the word

“peasant”; she vaguely thought perhaps it

was a bird. After changing the title to

“Happy Farmer,” I told her we knew it

was a man singing because the song was

in bass clef. He had been working in a

field so far away that he had taken his

lunch with him, and as he sang coming

home he tapped softly—right hand chords

—on the lunch pail to keep time. Rather

than tell her that the farmer’s wife came to

meet him as he neared home, I told her

it was his little daughter. Then my pupil

began to feel herself included, and she did

the tapping as they sang together. The

ritard at the close followed naturally be-

cause we knew' the farmer was tired after

working all day; he climbed the steps to

the porch very slowly.

A boy pupil played a little march in a

monotonous, listless manner. After the

signs crescendo and diminuendo were ex-

plained, he was asked to pretend that a

band was playing the march in the next

block. It was coming down the street to-

ward us; he could scarcely hear it at first

but as it came nearer it would be louder.

Several times I repeated: “A little nearer

and a little louder.” As the march neared

its climax l said, “Now quite loud—the

band is right in front of the house.” He

was so excited that he twisted to see it.

A little girl played a phrase that was

repeated many times with no variation of

expression. I asked whether her mother had

ever had to repeat a question several times,

as for instance, “Won’t you please close

the door? ’ And I asked if her mother

didn t speak with more force each time-
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We fitted words to the phrase and played

it that way.

Pupils often play a study from beginning

to end each time instead of concentrating

on the difficult spots. I used to ask them,

“If you were scrubbing the kitchen floor

wouldn’t you spend more time on places

where grease had been spilled than where

it was already clean?” Afterwards, going

over a lesson once or twice, they pick out

the “grease spots” to work on.

Children’s fingers often straighten and

buckle when the teacher attempts to curve

them. Some children have this trouble

longer than others and are frequently

spoken of as “double jointed”. Actually in

such cases the cartilage at the joints may

not have solidified properly, and when the

condition remains too long a physician

should be consulted.

I devised an exercise that I found help-

ful to children in developing the habit of

curving their fingers. Starting at Middle

C with fingers in good position, I ask

them to begin with the fifth finger which is

much neglected in all finger exercises, and

play all five in succession, on each key ad-

vancing chromatically. If used oidy on

white keys the fingers will straighten. Bring-

ing the thumb up on the black keys helps

keep the other fingers curved. I have found

that little quirks out of the usual routine

capture the fancy of children.

The city in which I now live has a popu-

lation of almost half a million, but when I

came here in 1890 it was really almost a

frontier town of several thousand. My
pupils were scattered, and I used a horse

and buggy to reach their homes. Under

such conditions music lessons wrere con-

tagious; they spread like measles or whoop-

ing cough to the families of adjoining

neighbors. My family declared they would

not be at all surprised if I came home
some day with the news that I had a new

pupil in our neighboring state.

I had some amusing experiences during

those “horse and buggy” days. One pupil

had an old square piano which had been

brought across the plains when the family

came west. Placed flat in the bottom of

the covered wagon it had served during

the journey as a bed for the youngsters of

the family. Considering the vicissitudes

through which it had passed it was still

in rather good condition. But one day, in

the middle of a lesson, a string went slack.

I remarked to my pupil, a young woman,

that of course that would close the lesson

and that as she lived in the country it

would likely be some time before she could

get a tuner.

“Oh, I don’t need a tuner,” she said,

“I’ll fix it myself.”

She left the room and returned with a

skate key and a monkey-wrench. In a short

time she brought the string back to pitch.

Not so fortunate was another pupil who

had a cabinet organ. During a lesson a

rasping sound developed which 1 recog-

nized as caused by dust on one of the

reeds. I opened the back and with the hook

provided for that purpose drew the reed

out, dusted and replaced it. A few weeks

afterwards when my pupil placed her hands

on the keys to begin the lesson there was a

most unexpected response. Bass tones

boomed from under her right hand, accom-

panied by treble from her left. None of the

keys gave tones of the right pitch.

“Whatever is the matter?” I questioned.

Almost in tears the girl quavered,

“That’s what I would like to know.”

“Have you done anything to the reeds?”

I asked.

“Well,” she said, “one of the keys got

to sounding like it did before you fixed it,

and I did just as you did. I thought I

might as well dust the others too, so I

pulled them all out—there was a big pile

of them—and wiped them all off and put

them back.” She had mixed those reeds as

Little Buttercup did the babies. It took me
some time to get them in their proper

places.

As the years passed and conditions

changed I gave all lessons in my home. T
had pupils coming at all hours. During
one winter I saw the sun rise every Satur-

day morning from where I sat by the piano
giving a lesson to a young rural school-

teacher. She boarded with the family of a
dairyman and came into town with him to

spend the weekend at her home, stopping
enroute for her lesson. Soon after the les-

son began, my six-months-old son usually-

wakened. Wrapping him in his blanket, I

held him on my lap while I finished the
lesson.

In my classes I have had pupils of all

kinds, from a little girl only' four years old
to an internationally famous physician of
eighty. I never regretted having to sur-
mount the difficulties w'hich confronted me
during my years of teaching, but I’m glad
to know that teachers today find teaching
conditions so much better. I salute the
young generation of piano teachers and
wish them as much pleasure in their chosen
profession as I have had.
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All-star circus band
To stimulate intereH of student players, directors of 24 Wisconsin

bands hit on an idea combining a band clinic and a three-ring cucus

A three-ring circus, with clowns, ringmaster, ponies, caged ani-

mals and daring trapeze artists arrives at the high school gym-

nasium of Fond du Lac, Wis. Music is by an all-star student band.

Merle Evans, for 31 years bandmaster for Ringling Brothers, puts

youthful circus band through its paces. Performances had been

carefully rehearsed and went off without a hitch of any description.

Fond du Lac. Wisconsin, and nearby cities are full of pro-

eressive school music educators. jsS
r

Some months ago these educators, representing 24 school

hands in southeastern Wisconsin, conferred on ways of stimu-

lating interest in the school music program.

Somebody suggested a band clinic. It was agreed that clinics

are always sound and helpful. Bandmasters benefit from the ex-

change of ideas and opinions.

But clinics often are conducted at the director’s level rather

than the players’. How about something that would stimulate

the interest of students themselves?

With Dr. Lawrence Skilbred, director of music education in

Fond du Lac, as spokesman, hand directors huddled with the

Fond du Lac Association of Commerce and the Music Parents

Association. They came up with an idea—to combine the best

features of a band clinic and a three-ring circus.

The idea caught on. Details were swiftly worked out. To lead

the band, Dr. Skilbred engaged Merle Evans, for 31 years band

director for Ringling Brothers. Next he hired a miniature circus

of 16 acts.

Music for the performance would be by an all-star band made

up of student players. Each of the 24 bands in and around Fond

du Lac would be allowed to send five players. The response was

tremendous from all participating bands. In less than a month

Merle Evans was ready to begin rehearsal with a band of over

100 outstanding student musicians.

Music for the performance was chosen by circusmen them-

selves. It included “Ringling Brothers Grand Entry,” “Red

Wagons” and “Circus Days,” three numbers traditionally asso-

ciated with circus performances everywhere. Copies of the music

were sent to each member of the All-Star circus band several

weeks before the performance. Feverishly the youngsters set

about learning their parts before rehearsals began.

Meanwhile the gymnasium of Fond du Lac High had been

transformed into a three-ring circus. Regulation circus rings

were installed. Under the roof was fastened equipment for the

trapeze artists. Animal cages were provided, and all other par-

aphernalia necessary for a circus down to peanuts and popcorn.

Students in elementary grades were prepared for the novel

event by coordinating circus music and art projects with their

daily school work. Local newspapers cooperated to the fullest,

piinting pictures and feature stories on each of the individual

musicians taking part in the performance.
By the time performance day rolled around, public interest

was at fever heat. Instead of urging his fellow-citizens to turn

out for a school event, Dr. Skilbred found himself unable to

supply the demand for tickets.

A total of 2,190 school children attended the matinee per-

formance. Many more were turned away for lack of space. The
evening performance was another sell-out.

Those who were able to get tickets ( Continued on Page 61)
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How
Jean de Reszke

Taught Singing

By MAX KLEIN

In last month’s ETUDE Max Klein set

down the basic principles of singing as he learned

them from Jean de Reszke, his former teacher and

the greatest singer of the age before Caruso. This

month Mr. Klein attacks various faults common

among singers and applies de Reszke’s remedies.

Jean de Reske as Romeo

No one has reduced to writing any account of de Reszke’s

art of singing to date, because of the difficulty of making a

logical arrangement of apparent contradictions, presenting his

principles in a manner which would avoid confusion.

There were occasions upon which de Reszke’s method of

teaching was contrary to what has been written and taught.

Herein lay his greatness. He could work in this way, since he

did not teach beginners, but only singers w7ho had received their

training elsewhere and professional singers. He only undertook

to coach singers. He freely admitted that should one method
fail to produce the desired result, he would try another.

To the thoughtful person, these apparent contradictions will

give no cause for criticism, but rather prove to him that rigid

adherence to any one method will not always achieve results;

that there is need for versatility7—a gift which de Reszke pos-

sessed. All these methods eventually contributed to the same
objective, namely the beautiful tone.

In order to avoid stiffness in the high notes, de Reszke in

certain cases did not recommend the use of deep diaphragmatic

support. Only the lower ribs w7ere expanded while the abdomen
receded. During this movement, the tone was forced upward
by the diaphragm, facilitating the attack on the high notes.

In the case of phrases sung very softly he also excluded

diaphragmatic support.

De Reszke recommended development of the singing tone
from the speaking tone for freeing the middle register. One
should speak the three syllables, TEE-DEE-RO without any
head resonance; sing the same three sydlables without head
resonance.

Of course, no one could give as thorough a description of

the principles of singing as de Reszke himself. With his acute

sense of hearing, he was able to decide when to give the advice

which was applicable to the case.

The serious artist, continually striving to perfect his training,

must never cease to be guided and counseled by his teacher.

In vocal production, the diagnosis of the voice is not unlike a

medical diagnosis. Vocal diagnosis is the basis for selecting the

type of exercise suitable for each individual case. The basic

rule is: find a remedy, even if, as de Reszke put it, it becomes

necessary to invent one. The singer whose tone is too light must
be taught how7 to produce darker tones; if the tones are too

dark, means for acquiring lighter tones must be employed. If

the body shakes from the strain of singing, exercise must be
given for the purpose of attaining relaxation.

The most common fault of singers is “pressing.” This con-

dition occurs when the base of the tongue presses against the

larynx. As a result, the larynx moves downward. Most singers

without training employ this method in an effort to produce a
deep, artificial timbre. Frequently, they are so concerned in

their efforts to produce tones in this manner, it may be difficult

to convince them of the beauty of a tone correctly placed.

To correct this condition, the tongue must be brought into

the correct position, as explained in last month’s article. If

this should prove ineffective, exercises for loosening the tongue
may be employed. For example, spoken words beginning with
6' treat, trite, trap, truck—serve a dual purpose, for by

practicing them the student will learn to roll the “r” properly.
The tip of the tongue must bring the “tr” to the upper teeth,

then allow the r to roll for a time before following with
the vowel. Pressing of another ( Continued on Page 50)
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CHORAL SINGING

Make friends with acoustics

Several basic laws of engineering can

make or break fine choral tone

By JOHN FINLEY WILLIAMSON

AT THIS time of year, church choirs,

l\ high school choirs, college choirs,

/ m community choirs, and professional

choirs all begin a new season’s activities.

Some will have a gloriously exciting year

from start to finish; others will tolerate

their conductor and others will be tolerated

by their conductor. Some choirs will stay

together throughout the whole year be-

cause of the delightful social times they

will experience; others will stay together

from a sense of duty. I hope that many

will experience the excitement that comes

from re-creating the beauty created by the

masters, will bring exhilaration, hope and

beauty to those who hear them sing.

When the choir experience is an excit-

ing one for its conductor and its members

it is parti)' because the sections are well

balanced and the architectural structure

of the whole is a thing of beauty. Such an

experience can result when the individual

voices have been classified correctly and

when the conductor and singers have

obeyed at all times the laws of acoustics

concerning frequency and amplitude.

In studying the law's of acoustics, w'e

find that when frequency doubles, energy

squares. The doubling of frequency pro-

duces a tone one octave higher. Thus, when

a soprano is singing three octaves above a

bass, the energy produced in her voice is

many times that of the bass, since fre-

quency has been doubled three times and

energy squared each time.

This suggests why men dislike to sing

when the soprano tone is big and over-

powering. Men lose interest when they

can’t be heard. This may explain why you

often find choirs with 16 or 17 women
singing soprano and one poor man singing

bass. No doubt long ago the other men lost

hope of ever being heard. Great choirs will

always have more basses than they have

first sopranos and they will use only the

light voices on first soprano. If you wish

to have a good male section in your choir,

make sure that your women are balanced

with light voices on top and heavy voices

on bottom. Such an arrangement makes it

possible for the men always to hear the

male tone. Even though you may be re-

hearsing in a small room where the wom-

en’s voices tend to be lost, be assured that

the instant you sing in a large auditorium,

because of the law of frequency, the wom-

en’s voices will always be heard above

those of the men.

In developing the melodic line in all

parts, this law must be obeyed. The tend-

ency on the part of every voice is to in-

crease the volume of the tone wrhen an

interval moves up such, as a third, fifth,

sixth, or octave. No increase of volume in

tone should be allowed the soprano part in

an upward ascending interval unless the

increase is called for in all parts. In almost

all cases you will find that the volume of

the tone in the soprano part must be de-

creased when the melody moves up if you
wish to keep the volume of the overall tone

on an even level. Since the soprano section

has at all times the advantage of frequency

in creating energy, the entire section should

carefully watch that all ascending intervals

are kept in the dynamic balance of the

phrase line.

In the hymn, “Fairest Lord Jesus,” the

soprano in the words “Fairest Lord Jesus”

sings the first phrase beginning with the

keynote, F. They start the second phrase,

“Ruler of all nature,” on the third, A. The
w ords of the third phrase, “0 Thou of God
and man the Son,” begin on C and leap to

an F on “Thou.” Invariably in choirs and
congregations the women’s voices slide

from the C to the F with a great crescendo
drowning out everything else. Rather, the

three phrases should be sung starting the
words “Fairest Lord Jesus” on the F with
a natural volume of voice, the second

phrase, “Ruler of all nature” with some-

w'liat less volume, the word “0” on the C

with less volume, and the F with still less

volume. If this plan of balance is carried

out correctly, the tone on the F above will

seem no louder than the tone F an octave

below on which it started, and all other

parts will be heard because they have been

equally balanced with the soprano.

The second acoustical law, “when ampli-

tude doubles, energy squares,” will be fol-

lowed also. If the outside parts of the

chord are three octaves apart, the soprano

tone or top of the chord creates 12 times

the energy that the bass tone or the bottom

of the chord creates. To achieve a more

equal balance, in the Westminster Choir we

try to do as follow's:

The first soprano, made up of five voices,

is divided. The two in the E lift sing the

top of the chord, the three in the E-flat lift

sing the second soprano part. The five sec-

ond soprano voices then go to the first alto

and the five first alto voices join the second

alto, giving a numerical balance of two

first, three second, five first alto, and 11

second alto. In our male voices, the heaviest

first tenor joins the second tenor; the two

heaviest second tenors join the baritone;

and the two heaviest baritones join the bass

giving a numerical balance of three first

tenors, three second tenors, five baritones,

and eight second basses. This method which

allows eight second basses on the bottom

of the chord and two first sopranos on the

top of the chord is particularly advan-

tageous on wdde-spread chords. If there is

still too much first soprano tone, we in-

crease the amplitude of the second basses

in their tone so they balance the energy

created by the first sopranos.

We find it much easier to keep the choir

in tune if the basses increase amplitude

when they sing the low tones, and the so-

pranos decrease amplitude as they ascend.

If the choir is in balance the conductor

can readily weave the tapestry of tone so

that every part can be clearly and distinctly

heard no matter how low or how' high other

parts may be singing. The result is that

each section in the choir feels equally im-

portant and each member in each section

feels equally important because out of cor-

rect balance comes symmetry and propor-
tion to all parts of the tonal structure.
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VIOLINIST’S FORUM

A MASTER LESSON BY HAROLD BERKLEY

“ROMANCE” by yohan Svendsen

B
ORN in Christiania (now Oslo),

Norway, in 1840, Johan Svendsen

was the son of a military band-

master and wrote his first composition, for

violin, at the age of 11. He intended to

make a career as a violinist, but turned

seriously to composition when attacked in

his early twenties by a paralysis of the

hand.

He wrote a number of orchestral, vocal,

and instrumental works, including chamber

music, of which the string Octet is the best

known. In his later years he held a number

of important posts as conductor and musi-

cal director.

Of Svendsen’s music, Grove’s Diction-

ary says: “(It) is all of high character,

having strong individuality and concise-

ness, as well as elaborate finish strictly in

harmony with the traditions of the great

masters.” His works are seldom heard in

the concert hall today, the “Romance ’ be-

ing the only one to retain its former popu-

larity.

To many musicians this “Romance” may
seem old-fashioned. True, the form of its

expression is not that of our day, but the

sincerity of mood and the strongly Scan-

dinavian idiom which pervade the work

hold for it a permanent niche in the vio-

lin literature. As a first-class teaching piece

and as an effective student solo, it is under-

standably popular. It is not easy to play

well: good intonation, variety of tone color-

ing, rhythmic exactness, and imagination

are necessary for successful performance.

The first two notes of the solo, in meas-

ure 20, are a trap for the unwary student:

they must be played strictly in time with
the two preceding quarter notes in the ac-

companiment. Obviously, the pianist can
make no ritardando in the four measures
preceding the entrance of the solo.

Measures 21 to 28 should be played with
a quiet tone, but not too softly. After all,

piano is not pianissimo! Measure 29 calls

for a technical device that must be used
frequently in this solo. The half-note A
must be taken on the open string, but also
it must have a vibrato. This can be done
easily if the first finger that has been grip-

,141 II.\!V SVENDSEN

ping the previous note ( the octave A above
the open string) continues its grip and vi-

brates for at least the duration of a dotted

quarter-note. Then the finger must shift to

the first position to be ready for the B on
the third beat.

In measure 30 the crescendo should be

slight, not rising above a gentle mezzoforte.

In 31 the B calls for an intense vibrato but

not much bow pressure. The open A in 33
must be vibrated, and this effect can be
obtained by vibrating the third finger A on
the E string. A crescendo is marked in 34;
this should begin on the last beat of 33 and
must be built to a climax on the E in meas-
ure 35. Between the last note of 34 and this

E in 35 there should be an emotionally

expressive slide with the third finger. Meas-
ure 35 must be played with an eloquent,

forte tone, though the quality should not be

in the least forced. The diminuendo in 36
needs to be rapid, so that 37 can be played
with an extremely soft tone—softer than
measure 21. This quality should continue
to the beginning of 41, when an immediate
crescendo builds up to 43. The first G in

43 should have at least tw'o-thirds of the

bow stroke, for it is the climax note of this

section. A full and intense forte tone is

called for in 43, the measure to which the
player has been building since he began

measure 20. Further, the ritenuto usually

indicated in 44 should begin in 43 and

continue through the first two beats of 44.

The piu mosso of the second section be-

gins on the third beat, the D in 44-. This

note and the three D’s in 45 should not be

too fully sustained; neither can they be

played staccato. A gentle agitato effect, in

which the bow almost but not quite stops,

is what the music calls for. The same effect

is required in all the measures of this sec-

tion having repeated notes. The bowing

given for measures 46 and 47, and similar

passages, will be found in few editions; it

is, nevertheless, the only bowing that truly

brings out the phrasing required by the

music.

The short diminuendi in 48 and 52

should be felt rather than explicitly stated.

It is enough if the last notes of these

measures are a little softer than the first

notes. The same thoughts apply to 56 and
60. Measures 49, 53, and 57 need a some-

what increased volume of tone. But in 61

comes a surprise. This measure must be

taken quite a bit more softly than the last

note in 60. With the sudden modulation, a

feeling of compassion comes into the music

and the player must make his audience feel

this. The mood continues through 62
and should not be disturbed by the spic-

cato bowing in 63. The spiccato should be

tile flakiest possible, the bow hardly leav-

ing the string between the notes. Yet the

notes must be clearly articulated—a nice

little problem in bowing technique. And
it should be noticed that the last triplet in

63 is not spiccato : the bow must remain on
the string without producing a crescendo.

The crescendo
, only a small one, comes

in 64, leading to the mezzo-forte in 65.

This must be a discreet mezzo-forte,

rather softer, perhaps, than a mezzo-forte
is usually played. And the crescendo which
follows in 66-68 calls for discretion, too:
it cannot be allowed to detract from the
effect of the crescendo in 73-76.

A special technical problem occurs in
65-66 which can easily cause trouble for
the student. The enharmonic modulation
from B-flat minor (Continued on Page 52)
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What’s wrong
with our

band contest judges?

By GERALD M. FRANK

Youthful players in music competitions have worked

hard and are entitled to a sympathetic hearing

T
HERE is probably no phase of our

music education program which is

more controversial than the various

annual competitive events. These

events are generally referred to as contests,

despite the fact that many progressive

music educators shrink from the word, pre-

ferring to classify them as auditions or

competitive festivals. Nevertheless, it seems

that every time a committee or clinic is

assembled, the “ugly word” again is used

hy all concerned, regardless of personal

preferences. Therefore, for the sake of

clarity, the word “contest” is used in this

article, and the points in question are ap-

plicable to all contests whether they are

solo, ensemble, band, orchestra, or choral.

Music contests as such have been going

on for centuries. In Roman times Nero

engaged several thousand persons to ap-

plaud his efforts in a musical competition.

A song contest is featured in Wagner’s

“Tannhauser,” set in medieval times, and

the Welsh Eisteddfod can be traced back

at least to the twelfth century. Hence, there

is nothing new about the idea of competi-

tions in the field of music and it is highly

probable that they will continue for many

years to come, despite occasional prophe-

cies that music contests are dying out.

The music contests with which we are

concerned are those conducted in our pub-

lic schools in conjunction with state edu-

cation organizations. These contests had

their inception back in the ’twenties when

it was the duty of the judges to pick a

winning or “champion” band or orches-

tra and to rank, not rate, the others. No

doubt these early contests had their short-

comings, but they served to arouse a great

interest in building up proper instrumen-

tations. School administrators were awak-

ened to the need for more adequate equip-

ment for bands and orchestras in their

schools, and soon the standards of per-

formance began to rise.

To be sure, the trial and error method

predominated in the operation of these

early contests. However, as time passed,

they became more and more standardized,

through the combined efforts of the state

committees and the national organizations

affiliated with the Music Educators Na-
tional Conference.

In the matter of judging, however, they

are still not uniform in many respects. In

the first place, a musical performance is

rather intangible to judge and in the sec-

ond place, the judges vary so much in

musical background, ideas on interpreta-

tion, tastes, philosophies of teaching and
the like that it is not surprising that we
do not get uniform, satisfactory judging
at all times. Here in Ohio we have been
making a serious effort to screen our lists

of judges with care and see that all are
given a brochure of instructions on what
is wanted each year in the way of adjudi-
cation. The plan is meeting with some suc-
cess, but as yet it is still short of perfec-
tion, as was proven again in the 1950
contests.

As a general rule, the contest chairman
notifies the judges he has engaged that
they should meet at the contest headquar-
ters some 15 or 20 minutes before start-
ing time for instructions. The judges usu-

ally straggle in and each is introduced;

room clerks and assistants are appointed;

arrangements are made for lunch, and this

about ends the instructions to the judges.

A judge or two almost invariably asks a

question or two which has already been

answered in the state magazine or in the

general contest directions. The fact that

he is unfamiliar with the rules seems not

the least disturbing to the committee or

the judges.

Sometimes a judge even arrives later

than the starting time and begins to write

comments and hand out ratings without

preliminary instructions. It seems some-

times that each judge is a law' unto him-

self, and we are reminded of the Biblical

passage, “There was no king in Israel;

every man did that which was right in his

own eyes.” Fortunate is the student who

performs for a good judge.

It has been said that to a large degree

the “judges are the contest” and that most

of the good, as well as most of the ills,

arising from these events can be attributed

directly to their efforts. Students, parents,

directors, teachers, administrators and

others in any way connected with a music

contest will agree that the large portion

of the benefit to be derived from a con-

test is squarely up to the judge. Since this

is the case, it is the belief of the wTriter

that we are leaving too much to chance in

the selecting and instructing of our judges.

Every event which is accepted is en-

titled to fair, competent judging. Every

director who has participated in contests

for any length of time has come in contact

with poor judging. The writer has had

many contacts with unsatisfactory judging

during many years of contest association;

in fact, he admits that he himself has been

guilty of inferior judging during the past

two decades. Probably no conscientious

judge ever looks back over the day’s judg-

ing, feeling that he has always said the

right things and awarded the deserved

ratings in every case. Most of the events

are clearly of a certain standard: but then

come the border line cases, and these could

be discussed for hours.

Prior to the day of the contest, stu-

dents and teachers, not to mention the

parents, have worked long hours in the

preparation of the various events. It

may be a violin solo, a mixed vocal en-

semble or a band that is going to the

county, district or state contest, hut in any

event it has required careful preparation

and, often, considerable expense on the

part of student and school. A definite good

has been achieved,
(Continued on Page 63)
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Christmas Music

for the Organist

A rich treasury of ivorks by old and modern composers is available for your Christmas service.

C
HRISTMAS is a joyous season, and

I believe the music selected for

organ programs at Christmas time

should be joyous music.

There is a tremendous supply of music

for the organ, both old and new, which

conveys the feeling of the joy and happi-

ness of Christmas. One can set the whole

tone of the services by the proper use and

playing of good organ music.

Supreme examples of happiness in music

are the canticles for Christmas, such as

the Magnificat, the Nunc Dimittis, the

Gloria in Excelsis and the Benedictus.

In the Magnificat we find, “My Soul Doth

Magnify,” “My Spirit Hath Rejoiced.” In

the Benedictus we read, “Blessed Be the

God of Israel,” “And Hath Raised Up a

Mighty Salvation for Us”; in the Nunc
Dimittis, “For Mine Eyes Have Seen Thy
Salvation”; in the Gloria in Excelsis,

“Glory Be to God on High and on Earth

Peace,” “We Glorify Thee for Thy Great

Glory.”

One is not obliged to play difficult music.

From many lands have come simple

Christmas carols which tell in joyous spirit

the story of the birth of Christ. More and
more these carols are finding their way
into programs of Christmas music. I think

simple things beautifully played are alway s

effective.

If one has the ability and time to pre-

pare more difficult selections, there are

many from wrhich to choose.

The works, new and old, of numerous
American composers are effective in per-

formance. The late Harvey Gaul wrote
many fine original carols, and made main
arrangements of traditional pieces. Clar-
ence Dickinson and his wife are giving us
a continuing supply of carols.

Richard Purvis has composed many
organ numbers which are being used the
world over. For several years his arrange-
ment of Greensleeves” has gained in popu-
larity. His “Divinum Mysterium” is an
effective work for the organ. His music
ha» originality. He weaves other tunes into

.

*s pieces along with his principal subjects
m a most ingenious way. He knows how to
"rite well for the organ. Recently Carl

By ALEXANDER McCURDY

Fischer, Inc., published a set of “Seven

Choral Preludes” by Richard Purvis which

should be in the hands of every progressive

organist in the land.

In the foreword to the “Choral Pre-

ludes,” we read: “The principle on which

these preludes were composed is one sug-

gested by Wallace Arthur Sabin of San

Francisco. Mr. Sabin opined that music for

American church services should be of a

devotional nature, with a freshness and

spontaneity of conception unhampered by

limitations induced through strict adher-

ence to an orthodox ecclesiastical style;

but without any suggestion of triteness or

mere sentimentality descending to the level

of the mundane or secular.” Mr. Purvis has

registered these pieces for the Hammond
Organ as well as the pipe organ. If you

buy this book only for the second number,

a Pastorale on the hymn tune “Forest

Green,” it will be money well spent. I pre-

dict that your congregation will want you
to play this several times during the Christ-

mas season after hearing the piece once.

Everett Titcomb is another significant

American composer. The B. F. Wood Com-
pany has published his music for the organ.

His “Puer Natus Est” is one of the best

pieces I know' as a preparation for a mid-

night communion service.

Roland Diggle, who has done so much
for American composers, has written sever-

al organ numbers w'hich should be in our
repertoire. They include A Carol Prelude

(“God Rest \ou Merry, Gentlemen”) pub-
lished by Schirmer. “Christmas Carologue,”

published by Morris, and “Christmas Rhap-
sody,” published by Schuberth. Dr. Diggle
has also written a lovely prelude on “For-
est Green.” In England, “Forest Green” is

always used as the tune for “0 Little Town
of Bethlehem” and is also in the 1940
Hymnal of the Episcopal Church.

Myron Robert’s “God Rest You Merry,
Gentlemen” has been mentioned by me be-

fore on this page. It is always effective,

and is published by H. W. Gray.

The late Pietro Yon is a composer whose

Christmas music for the organ has lived.

His “Christmas in Sicily” is a charming

work, and still one of the most popular

pieces played by organists the country-

over at Christmas.

Garth Edmundson’s music should be on

every organist’s program. His works are

effective, and refreshingly unusual.

French composers have done their part

to give us splendid music for the organ at

Christmas, ranging from difficult to quite

easy. We should not overlook Dupre’s “In

Dulci Jubilo,” Mulet’s “Noel” (from the

“Byzantine Sketches”) or Guilmant’s “Not'd

Eccosaise.” For more than ten years some

of us have played “La Nativite” of L’An-

glaise. It is a gem. It must be learned care-

fully, paying particular attention to cor-

rectness of notes. It has great possibilities

for colorful registration. It can be strik-

ingly effective.

The works of the great mystic Olivier

Messiaen should appear at least once, if

possible, on our Christinas programs. “God
Is With Us,” from his “La Nativite,” is a

new utterance in music for which w’e have

been longing. Although many musicians

and laymen dislike Messiaen’s music, I

find that with repeated hearings it becomes

increasingly rewarding. There is a religious

sincerity in the music of Olivier Messiaen

which is surpassed by very few composi-

tions. We all need to study this man’s

music, and restudy it.

Finally, we must be sure that we do not

neglect the jewels of Bach, the three settings

of “In Dulci Jubilo,” for example. Christ-

mas wouldn’t be Christmas without playing

Bach’s “Christians, Rejoice!”

The Daquin Noels are always refreshing.

The Brahms Choral Prelude, “Lo. How a

Rose E’er Blooming,” should be on our
programs. Buxtehude should be represented

by something like “How Brightly Shines
the Morning Star,” and Karg-Elert by his

“Adeste Fidelis” from the collection. “Ca-
thedral Windows,” published by Novello.

These are only a few of the rich treas-

ures of church music available for our
Christmas services. Included in our music
programs, they will add immeasurably to

the spirit of Christmas.
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Chopin:

Etude in F Minor

A MASTER L E S S O IS BY GEY MAI E K

DON’T let the polyrhythmic pattern of

Chopin’s little Elude in F Minor

disturb you. Those four notes

against three are not difficult to play. In

fact this Etude is simpler on all counts

than last month’s thrce-against-two study.

Its single right hand voice is easier to

memorize, and its left hand broken chord-

shapes (low more spontaneously (J . so- s* )

than the bass of the A-flat Major study.

Play the left hand pattern with rather

high wrist, stress the top note gently, and

feel arm and hand rolling over and under

the thumb. If you slide over your hand

instantly when you play the thumb, keep-

ing your second and third fingers close to

the keytops as you slide, you’ll have no

trouble with measure ten. for instance t see

Example 1 ) ,
which is tricky to play ac-

curately and smoothly:

The four notes against three are easy

if you practice measure 17, for instance,

as indicated (see Example 2).

Don’t forget to slide swiftly when you
play that thumb! Now add the right hand

above it, accenting its first quarter note,

and playing the second quarter after the

second eighth note of the base
( just as in

two-against-three), and let the last quar-

ter take care of itself! (See Example 3.)

Repeat this many times.

If you practice much of the Etude in

such half-measure impulses you will have
no difficulty smoothing out the triplets

when you play in “perpetual motion”

style. Be sure to stress both right and left

hands unobtrusively at the beginning and

middle of each measure.

Often play each measure right through

to the bar line, then pause just an instant

before playing the next measure. If you

will do this without using damper pedal

it will keep your ears clear and your

fingers clean. Practice the entire Etude

often without damper pedal.

Melancholy and Resignation

This study, another of the Three New
Etudes which Chopin composed for the

piano method of Fetis and Moscheles, is

a mezzo-tint of melancholy. It is also a

sensitive study in flowing, singing legato.

The plaintive, bitter-sweet right hand mel-

ody floating over the little grey waves of

the left leaves a flavor of loneliness and
resignation in its wake. The voices should

be memorized as separate hands, and
afterward played together, of course, with

contrasting tone qualities.

Audiences like the piece because they

readily recognize the germ motif (see

Example 4) which impregnates it with a

Bx. 4

kind of nostalgic monotony—the three
note figure many times repeated, inverted.

slightly changed, and often expanded (see

Example 5).

The long melodic line is notable too

because its contours actually sound “regu-

lar” in spite of subtle waywardness and

variation. . . Just another manifestation

of Chopin’s genius!

From the first measure to the last chord

the quiet grey shapes rise and fall in half

tints. Do not “articulate” every melody

note but slide gently over the bridge notes

—usually the second and third of the trip-

lets—as the elbow (bow-arm) rises to the

middle of the measure and falls to the

end. Breathe frequently, and play almost

inaudible ruhatos in the melodic curves.

Be sure to clear up the beginning of

each measure by careful damper pedal

change. Use soft pedal almost everywhere

except in the crescendo of the E-flat Minor

section (measures 37-52).

Linger tenderly over those falling se-

quential seconds in measures 22-24, 30-32,

and at the end of the study. Light up the

texture for that brief glint of sunlight in

the D-flat measures (33-36), which give

way all too soon to the dark perturbations

of the E-flat Minor waves. During the last

ten measures let the breath of the melody

expire with a sigh; then play the final

triads (listen how the third of the chord

shimmers through the top ) with floating

pianissimo—as though the gentle melan-

choly and the poignant melody continued,

unheard by human ear. Chopin liked to

finish compositions like this with such

inconclusive chords.

Impression of Chopin's left hand
taken by French sculptor Clesinger
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Aria
No. 13041041

This composition is from the Sonata in A Minor for unaccompanied violin. Interpretatively it poses a slightly different problem from that usually encountered in

nlaving Bach at the piano. It is essentially melody and accompaniment, rather than a contrapuntal work with independence in all voices. The original is in L Major;

Mr. Bauer has transposed it to A-flat to make the work more pianistic. Grade 4.

Andante __ J . S. BACH
Transcribed by Harold Bauer

Copyright 1950 by Oliver Ditson Company
etVDE-NOVEMBER 1950

International Copyright secured
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Danse Canadienne

No. 130-41026
(Canadian Dance)

- , num |,er Players with small hands may experience difficulty with

A sprightly dance, with the Gallic flavor of French Canada, that m*« ^h.-hand passages calling for staccato in the upper voice and legato in

cUd. in di vi m, -1 5/1 rl.nl."- «»* «• VICTOR BOUCHARD

Copyright 1950 by Oliver Ditsou Company
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From Premer Collection No.

Etude No. 1

(From Three Etudes Without Opus Number)

El.ewl.cre in this issue. Dr. Cuy Maier presents a master lesson on this Elud.
F. CHOPIN

An d » n t i no
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In Starlit Night
N# '

*

Here U a waltz in Viennese style, with strongly nostalgic flavor. The firs, section is song-Iike ilike in character; the middle part is more brilliant. Grade 4.

DONALD LEE MOORE
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Harvest Dance
This vigorous, effective number also is a useful study in phrasing. All marks of expression should he

playing, rather than the damper pedal, to maintain continuity in

observed with care,

the phrase. Grade 3.

The performer should rely on Uyuto

GEORGE F. HAMER
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The Happy Bugler
No. 130-41028

Here is a useful study in the playing of arpeggiated chords. It should be performed crisply, in vigorous march tempo. Grade 3.
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Winter Time
No. 110-41012

Secondo
ELLA KETTERER

The Conqueror
No. 410-41012

Secondo

Maestoso (

J

= 92) ELLA KETTERER

Winter Time

No. 410-41012

Primo
ELLA KETTEHIR

The Conqueror
Primo

No. 410-41012
ELLA KETTERER

Maestoso(J : 92)
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E. CASWELL FRANCES McCOLLIN

Sleep, Holy Babe

Andante t ranqu i 1 1 o (J = 76)

,

How
t

sweet ^ to see Thee lie In such a place of rest, In such a

Copyright MCMXXX by Oliver Ditson Company
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Edited and Fingered by

HAROLD BERKLEY

Andante (J=60)

Piano Introduction

Romance
Violin JOHAN S. SVENDSEN,

0p .
,
6

4 3

3 2

Piu mo s s o ( J = 110)

n 2

ammato e appassionato
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That Turkey Gobbler
No. 110-27162

Crade 1!4.

LOUISE E. STAIRS
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Santa Claus in Town WILLIAM 0. MUNN

Gradi* 2 .

Words by Lau rence F. Munn
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THE TRUTH ABOUT CONDUCTING

(Continued from Page 17)

gestures would have to be so small

!nd so quick that the orchestra

couldn’t see them, or heed them il

could. So you give one lug long

beat to the measure, which the play-

ers 0n looking at the pattern and

lime value of their notes, will men-

tally
subdivide into three.

Now if you essay the Valse

Triste” of Sibelius, you’ll find out

that if you try it in one the measures

are too long, too broad and too slow;

a single beat cannot be stretched so

far; SO you’ll give the three beats

to a measure the music calls for.

So you are ready to conduct the

Philharmonic! Just walk out there

and begin. Begin!—there's a pitfall.

A conductor once remarked that the

hardest thing about conducting is to

start the orchestra, and the next

hardest, to stop it. What he meant

was, to start and stop together. Re-

member then, that you must give the

orchestra a preliminary or “up”

beat, a silent one; for this estab-

lishes the tempo, the duration in time

of each rhythmic impulse. The “up”

beat is like the “forward” in the

command “Forward, march”; a sol-

dier doesn’t move on “forward,” but

it indicates the rate at which he is

After you get the orchestra’s at-

tention—and you surely will!—men-

ially count a full measure at the

pace you intend the music to go,

and with a positive upward sweep

of your right hand, illustrate the last

beat of the measure you have heard

in your mind. Nothing will happen

—audibly; but every player who is

watching you will instantly know the

pace you intend to take; and the

music will come with your down beat.

They will end the same way if

you are sure you know when to stop.

If the end comes in strict time, just

make your last gesture conclusive
in any way that occurs to you; it

will be anticipated and obeyed. If

the end conies on a long-held note,

assume a gesture as of holding some-
thing in your outstretched right

hand, and when you have held it as
long as you think right, make a
motion as if you were beheading the
orchestra in one sweep.
You don’t believe conducting is so

simple and so easy? But it is; per-
haps you yourself have witnessed,
unwittingly, a demonstration of the
ttuth of the first paragraph of this
article; and I myself have proven
't. The late Fiorello LaGuardia. with
even less instruction than has been
outlined here, frequently “conducted”
ands and orchestras in simple

Pieces, and got away with it. Doubt-
ess he had exceptional cooperation,
wien he was mayor of New York,
tom the Department of Sanitation
anc

, but any real orchestra will

give you even better cooperation.

The basic rudiments of the con-

ductor’s “technique” can be taught

and learned ciuickly and easily; the

art of conducting cannot be taught

—

except to one’s self and by one’s self.

Conducting is the art of conceiving,

expressing and conveying to an au-

dience. through the medium of the

orchestra, profound music convic-

tions as developed in a noble soul

and a superior intellect. To accom-

plish this, a conductor must be in

some measure a teacher, an actor,

a painter, a sculptor, a poet, a psy-

chologist; he must be spritual and

intellectual, athletic and aesthetic,

critical and enthusiastic.

By this definition true conductors

are rare, great ones fewer than a

dozen in the world. There are hun-

dreds of men leading orchestras who
know every technical trick in the

conductor’s repertoire and who can

give an interesting performance of

any music set before them. But

nearly all of them fail in some

direction, often because of a lack of

sense of proportion, an imbalance

among those very qualities necessary

to greatness. The power and sin-

cerity of conviction which a true

conductor must have often degen-

erate into utter intolerance of the

ideas of others. Conducting is a

moral danger for all but big men.

All great conductors have been

self-taught. If a man is a musician,

and lias it in him to conduct; if he

knows and feels music, and can

make others feel it, he can conduct.

Usually he gets his background

as a conservatory student, studying

some orchestral instrument, har-

mony, counterpoint, composition,

score-reading and related elements.

On graduation he probably gets a

job in an orchestra.

Some conductors are paid $100,000

a year and more, and this though it

cannot be demonstrated that any one

of them is a marked “draw at

the box-office. The orchestra is the

attraction—the orchestra and the

music.

But don’t give up; you can con-

duct a symphony orchestra. I know

a man in Boston who has never had

a music lesson in his life, but he

conducts wonderful concerts in his

basement playroom every night. His

men are empty chairs, arranged in

orchestral order; his music is gen-

erated from records by a fine phono-

graph; he conducts the world’s best

orchestras, and even if he makes a

mistake the musicians don’t. Of

course he isn’t conducting the orches-

tra ; the orchestra is conducting him

!

You can do better when you walk

out there in front of the Philharmonic

—but don’t forget that up-beat!

The End

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF VOCAL ART

Announces the Opening of its school year

1950-1951

A competent staff of highly trained instructors, artists and

guest lecturers assures each student of individual vocal training

of the highest standing and tradition.

Each student will be given the opportunity to be heard in

recital and on the radio.

Special courses preparing advanced singers for recital and

appearances in grand and light opera.

Substantial scholarship will be awarded to the most talented

and deserving students.

Instruction in languages and program building will also be

given.

All courses are under the artistic supervision of the eminent

vocal teacher, Maestro Astolfo Pescia, distinguished instructor

of Dorothy Kirsten, Rina Gigli and the late Grace Moore.

For information write The Registrar.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF VOCAL ART

BOX 222, JOHNSTOWN, PA.

For immediate placement write for an audition today, as the

number of students to be enrolled for the year is limited.

Nowyou can speedpiano mastery

^"Audiscope"
SILENT KEYBOARD

PAT. PEND.

You, as a teacher, artist, student or parent, will

be quick to recognize the advantages of this

truly practical silent keyboard. Its full-size,

movable plastic keys dupli-

cate those of a real piano.

Yet there is no distraction

from sound and the student is

able to develop a higher degree

of sensibility to sight and touch.

Accomplished pianists are able to retain their

dexterity by taking this portable instrument

wherever they go. Used in many schools.

TWO MODESTLY PRICED MODELS AVAILABLE
5 octave size for studio or home • 4 octave size for
limited space, in school rooms and while travelling

Beautiful "rippled” dark mahogany finish in sturdy

aluminum— improved, full-size plastic keys.

Write us today for illustrated folder and the
name of your nearest "Audiscope” dealer.

AUDISC0PE CORPORATION
35 W. 53rd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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century
presents a group of new teaching

pieces in the first and second grades.

We are certain that in this list you

will find interesting and worthwhile

pieces which you will want to use.

Your Century Dealer will be happy

to show them to you.

Plano Solos—Grades 1 and 2

3982 Big Drum Major, The, F-l Hopkins

3983 Floating. F*1 Stanton

3990 From My Garden, C-2 Heaps

3984 Four O’clock, 0-1 Hopkins

3973 Last Pavane, The, Atn-2 Granados

3991 Little Valse, C-2 Foldes

3992 Marching Home, C-2 Foldes

3993 Misty Evening, C-2 Scarmolin

3976 Morning. C-2 ProkoflelT

3985 Outdoor Song. G-l Kraft

3986 Polka Dot, C-l Rolfe

3987 Pug Nose. G-l Rolfe

3994 Queen of tho Rodeo, G-2 Steiner

3995 Quiet Sailing. G-2 Crosby

3996 Ruff and Tuff, Dm-2 Steiner

3978 Slavonic Danse No. 6, A-2 Dvorak-Hopklns

3988 Spring Fever, C-l Rolfe

3997 Squirrel’s Picnic, Bra-2 Eckhart

3989 Starry Way. C-l Hopkins

3998 Three Cheers for the Team, F-2 . .Steiner

3979 Two Caprices. Dm-F-1 Paganini-. Steiner

Century Edition is 20tf a copy

Our Graded-and-Classified — or our

complete catalog listing over 4000

numbers is free at your dealer or on

request from us.

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

47 West 63rd St. New York 23, N.Y.

for CONVENIENCE

5 yoor XXVJ
written '
guarantee

' Standard FRANZ Electric

Metronome Q $15.00
With Perfect

Flash-beat Q $15.95

FRANZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY
NSW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM
By Sister M. Xaveria, O.S.F., Mus.M.

The MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM,
endorsed by prominent piano peda-
gogues, is adapted to various age
levels. Most children at the age of
six to nine years may be considered
"pre-schoolers" in the study of music,

especially instrumental music.

The MUSIC READINESS PROGRAM
makes teaching beginners fun. It fas-

cinates the child, gratifies the teach-
er, and delights the parents.

MY MUSIC PICTURE BOOK 75
MUSIC AND GUIDE BOOK 1.00
MY MUSIC COLOR BOOK 75
MY MUSIC LETTER BOOK 75
MY MUSIC NOTE BOOK 75

Postpaid for cash with order

THE SERAPHIC PRESS
1501 South Layton Boulevard

Milwaukee 15, Wisconsin

HOW JEAN DE RESZKE TAUGHT SINGING

(Continued from Page 21)

character is almost certain to oc-

cur when a singer attempts to pro-

duce a higher tone than is naturally

his. In this case, the tongue does not

press backward upon the larynx, but

remains at the back of the throat;

the throat contracts; the larynx

moves upward and the tone is, liter-

ally, pressed forward—taut. These

defects in tone production can be

eliminated only by proper use of the

tongue in conjunction with deep

diaphragmatic support.

Forcing is a fault often committed

by young singers. Habitual forcing

leads first to flat singing, then to

tremolo. The teacher should compel

the student to exercise the voice

softly if he is in great difficulty.

Those who force their voices do not

sing softly, as a rule. They strive to

acquire brilliant, ringing tone by the

use of muscular strength. The body
of such a singer is often tense and
rigid. Under these circumstances, it

is recommended that circular arm
movements from the shoulder be
made while singing. Head move-
ments so made that the head moves
backward when singing the high
notes, are helpful. Walking back and
forth, doing the circular arm move-
ments at the same time, tends to
relax the body.

Flat tones result when the tones
have not been properly placed in the
nasal cavity; when the tones are not
sufficiently round upon leaving the

Next Month . . .

Albert Schweitzer, known
widely as physician, theolo-

gian and scholar, is little

known in the role of teacher.

In next month’s ETUDE,
Lucie Chene-vert Lawson
paints a striking word-
picture of the Dr. Schweitzer

who taught her to play the

organ forty years ago.

mouth; when they have no head
resonance. The remedy is; place the
tone in the “masque” of the face.

For this, no language is better suited

than French since the vowel sounds
en, an, on, in, un—are properly

pronounced in the “masque.” Repeat
the following phrase, speaking, then
singing on one note:

Pendant Venfant mange son pain

Le chien tremble dans le buisson.

Care should be taken that the un-
derlined vowel sounds are so placed
in the nasal cavity that a nasal tone
does not result. Exercises on EE and
OO with Y as a prefix, are helpful,

for example, the sounds YI and YU.

Nasal resonance is particularly

important for improving the tone,

making it round and soft, at the

same time giving musical focus and

balance. Nasal resonance is produced

in the two channels which connect

the throat with the nasal resonance

cavity. The student has the sensa-

tion that the nose opens inside, be-

comes broader and wider. Exag-

gerated use of nasal resonance may

develop into nasal singing.

Flat singing is a fault which even

the layman can detect. Forcing the

voice is a common cause, as is im-

proper placement in the resonance

cavities—not pitched high enough.

In the latter case, exercises with

closed vowels—EE and A (able)—
also those exercises suggested for

use in the case of flat tones, will be

found helpful. Again, flat singing

may result from attempting to sing

when the voice is overtired. When
this is the case, longer exercises in

half-voice will be beneficial.

Sharp singing results when the

breath is too forcefully directed into

the head resonance areas. Deep dia-

phragmatic support and temporary
discontinuance of head resonance
will quickly correct this fault.

Breathy tones, which are not un-
common with beginners, quickly dis-

appear when the correct method of
breathing has been acquired. Great
benefit may be derived from singing
closed vowels in the resonance area
of the nose, preferably EE and OO.
together with Y, as YEE-YOO.

Tremulous singing may result
from constantly forcing the voice. It

usually occurs when too much em-
phasis is placed on bead resonance.
Firm diaphragmatic, support with

j

the breath directed toward the chest
will stabilize the tone. On the other
hand, there may be too much chest
resonance and insufficient head reso-
nance. The quiet, steady tone should
flow uniformly, having two fixed ends
—two equivalent points of support-
one in the chest, the other in the
head. Should one or the other fail
to function properly, trouble results.
When beginning, the student

should not practice more than 15
minutes at one time. After an in-
terval, he may resume practice for
an additional 15 minutes. When
some progress has been made, the
practice time may be extended to
half an hour. The maximum time the
voice should be exercised is twice a
day for half an hour, not more, and
that with discretion. Relaxation must
follow effort; exercises should besung alternately in full voice and
halt-voice.

In practice, and in performance
as well, the singer should take as his
golden r„le the maxim so often re-peated by Jean de Reszke: “Every-
thing within reason.” The End

edition
after edition of these masterpieces

is

offered to the musical public. We
invite you to compare CENTURY
EDITION with any other at any price.

You will probably agree that Century

is at least as tine as any other edition

and you too will ask "How can they

sell it for 200 a copy?"

Piano Solos—Grades 3, 4 and 5

3075 Air in G Major, Suite XIV, —3.
, .Handel

3910 Bagatelle in D, On. 33, No. 2-3 Beethoven
4003 By the Lake of Wallenstadt, Ab-4 Li sz t

3893 Courante in E Minor—3 Lully
3909 Evening in the Country, —3 Bartok
3980 Conga— La Mano Abajo, F-3 Relsfeld

3974 Folksong, Op. 12. No. 5, F#ra-3. .. .Grieg

3999 Intermezzo, Op. 117, No. 1, Eb-4. .Braluns

3972 Intermezzo fr. Petite Suite, F-3.. Borodin
3977 Menuetto. L’Arlesienne, Eb-4.Bizet-Block

3900 Moment Musical, Op. 94, No. 1, C-4
Schubert

4002 Novelette. Op. 21. No. 7, A-5. . .Schumann
3899 Prelude & Fugue in C Minor, —5 J. S. Bach
3902 Rhapsody in Eb. Op. 119, No. 4-4 Brahms
3980 Rhumba—La Chupadera, G-3 Relsfeld

3981 Samba— Yerba Buens, G-3..arr. Guenther

4000 Six Little Preludes Bach
4001 Sonata in C Major—3 Scarlatti

4004 Thais. Meditation, G-3 Massenet

3901 Three Etudes Chopin

Century Edition is 200 a copy

Our Graded-and-Classified — or our

complete catalog listing over 4000

numbers is free at your dealer or on

request from us.

CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

47 West 63rd St. New York 23, N.Y.

BEHIND YOUR
CONSCIOUS MIND f

Do you use just your thinking mind?
If you do, you are missing 90 per
cent of your possibilities. Those oc-
casional hunches are the urges of a
vast sleeping force in your inner
mind. Learn to develop and direct it.

Push obstacles aside and master life

with an energy you have overlooked.
Send for FREE SEALED BOOK. It
tells how to obtain these teachings.

Address: Scribe X.M.M.

OX* ROSICRUCIANS
|
Sai^fos<^^JjAMORC}^^^CaHfornia^

WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY

Flutes of Distinction

STERLING SILVER— GOLD— PLATINUM

Catalog on request

108 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston 15, Mass.

Special lesson, 15 pages, more than one

lesson for pre-school or young child on

rhythm. Special bird call melodies teacn

9 notes, treble and hass. applied to Play'

Myself Book I. Unusual relaxation and

teeter-totter key action ("escapement )

create non-percussive playing. Rubber fin-

gers, sunken thumb j'oint, monotones cor-

rected. l*rice $5.00 with 10 Rote Piano

Pieces.

EFFA ELLIS FERF1ELD
103 East 86th St. (Park Ave.) New York City

^ » j llallLJrNi
HARMONY and COUNTERPOINT

f ^
a
f5

inat «nS study. Send for pamphlet desc
ng these clear and complete lessons, organi

teachers*"
f°r self'instruction - CoUTtesy

JOHN M. LEIPOLD
218 S. Highland Ave., Los Angeles 36, Cl
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PIPERS OF THE HIGHLANDS

(Continued from Page 15)

j0W where students used to pace

and down while practicing.

After the completion of the

Four Hundred Years’ War and

the union of the English and Scot-

tish
Parliaments in 1707, little by

Utile the English came to make

use of the fighting spirit that had

developed among the clans of the

Highlands. William Pitt urged the

recruiting of Highlanders for fight-

ing service in behalf of the British

Empire. In fact, since 1739 when

the first Highland regiment, the

Black Watch, was organized, regi-

ments of Highlanders, clad in kilts

and equipped with pipers have

served in the British Army.

In Canada during the Battle of

Quebec, the pipers of Fraser’s

Regiment were ordered to keep

silent because the British com-

mander disliked the sound of the

bagpipes. The Highlanders were

holding the front lines against

the counter-attack of the French

forces. After repelling two fierce

assaults, the Highlanders began to

give way with the third. It was not

until a junior officer of the High-

land regiment explained the reason

for the listlessness of his troops

that the commanding general gave

the order for the pipers to “play

up like the devil.” At the sound

of the pipers the lines held.

Some pipers seemed to lead

charmed lives. In 1812 after the

British under Wellington had laid

siege for 11 days to the Spanish

fortress of Ciudad Rodrigo, a

piper of the 74th Regiment was

one of the first to scale the walls.

And there he sat, playing his pipes.

When a bullet punctured the wind-

bag, he simply repaired the bag

and continued to play, much to

the delight of his comrades.

This year, Scottish troops were

the first United Nations ground

forces other than American to land

in Korea. Fifteen hundred Argyll

and Sutherland Highlanders came
from Hong Kong, sent by the Brit-

ish Government, and as they landed

their pipers played “The Campbells

Are Coming.” U. S. bands returned

the salute with “St. Louis Blues.”

Pipers have been looked upon

with great favor in the English

court. Queen Victoria had four

personal pipers in addition to the

pipe band that was attached to

her court. During the reign of

King George V, the king’s pipers

played outside his bedchamber

every morning. Although Scotland

saw the last of its clan system with

the defeat of the Jacobite Pre-

tender, Prince Charlie, at the Bat-

tle of Culloden in 1746. the music

of the pipes is still heard in the

Highlands. Two hundred years

later, in 1946, pipers from all over

the Highlands gathered near In-

verness for a competition. But in

the tradition of those who like

to recall the better days, one raw-

boned old Highlander wras heard

to say, after listening to a piper

whose performance was not the

best, “Scotland, ma country, wa

I’m sufferin for ye noo!”

The End

Tips to Parents

BY HERMAN J. ROSENTHAL

TPHERE COMES A TIME in every music student’s life

when practicing becomes a bore. About this time, many
parents become discouraged and threaten to discontinue

lessons, a fact which explains the high mortality rate (musi-

cally speaking) among young music students. Don’t let this

happen to you. Arrange lor a conference with the teacher

to find out what can be done to guide your child through

this difficult period. Work with the teacher to maintain and

stimulate your child’s interest.

'THERE ARE MAN! DEVICES the teacher may sug-

gest in order to sustain your child’s interest in music.

Among them, he may recommend that you invite your

child s friends to your home for a Saturday afternoon

niusicale. Or lie may suggest that you devote 15 or 20

minutes each dav to hearing vour child play his favorite

pieces. He may tell
y
ou of an outstanding youth performer

who is coining to your citv and who may inspire your child.
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OBERLIN
CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

OBERLIN
COLLEGE

SUPERIOR TRAINING
for the

PROFESSIONAL MUSICIAN

Limited enrollment. Early appli-

cation is desirable. Catalogue

and details are available on re-

quest to the Director of the Con-

servatory.

Degrees: Bachelor of Music,

Bachelor of Music Education;

Master of Music, Master of

Music Education.

DAVID R. ROBERTSON, Director

Box 5110, Oberlin, Ohio

Member of the National Associ

ation of Schools of Music.

Zried . . . Zested.
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andnow Proven!!
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by

JUNE WEYBRIGHT
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and parents— continually growing bigger— because it is consistent with

the best in music education and the ultimate in piano progressl

BOOK ONE—The Beginner's Book ;..75*
BOOK TWO—The Follow-Up Book 75*
BOOK THREE—The Key Signature Book 75*
BOOK FOUR—The Scale and Chord Book 75*
BOOK FIVE—The Donee Form Book..... 75*
BOOK SIX—The Classics Book 75*

WORK BOOKS to accompany BOOKS I, 2 , 3, 4.
Coordinated work books for "stock-taking"—designed to supple-
ment the materiols in the first four study books. each 50*

ETUDES for PIANISTS of Junior Grade
Book One 60< Book Two 60*

TECHNIC for PIANISTS of Junior Grade
Book One 60

<

Book Two 75*

CHRISTMAS MUSIC for Piano Solo
Book One—Secular. . 60< Book Two—Sacred. . .75*

Write tor free "Course for Pianists" brochure!

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, INC. 1619 Broadway
Sole Selling Agents: MILLS MUSIC, INC. New York 19, N. Y.
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ALLEGRO
The Note Game

Teaches

and

Improves

Note Reading

Children love this new, exciting action
gume, learn fundamentals of music as
thev play. A must for beglnnors—a help
to the more advanced—fun for the whole
family. For one or more players. Sturdy
construction. lVa“ x 10% x 15%', rules,

instructive reward cards. Attractively
packaged. Ideal as a gift. Get yours to-
day. $2.00 at leading music stores, or
send direct.
Eduplay Products Beloit, Wis. Box 379
lie ithr In<juirU» im itrd Teachers in areas with-
out ileahra -write for prices.

TRAIN

hr ab{c lo Improve the POWKH of you y

privacy of your own room! Self-tralnlnjr ....

mostly silent. No music required. Write TODAY for
Eugene FetichtlnRer's groat booklet “How to Develop
a Successful Voice.” It's absolutely FREE! You must
slate vour age. Booklet mailed postpaid In plain
wrapper. No salesman will call. Send your name and
n 're RIGHT NOW!

PREFECT VOICE INSTITUTE
210 S. Clinton St., Dept. L-iOO. Chicago 6, III.

PIANO TUNING PAYS
Learn this Independent Profession

AT HOME

Our patented TONOMETER with BEAT
GAUGE is a scientific teaching-tuning
instrument that simplifies learning and
assures accuracy with or without knowl-
edge of music. Action Model and tools
furnished. Diploma granted. Great
shortage of tuners makes this a PROF-
ITABLE and UNCROWDED field.

PIONEER SCHOOL—52nd YEAR. G.I.
APPROVED. Write for free booklet.

NILES BRYANT SCHOOL
10 Bryant Bldg., Washington 16, D. C.

"EVERYBODY'S

FAVORITE SERIES"

TheWorld’s Greatest Music

in the World s

Greatest Music Books

PIANO PIECE/ a/A..

ADULT /TUDENT

DEPT. E

AMSCO MUSIC PUBLISHING CO..
240 W. 55th St.. N. Y. C.

Please Send Books Checked

Name

Address

Everybody’s Favorite Piano Pieces
Everybody’s Favorite Piano Pieces for Children
Piano Pieces for the Adult Student
Everybody's Favorite Strauss- Waldteufol Waltzes
Bach-Beethoven-Brahms for Piano
Everybody's Favorite Album of Modern Pa. Music
Everybody’s Favorite Operatic Piano Pieces
Everybody’s Favorite Selected Piano Music
Zverybody’s Favorite Graded Piano Pieces
Everybody's Favorite Educational Piano Album
verybody’s Favorite Elementary Piano Pieces

Everybody’s Favorite Chopin Album
. F. Standard Overtures for Piano Solo

P opressive Piano Pioces
Everybody’s Favorite March Album for Piano
verybody’s Favorite Selected Sonatas

SVENDSEN MASTER LESSON

(Continued from Page 23)

to F-sharp major needs care and the fast. A slight crescendo in
^ ] __j

right approach. It can be made accu-

rately if the second finger on 13-flat

in 65 is held down in preparation for

the A-sharp in 66, and if the third

finger on C is field ready for the 13-

sharp in the next measure. The first

finger on A in 65 should be moved

hack one half-step on the first note

of 66, so as to he ready for the G-

sharp in that measure. If this techni-

cal approach is made, the modula-

tion will give no trouble.

Measures 69-72 should be played

with the same dynamics, expression,

and bowing as were 61-64. Begin-

ning in 73 is a really vital crescendo

leading to 77.

The section from 45 to 77 is most

difficult to play with rhythmic exact-

ness. The dotted rhythms must be

based on groups of four sixteenths,

and the triplets must be three notes

of exactly even length. Far too often

one hears the triplets played as an

eighth followed by two sixteenths.

Rhythmic distortions of this kind

will destroy the meaning and flavor

of the passage. The student must be

made thoroughly aware of the differ-

ence between dotted and triplet

rhythms (see Example 1) if he is to

play them correctly.

Ex. 1

[_/ rp
The first big climax of the solo is

reached at the E-flat in 85, so the

preceding eight measures must be

played with increasing intensity and
excitement. Long bow strokes, a

rapid vibrato, and a gradual acceler.

ando all contribute to the effect. If

the sforzando chords in the piano

part are played with increasing em-
phasis, the effect will be enhanced.
The forward urge of the music, of

which the player and the listener

should have been conscious since

measure 73, is halted in 85. From
86 to 93 there is a gradual ebbing of

speed and intensity. Less and less

bow is needed, the bow drifting

gradually towards the fingerboard.

Measures 93 to 104 should be
played with an almost devitalized

tone, completely without intensity.

A very narrow and rather slow vi-

brato will give the mood, if the bow
strokes are very light and not too

GREAT MUSIC is a psychi-

cal storm, agitating to fathomless

depths the mystery of the past

within us. Or we might say that it

is a prodigious incantation. There
are tones that call up all ghosts
of youth and joy and tenderness;

—there are tones that evoke all

phantom pains of perished pas-
sion ;—there are tones that revive
all dead sensations of majesty and
might and glory,—all expired exul-

lowed by a diminuendo from the last

beat of 100 is advisable, provided

that the increase is of tonal volume

only, and not of intensity. It is

effective and musical to make a short

hold on the E-flat in 104, but it

should not be exaggerated.

The piu mosso in 105 must be

taken at exactly the same tempo as

that in 45—about J=no an<^ ^le

suggestions regarding rhythmic ex-

actness made in connection with 45-

77 apply here with equal force. The

A in 114 needs care: nearly every

student will instinctively play A-flat.

From 113 to 116 the crescendo grows

rapidly in power and intensity, and

it should be played, especially in

115-116, with greater fire than the

crescendo in 73-76. It leads to the

second big climax, a climax of great

er dramatic value than the one in 77-

85. The utmost, though unforced,

volume of tone is needed from 117

to 126. An intense, unfaltering vi

brato is essential to the effect of the

passage. The full length of the bow

should he used in 117, 118 and 119,

somewhat shorter strokes being

taken when the lower strings are

reached in 120. The ritenuto must

be gradual, each note being made a

little longer than the previous note.

A tempo of J_ 48 would be about

right for the lento molto. The player

should give everything he has to do
justice to this passage. The full rich-

ness of the G string must pour nut.

The diminuendo in 127-128 then
relaxes to a pianissimo in 129, the

return of the main theme.

The half-note D in 129 is better

played on the open string because
the rest of that measure and all of
the next will be played on that

string. But the second finger should
retain its grip on the G string and
continue to vibrate through at least

three-quarters of the half-note. The
effect obtained is similar to that com-
mented on in measure 29.

A caressing whisper of a tone is

needed in measure 129 to 136. It

should hardly rise above a pianis-
simo, yet there must be color and
expression. It is a delicately-im-
agined passage which each player
must interpret for himself. A slight
rubato can be used on each of the
two groups (Continued on Page 64)

tations, all forgotten magnanimi-
ties. Well may the influence of
music seem inexplicable to the man
who idly dreams that his life be-
gan less than a hundred years ago

!

He who has been initiated into the
truth knows that to every ripple
of melody, to every billow of har-
mony, there answers within him,
out of the Sea of Death and Birth!
some eddying immeasurable of an-
cient pleasure and pain.

Paul Elmer More ( 1864-1937)

Richly styled.'
Finely crafted.
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against damage.

By maker of
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Special drawer
trays for easy
filing; quick
finding.
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course In literature. Buying guide of
300,000 book lovers. The answer to

VIOLIN TEACHERS
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Learn to play and teach the "New Finney
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DEEP,
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Easy terms for wonderful instruments.
Get details today.

GUSTAV V. HENNING
1*06 N. 49th St., Seattle. Washington
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rgan Questions

Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS

» As a major in organ, I am as-

signed the task of tracing the evolu-

tion of the organ. I have searched

in ETUDE for material, and several

articles were of great help, as

“Evolution of the Organ, by J ruette.

Would it be possible to get the whole

series? I was wondering if you

would have old history books on the

organ, illustrations in the organ field,

and old organ music? l)r. William G.

Carl has a series of articles on the

“Rise of Organ Music in America.”

Is there any way to get these?

—S. M. S. E„ New Hampshire

A very complete history of the

development of the organ is given

in Grove’s Dictionary of Music, a set

of which you will probably find in

your local library. The first part

of “Pipes and Strings” by (fates

also has an interesting sketch of

early organs. We presume the Tru-

ette series you refer to is the one

running from February to June and

August, 1905. Our offices no longer

have these old issues hut if in print

they may be obtained from the firm

whose name we are sending you.

Other ETUDE articles have been as

follows: “Today and Yesterday,”

Saint-Saens. October 1911; “Ad-
vance in Mechanical Resources,”

Fry, October 1914; “Organ History,”

Baltzell, October 1904; “Genesis of

Organ,” Ross, March 1928: “Rise of

Organ Music in America.” February
1926. The following books will also

be helpful: “Organ and Its Masters,”
Lahee; “Story of the Organ,” Wil-
liams. This latter is out of print,

but may possibly be obtained from
the second address we are sending
you.

• Two of us who teach piano and
organ do quite a bit of playing to-

gether. We have difficulty in finding
music for piano and organ, and have
been arranging our own from two
piano music. Are there any sonatas

other numbers written or well
arranged for piano and organ, about
equally divided between the instru-
ments?-MrS . W.L.B., South Dakota

Die following numbers for organ
an piano are of a high standard
a
*?..

WouM be suitable for worth-

«p'
,e

.
P^grams: Bach-Goldsworthy,

'ristmas Symphony; Beethoven,

“p
aV
f'

arK* Allegro from Sonata
at etique

; Clokey, Symphonic
rece; Goldsworthy, “Festival” Prel-

im

6
’ Da" lel G. Mason, Prelude and

gue; Powell Weaver, “Exultation”
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(Piece Symphonique) ; Yon, Con-
certo Gregoriano ; Bach-Biggs, “Sheep
May Safely Graze”; Beethoven-

Orem, Adagio from “Moonlight”

Sonata; Demarest, “Arie Varie”;

Demurest. Rhapsody; Handel-Golds-

wortliv. Suite from “ Water Music”;

Rubinstein-Mason, “Kammenoi Os-

trow” (organ part is for harmonium
hut easily used on pipe organ).

• Will you suggest organ books for

beginners which will give good foun-

dation in pedal work and a gradual

development of organ keyboard tech-

nique. —Mrs. R.A.L., Minnesota

The following hooks are recom-

mended for beginning students;

Stainer’s “Organ Method.” Whit-

ings “24 Progressive Studies,” Shep-

pard's “Pedal Scale Studies.” You
will notice from the Stainer hook,

however, that it is desirable to -pend

some time on manual training before

taking up pedal work, and tl en the

pedal is gradually introduced. The
Sheppard “Studies” could be used

to supplement tue Stainer "Metnod”
after the foundational principles of

pedal playing have been covered.

• Construction will soon be started

on the upper part of our church,

which will seat between 250 and 300

persons. We hope to purchase a pipe

organ suitable for the church, and

would appreciate any advice you can

give us about such an organ. So far

we have almost $3,000 in our organ

fund. —Mrs. E.C., Michigan

We are sending you a list of re-

sponsible organ manufacturers, any

of whom will he glad to advise you

without prejudice on the best type

of organ for your particular require-

ments. We do recommend, however,

that in the construction of the church

building, sufficient space be allowed

for an organ chamber without crowd-

ing, which would have the effect of

minimizing the volume. A general

plan for a two manual, pedal organ

might be as follows: GREAT—Dia-

pason 8'. Melodia 8\ Duleiana 8',

Octave 4'. SWELL—Bourdon 16',

Diapason 8'. Duleiana or Gedeckt 8',

Oboe 8'. Flute d’Amour 4', Flautina

2'. PEDAL—Diapason 16'. Bourdon

16', Flute 8' (or, Bourdon 16',

Gedeckt 16'. Flute 8'). The usual

couplers. There is a very excellent

chapter of advice to organ buyers

in the hook by Barnes enlitled “Con-

temporary American Organ.” which

is probably in your local library.

You possess a never-ending source of enjoyment when you own

a Hammond Organ. Music leaps to life under your touch. You

command the whisper of strings, the surge of brasses, the rich

voices of the ofgan and the orchestra.

Nothing equals this experience. You never tire of creating

your own music. Music that relaxes you. Music that renews you.

Music that helps keep your dreams alive.

Yes, to ow n a Hammond Organ is to own a lifetime of pleasure!

Best of all, you needn’t know anisic. Not a note of it I You need

never have had a lesson in your life! Yet in less than thirty days

>
oull be able to play half a dozen simple tunes on the Hammond

Organ. The experience of thousands lias proved this.

Prices start at only $1285*— lowest in years. Imagine! You can

own the Hammond Organ for less titan the cost of many fine

pianosl And your dealer oilers convenient budget terms.

Your home is big enough! A space four feet square is all you

need.There is a model of the Hammond Organ to fit your home.

Installation no problem. Plug it into an electric outlet, and it’s

ready to play. Maintenance costs? Next to nothing. And this is

the only organ in the world that never needs tuning.f

Why put off the pleasure of having your own Hammond Organ?

Now, this week, visit your dealer. Sec and hear the Hammond
Organ— the world's most widely used organ in homes and

churches. And mail the coupon for complete Information.

Prices start at $1285*

Hammond Ojigan
MUSICS MOST GLORIOUS VOICE

j

Hammond Instrument Company
4210 W. Diversey Ave., Chicago 39, Illinois

Without obligation, please send me information on the I

following Hammond Organ models:

Spinet Model Q Church Model
Home Model Concert Model

Name

Street

City P.O. Zone State
© 1930, HAMMOND INSTRUMENT COMPANY II

|

1

CHURCH MODEL, used
in some 20,000 churches.

Concert Model has 32-note
AGO pedal keyboard and an
additional fPedal Solo Unit,
tunable to preference by

the organist.

*f. o.b. Chicago. Prices include
Federal excise tax which is

rebated to churches.
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AT LEFT: The Home Mode!
Hammond Organ, used in

more homes than any other
organ. Hammond Organ prices

start at $1285* for the Spinet

Model (not illustrated).
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Eililed by Elisabeth A. Gent

Suite by Debussy
By LEONORA SILL ASLITON

Uncle Dave was taking Harry

and Joan to the orchestra concert.

“There is one number on the

program I think you will both en-

joy very much,” he told them as

they drove down town. “It was

written for young people.”

“What is it like?” asked Joan.

“It is a suite, written by the

French composer, Gaudc Debussy,

and he called it ‘Le Coin des En-

fants’ or ‘The Children’s Corner.’
”

“Tell us about it, Unc. It’s

more fun to listen to music when
you know something about it.”

“There are six numbers in this

Suite. The first one he called

‘Doctor Gradus ad Parnassum,’

giving it the same title old

Clementi gave to his famous set

of exercises for the piano. The
second number is ‘Jumbo’s Lull-

aby.’ This suggests an elephant

ailing asleep! In the orchestral

setting the music begins with a

rocking accompaniment on the

bass viols, to the ‘song’ played by
ihe horns and oboes, and at the

end the bassoon makes the listener

hear Jumbo's deep breathing!”

“Imagine!” Joan exclaimed.

“Yes, Debussy must have had a

good sense of humor,” said Uncle
Dave.

“Are there other animal pieces

in the Suite?” asked Harry.

“No, that’s the only one. The
third number is called ‘The Doll’s

Serenade’—quite a contrast. The
violoncellos sound the opening of

this piece, and then the clarinets

and oboes give little snatches of

song. Number four,” continued
Uncle Dave, “is a lovely composi-
tion called ‘The Snow Is Dancing.’

Ihe snowflakes in the air are

pictured by light, fluttering sounds
on the violins, with cellos and

Who Knows the Answers?

Review (Keep score. One hundred is perfect)

1. Was the “Surprise” Symphony-

composed by Haydn, Mozart

or Beethoven? (5 points;

May, 1950)

2. Was Grieg Danish, Bohemian,

Austrian or Norwegian? (5

points; May, 1949)

3. What is a lute? (10 points;

September ,
1949)

4. Is Koussevitzky an operatic

conductor, a violinist, a com-

poser or a symphonic conduc-

tor? (15 points; September,

1949)

5. How many whole-steps from

D-flat to A-natural? (5 points;

December, 1949)

6. Who composed the incidental

music to Shakespeare’s play

“Midsummer Night’s Dream” ?

(15 points; January, 1950)

1. In what way may two eighth

rests plus two quarter rests

be expressed by a single rest?

(10 points; January, 1950)

8. Name two musicians, the hus-

band a composer, the wife a

pianist of note, who played

his compositions in public.

(15 points; March, 1950)

9. How many thirty-second notes

are equal to one dotted six-

teenth note? (5 points; Sep-

tember. 1949)

10. What American composer was

born in 1861 and died in

1908? (15 points; August.

1950)

(Answers on next page )

What Instrument is it?

B> MARION BENSON MATTHEWS

Claude Debussy (1862-1918)

harp. The fifth number is named
‘The Little Shepherd.’ Most of this

is played by the woodwinds and
the oboe’s melody is meant to im-

itate the song the shepherd plays

on his pipe.”

“It must be a beautiful Suite,”

commented Joan.

“It is,” answered Uncle Dave.

“The sixth and last number is also

of a humorous character, and is

called ‘The Golliwog’s Cakewalk.’

This droll piece opens with full

orchestra. The rhythm of the cake-

walk is jerky and the dance ends
with a wild rush of music.”

“I’m glad we’re going to hear
this Suite,” said Harry, and soon
they were in their seats listening

to the delightful music their uncle

had described to them.

On the way home Joan said

“I’m going to ask Daddy to get me
the records of those pieces for my
birthday.”

“I’ll tell you what I’M going to

do!” said Harry. “I’M going to
learn ‘The Golliwog’s Cakewalk’
on the piano.”

I
N ANCIENT GREECE and other

lands this instrument was
known, and people young and old

today enjoy its pleasant tone.

Twas made of bone or ivory; now,
silver it may be, this slender pipe

with little holes, for finger or for

key. It’s also made of boxwood,
or perhaps of ebony, and in the

modern orchestra, there may be

two or three.

(Answer,— -"I.L)

Some more recordings . . .

Havre you collected some of the

recordings recommended in pre-
vious issues of Junior Etude? Here
are some more good ones. They
are all very excellent numbers and
are not at all expensive.

RCA Victor

violin, Viennese Rhapsodic Fan-
tasia, played by Fritz Kreisler
with the RCA Victor Orchestra
No. 11-9952.

voice, Killarny and Down by
the Glenside, (Irish melodies)
sung by Christopher Lynch, tenor,
with RCA Victor Orchestra No
10-1396.

’

Columbia

organ, Fantasie and Fugue in

L min
Th by Bach

’ Played by
Edouard Commente, No. 70087-D

VIOLONCELLO, Divertimento by
Haydn, played by Piatigorsky

11830°I)

ky at tHe P 'ano)
’ No -

About writing letters . . .

Remember, Juniors, when you
are answering letters, Uncle Sam
requires five cents to send mail
outside of the l nited States except

to Canada, Hawaii. Porto Rico and
Cuba. So, if your letter is to be
forwarded to any other foreign

country be sure you have sufficient

postage on the envelope. Uncle
Sam also says that air mail, if for-

warded to foreign countries, must
have fifteen cents postage. There-
fore it is hardly worthwhile to

send replies to letters by air mail
if they are to be forwarded to

foreign countries. South America
is the same as domestic postage.

We hope you are all receiving

interesting answers to the mail that

has been forwarded for you and
that the exchange of mail to and
from foreign countries is helping
to create a friendly understand-
ing and sincere desire for peace
throughout the world. And it’s lots

of fun to write and receive letters.
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Junior Etude Contest

ior Etude will award three attractive prizes each month for the neatest

1 h st stories or essays and for answers to puzzles. Contest is open to all

;

l ’u ^ girls under eighteen years of age.

Class A 15 to 10; Class B—12 to 15; Class C—under 12.

N mes of prize winners will appear on this page in a future issue of the

ETUDE The thirty next best contributors will receive honorable mention.

Put your name, age and class in which you enter on upper left corner of

per and put your address on upper right corner of your paper. Write
^oUr

s j(je 0f paper only. Do not use typewriters and do not have anyone

copy your work for you. Subject for Essay, “Why I Study Music.”

,, y must contain not over one hundred and fifty words and must be re-

ived by JUNIOR ETUDE, BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA, on or

before the first of December. Topic for Essay: Music for Everybody.

Results of July Patriotic

Song Puzzle

Prize Winners

Class A, tie, Elise Heinz (Age 15), Vir-

ginia, and Nancy Reading (Age 15),

New York

Class B, Esther M. Row (Age 12), In-

diana

Class C, tie, Bob Aikman (Age 9), New

York, and Donald Kaufman (Age

10), Kentucky

Answers to Who Knows the Answers

1, Haydn; 2, Norwegian; 3, A string

instrument of oriental origin, resem-

bling a mandolin in shape, no longer

in use; 4, A symphonic conductor; 5,

Four; 6, Mendelssohn; 7, By one dotted

half-note rest; 8, Robert Schumann,

and his wife, Clara; this would also

apply to Edward MacDowell and his

wife, Marian; 9, Three; 10, MacDowell.

Calling Elaine Coddaire
Several letters have been received for

Elaine Coddaire. They were forwarded

to the addresses she gave us hut were

returned by the post-office. Elaine, if

you wish to have these letters, please

send your present, correct address.

Honorable Mention for Patriotic
Puzzle

:

Roland Barricklow, Helen DeBlock,

Carolyn Brothers, Nancy Caballero,

Betty Ellen Crackett, Charles A. Gray,

Grethel Hall, Diana Hassapelis, Janice

Holland, Mary Frances Hoss, Jane

Johnston, Sally Kane, Carolyn Kenyon,

Joan Lindblad, Anne Loveland, Lauris

Martin, Horace Mochizuki, Coleman

Markham, John Nyberg, Ann Porter,

Nedra Salmon, Janella Sammons, Patsy

Sarris, Arnold Schlingheyde, Janet

Anne Smith, Stephanie Sprecker, Kay

Stiles, Maurine Tamiseia, Diane Win-

ter, Karen Yansen, Joanne Morris.

Remember, Juniors, that in a puzzle

contest, especially a rather easy one as

this one was, a great many correct an-

swers are received, and the competition

is really “stiff.” Therefore the prizes

are awarded to those who send in the

neatest and also the best-looking and

best-arranged sheets of paper, some of

which are very attractive. Merely being

correct is not good enough! We were

glad to find such a large number of

boys answering this patriotic puzzle,

too. Go ahead, boys, and make a habit

of entering these monthly contests more

frequently.

Letter llox

Dear Junior Etude:
I have taken piano lessons about five

years and also play the B-flat clarinet

in our school band, and am a sopho-

more in high school.

My hobbies are collecting stamps and
writing letters. I have many pen friends,

both in America and abroad but would
like many more, from wherever Etude
goes.

I belong to both girls and boys 4-H
elubs and I have two pure-bred Jersey
heifers.

My main reason for writing this let-

ter is to tell you how much I enjoy the

Junior Etude and how much it helps

me.

From your friend,

Patricia 1. Brown, Iowa

I have found ETUDE in the America

House here in Stuttgart, Germany. I

would like to receive letters from mu-

sic-loving girls and boys in other coun-

tries.

Herbert If. Jauch (Age 19) Germany

Monkelif
en
\/0

?ce Hanson, Constance deen, Janet P
n

, Mavis Johnson, Duane Lun- Mrs. Brokaw.

JUNIOR

MUSIC

CLUB

Poeohontas

Iowa

Laura Jean Rittgers,
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PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

FOR SUCCESSFUL CAREERS

Renowned artist teachers prepare Sherwood students for

success in all branches of music. Equipment, environment

and curriculum inspire enthusiastic study.

Courses lead to degrees, diplomas and certificates in Piano,

Voice, Violin, Organ, Cello, Wind Instruments, Public

School Music, Conducting, Theory, Composition. Conve-

nient lakefront location in heart of cultural Chicago. Dor-

mitory accommodations at moderate cost. Courses lor

Veterans under G.I. Bill of Rights.

For free catalog, write Arthur Wildnian, Musical Director,

1014 South Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, 111.

MUSIC SCHOOL

Member of National Association of Schools of Music

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC—CHICAGO

Offers courses in all branches of music and dramatic art

65th year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music

Send for a free catalog—Address: John R. Hattstaedt, Pres., 583 Kimball Bldg., Chicago

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Dr. Luther A. Richman, Dean of Faculty

Established 1867, Operated under auspices Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts

affiliated with University of Cincinnati. Complete school of music—Faculty of

international reputation. Degrees, Diplomas, Certificates—dormitories, 10 acre

campus. Address.

C. M. BENJAMIN. Registrar. Dept. E. T.. CINCINNATI 1?. OHIO

(§>b* QlpfarlanbJnstilutr of(Dubu
Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diploma

BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus. D., Director 3111 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.

Charter Member of the National Association of Schools of Music

ffcrtclan College of <SVLusic — Indianapolis

—57th year

—

Baccalaureate degrees in music, music education, music merchandising, radio, drama,
dance. Masters in music and music education. Nationally known faculty of artist-teachers.

Member, National Association of Schools of Music.

Write for catalog. Address:
Director of Admissions, Box E, Jordan College of Music

1204 N. Delaware Street, Indianapolis 2, Indiana

ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
John Philip Blake, Jr. f President William Heyne, Educational Director

Bachelor of Music in 23 Fields—Master of Music in 22 Fields

Member National Association Schools of Music—St. Louis 5, Mo.

PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL ACADEMY
Founded 1870 Now in 81st SEASON Chartered by State

JANI SZANTO. President-Director. 1617 Spruce St. Phlla. 3. Pa.

COMPLETE COURSES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS OF MUSIC—FACULTY OF 50
Special Opera Department—Master Classes with Noted Artists—Special Child Training

Inquiries Welcomed — Catalogue on Request
All Recognized Degrees—Approved for Veterans Training

COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Preparatory, College, Special, and Graduate Departments. Courses leading to
Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Music Education, Master of Music, and Teacher's

Certificates in Music and Theatre Arts.
Clarence Eidam Rossetter Cole

President Member NASM Deon
Edwin L. Stephen—Mgr.. 306 South Wabash, Chicago 4, Illinois
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FIRST and only seamless bell,
ot superior new metal, made by
electro* mechanical process, lm*
possible to overblow or crurk a
note! Gives amazingly greater
flexibility, richer tone quality, eas-
ier response. Exclusive on Conn
trumpets, comets and trombones.
Most imiMirtnnt development in
years. I'referred by leadiiiK art-
ists. See your Conn dealer or write
ttt. Please mention instrument.
Conn Hand Instrument Division,
C G. Conn Ltd , n is Conn
HuilJintf, Elkhart, Indiana.

®CONN

MAKES

VOOR

PLAYING

fieXten!

Musical Bingo Is a delightful home game
that makes it fun to learn to read music.
Easily played and lots of fun— It is now being
used in many public schools and by thought-
ful Music Teachers and parents.

$].25 at leading music stores.
Distributed by Music Jobbers

Published by Melody Card Co., Millbrae. Calif.

Bigmoneyin spatetime?
—*—

.

Vwiays
No musical knowledge needed. Plano tuners In greatdemand. I-ow coat training by experts. Revolutionarynew phonograph records give true piano tones. We
rurnlHli

^
professional tools irccord player if needed),

instruction manuals. Including spinet tuning. Full
/!?,' "n'J£ P |

1

i,,,n repair—and how to line up work
for RIO earnings. Send today for free literature.

CAPITOL CITY TUNING SCHOOL
Dept, 1140, 129 E. Michigan Ave., Lansing 16. Mich.

Just published—

WHEN
AMERICA

WAS
YOUNG

by Lois Von Haupt

Six pieces for piano solo

(grade 2-3) by Early
American Composers.
These pieces reflect the

youthful vigor of young
America and are authen-
tic examples of the key-

board style of its day
(1790-1841).

Price 75^

El'kan-Vogel

Co., Inc.

1716 Sansom St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

"Music Publishers Can Better Serve

My Needs and Desires By—”

The Presser summer contest offering 300 prizes for tlie best ans

to this important subject brought a tremendous response from at

parts of the United States, and abroad. The interest raised among music

lovers everywhere, speaks eloquently of the needs and horizons oi music

advancement, and to which Presser will devote its best efforts. The selec-

tion of the winners by our contest judges, Reuben H. Donnelley &

lias been most carefully and impartially conducted. The excellence o

so many of the entries made the decision a real challenge to even t le

famous Donnelley organization.

We wish that space permitted the publishing of all the winning state-

ments, hut as promised, we are announcing herewith in Etude the

winners and prizes.

I take this opportunity to thank all who entered the contest, for your

interest, your efforts, your constructive viewpoints and suggestions. And

I hope the prize winners will enjoy fully the prizes won in helping

music publishers to help the cause of music.

—James W. Bampton. President

Theodore Presser Company

1ST PRIZE—Baldwin Piano
Dorothy Reed
Darien, Wisconsin

2ND PRIZE—Capehart Television Console
Sister Mary Cecile, SSND
Academy of Our Lady
1309 West 95th St.
Chicago 43, 111.

3RD PRIZE—Philco Radio-Phonograph
Mrs. Florence V. Taylor
Haxtun, Colorado

4TII PRIZE—$250.00 Merchandise Certificate
Sister of Divine Providence
Our Lady of the Mountains Academy
Paintsville. Kentucky

5TII PRIZE—Daystrom Dinette Set
Mrs. C. E. Wanek
332 North Smith St.
Minden, Nebraska

6TII PRIZE—Ampro Magnetic Tape Recorder
And Playback Unit
Ruth E. Yale
R.F.D. 1

Stephentown. N. Y.

7TH PRIZE—Ansley 3-Speed Portable
Phonograph
Mrs. Frank Boies
Leon. Iowa

8TII PRIZE—$75 Merchandise Certificate
Marjorie Low
1315 Santa Barbara St.
Santa Barbara. Calif.

25 PRIZES—$50 Merchandise Certificates Each

Mrs. Lawrence Catlin, Canon City, Colo.
Mrs. Ralph Fraker, Fort Littleton, Pa.
Mrs. Betty Rae Marshall, Denver 10. Colo.
Mrs. J. W. Fraze, Newark, Delaware
Miss Danelia Janssen, Peoria 5, 111.

Sister Marie Helene. Lansing 15. Mich.
Mrs. Boykin McCaa, Sikeston, Mo.
Fred A. Frank, College Point. N. Y.
Mrs. D. B. Spangler. Celina. Ohio
Sterling Evans. Duryeu, Pa.
Mrs. E. A. Fentzlaff, Springfield. Pa.
Mrs. H. O. Eby. York. Pa.
Mrs. D. M. Hale, Cold Springs, Texas
Elvin Taylor, Denton. Texas
Mrs. John A. Brooks, Mt. Pleasant, Texas
Jessie B. Edwards, San Juan, Texas
Mrs. O. T. Amory. Jr., Charlottesville. Va.
Stewart Bryan West. Goochland, Virginia
Mrs. Roy Street. Salem, Va.
Mrs. E. I. Stonehouse, Sumas, Washington
Sister M. Jane, S.D.S.. Milwaukee 10. Wis.
Mrs. Claire Nashiwa. Paia, Maui, Territory of
Hawaii

Mrs. Chas. Ray Jackson. Rogersville. Ala.
Eunice Abernethy Wylie, Los Angeles 36. Calif.
Beverly Hays. St. Helena. Calif.

25 PRIZES—$25 Merchandise Certificates Each
Lilah Nelson. Vero Beach. Fla.
Sister M. Angela. O.S.U., Staunton. 111.
Mrs. Mabel D. Veber, Kellogg, Iowa
Pauline E. Seabury. Plsgah, Iowa
Mrs. Lois Krokstrom, Elsmore. Kansas
Mrs. C. W. Pardue. Alto. Louisiana
Ferdinand Dunkley, New Orleans 18. La
Miss Edia A. Headley. Worthington. Minn.
Mrs. Helen S. Neal. Columbia. Mo
Mrs. Bernard Hart. Warsaw. Missouri
Stanley P. Trusselle. Argyle. N. Y.
Mrs. Howard S. Nims. Brewerton. N Y
Ruth H. Gillum. Durham. N. C
Clarence Brady. El Reno, Okla.
Florence W. Bendon, Yeadon. Pa.
Dorothy Kubler, Deadwood. S. D.
Mrs Esther C. Marble, Flandreau, South Dakota
Lucille Bell, Waco. Texas
Mrs, Jerome Towers. Castleton. Vermont
Sister M. Clare Lucille, Everett, Wash
Grayce H. Chenoweth, Clarksburg. West Va
Mrs. Lin Nell Quattlebaum, Altheimer. Arkansas
Mrs. J. Warren Kaufman. Starke, Florida
Mrs. Maida Elmore. Mulberry Grove. Ill
Martin L. Seitz. Boone. Iowa

25rTRIZE«~Ster,ln* Silver Musical
Charm Bracelets

Sister Mary Joachim. O.S.B . Atchison Khikm
Sister M. Karlene. O.S.B.

, Atchison Kansas
Margaret F. Moffett. Ruston La
Mrs. F. A. Thayer. Jr.. Oakland, Md
Mrs. Franz Guhl, Dassel, Minn.

Mrs. D. C. Shore. Rushmore. Minn.
Mrs. R. M. Ross, Hattiesburg, Miss.
Hugh Gruner, Doe Run, Missouri
Charles E. Archer, Bridgeton, N. J.

Elizabeth Gray Piano Studio, Rochester 7, N. Y.
Mrs. Floyd Scheifele, Verona, N. Y.
S. M. Beckford, M. D., Henderson, N. C.
Fred Kaiser. Cleveland. Ohio
Miss Nelle M. Parrish. Coshocton. Ohio
Miss Katherine Minth, Salem, Ohio
Mrs. David O. Lintz. Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Mrs. John Paul Meek, Charlottesville. Va.
Martha E. Boughan, West Point, Va.
Dorothy D. Dickman, Beloit, Wisconsin
Mrs. Wilma Shafer, Angwin, Calif.
Loren Yaggy, Fort Wayne 6. Ind.
Betty Libby. Detroit 27, Mich.
Mrs. J. Wayne Lindquist, Bonne Terre. Mo.
Sister M. Teresa. O.S.F., Chillicothe. Mo.
Mrs. Adolf M. Heide. Bloomfield. Nebr.

25 PRIZES—Musical Cake Plates

Mabel Corey Watt, Brooklyn 26, N. Y.
Mrs. Joseph A. Dabes, Groton. N. Y.
S. O. Eliot, New York 18, N. Y.
Miss Florence Reeve, Riverhead, N. Y.
Mrs. E. Leonidas Smith, Elon College, N. C.
Mrs. A. H. Erickson, Wilton, No. Dak.
Sister M. Gratian. O.S.F.. Granville. Ohio
Mrs. Amon Lichty, Jr.. Archbald. Pa.
V. Betty De Haven, Lancaster, Pa.
Mr. Augustine C. Weinhofer, Nazareth, Pa.
Mrs. Paul R. Geise, Northumberland. Pa.
Mary E. McVey. Highmore, South Dakota
Mrs. Roger Wylie, Baytown. Texas
Marjorie M. Smith. La Crosse. Wis
Mrs. Elsbeth N. Sears, Milwaukee 11 Wis
Esther Rennick, Birmingham. Ala.
Mrs. Euel F. Forrest, Jonesboro, Ark
Ethel Garliepp, La Habra, Calif.
Mrs. W. DeWitt Lyon, Los Angeles 47. Calif.
Mrs. L. R. Pownell, San Francisco 14. CalifEdna E. Singleton, San Francisco 16. Calif
Mrs. Louis H. Frese, East Hartford 8, Conn.
Miss Madeline Mallem, Sanford. Fla
Mrs. Hazel Van Buren. Statesboro, GaImogene Hopkins. Newman, Illinois

50 PRIZES—$5.00 Merchandise Certificates

Mrs. Kramei'. Strawberry Point Iowa

^Kansas
Celme Goodwin O.S.B., Atchison^

Mrs. E. K. Ahrens, Elizabeth, LaMax Taitel. Chelsea 50. Mass.
Arthur E. Thom, Detroit 13. Mich
Mrs. John J. Hoekstra. Grand Rapids 7 MichJohanna Boersma. Holland. Mich
Mrs. Joseph Kuehnle. Natchez, Miss.

Mrs. o'. fer?MLT£,6
j
M°ntana

S
JerseyMrs. Faye LeFevre. New Paltz. N Y
Cr~Cy

Miss Catherine A. Stanton. Ticmrderock N vM
Carohna
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Janet S. Crist, Lancaster. Ohio
Huddle

- Marion, OhioDavid M. Ingalls, Oberlin, OhioIna Oplinger. Macomb, OklahomaMrs. Pearl Murray, Coatesville p-iTheodore C. Herzel, Haverton Pa
*

Mrs- G. E. Bowersox. Le^hbufg PaAbe Lazar. Philadelphia 32, Pa
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50 PRIZES—Albums of Classical Records
Mrs. Opal Cotton, Wichita, Kansas
Miss Joyce Barker, Baltimore 2, Md
Mrs. Gilbert S. Davis, Worcester 5. Mass
Mrs. Berneth Odell, Charlotte, Mich
Mrs. Moffat Latimer, Charleston, Mo
Mrs. Guy W. Byars. Falls City. Nebr
Mrs. Frank L. Hugus, Jr., Freehold N j
Caroline E. Bizzoni, Belmore, N. Y.
Mrs. G. B. Franklin, Elkin, No. Car
Judson R. Dicks, Fayetteville, N. C
Mrs. A. K. Gunn, Hickory, N. C.
Mrs. Walter P. Cox, Tabor City. N. c
Mrs. Albert Leonard. Valhalla. North Carolina
Mrs. M. A. Stuckey, Ashland, Ohio
Sister St. Mark. Cleveland 2, Ohio
Mrs. O. W. Aughbaugh. Mansfield. Ohio
Mrs. John W. Reider, Tiffin, Ohio
Harvey A. Parker. Widham. Ohio
Mrs. E. C. Ottoson, Canton, Pa.
Grace E. Mease. Reading. Pa.
Gerald R. Grabert. Westfield. Pa.
Mrs. R. J. Garrett, York, Pa.
Mrs. Dorothy B. Hammitt. Falfurrias Texas
Mrs. G. B. Brinkley, Kilgore, Texas
Marion Eames Baker, Norfolk 8. Va.
Mrs. Fred D. Harman. Cedar Falls. Wash
Clarence F. Rickopf. Medford. Wisconsin'
Mrs. Michael J. Fleuger, Watertown, Wis
Mrs. R. M. Ireland, Phoenix, Ariz.
Miss Sula Pruett, Denning. Arkansas
Mrs. Nellie Guy. Lamar, Colo.
Mrs. Laura R. Andrew. Danbury, Conn.
Melvin L. Brobst, Harrington. Del.
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Hyman, Bartow, Fla.
Mrs. Burr Stokoe. Fitzgerald, Ga.
Mrs. L. A. Lanford. Stone Mountain. Ga
Mrs. Carolyn B. Clary. Valdosta. Ga.
Sister M. Lucian. Canton. 111.

Mrs. William Lubben. Gilman. Illinois
Mrs. Roy Halcom. Metropolis, 111.

Mrs. Willis L. Phillipson. North Henderson ill
Henrietta H. Kaeser. Pittsfield. 111.

Mrs. William W. Morrow. Salem, 111.

Mrs. Lena D. Hutchison. Mooreland. Indiana
Geraldine Laffoon. Mt. Ayr. Indiana
Elizabeth Meloy. Muncie. Ind.
Mrs. Grace W. Stansbury. Portland. Ind.
Miss Margaret Buren. Leland. Iowa
Mrs. Esther Dixon. Lenox. Iowa
Grace Harlan. Ottumwa. Iowa

100 PRIZES—1-Year Subscriptions to "Etude”
Mrs. Eddie L. Bygness, Renwick, Iowa
Mrs. Mary D. Thomas. Shenandoah. Iowa
Ernest D. Huedepohl, South Amana, Iowa
Miss Esther Viola Funk, Wichita 8. Kansas
Mrs. Roy A. Allison, Buechel. Ky.
Mrs. Calvin Bourgeois. Morgan City, La.
Mrs. Walter E. Carroll. Baltimore 6. Md.
Katharine E. Lucke. Baltimore 16, Md.
John E. MacCubbin. Monkton. P. O.. Md.
Mrs. Alvin A. Ernst. Everett 49, Mass.
Miss Edith Jackson, Ann Arbor. Mich.
Mrs. Duane Fowler. Cadillac. Mich.
Mrs. Elwood Whitinger. Charlotte. Mich.
Mrs. Peter Kleynenberg. Grand Rapids 2, Mich
J. Cecelia Weaver. Easton. Minn.
Mrs. M. Andrew Hinegardner. Meridian. Miss.
Anna Mary Wallace. Poplarville. Miss.
Sara E. McAlister. Ripley. Miss.
Inez Duck. Columbia. Mo.
Mrs. Marlie Ardinger. Dexter. Mo.
G. Marks, St. Louis 10. Mo.
Emma Novak. Sun River. Mont.
Ethel Lyngholm. Sidney, Nebr.
George C. Watson. Audubon. N. J.
Mrs. Mary Jefferson. C.ibbstown, N. J.
Harry F. Miller. Irvington. N. J.
Mrs. John E. Saunders. Spring Lake. N. J.
Mrs. Marion W. Smith, Las Vegas. New Mexico
Miss Clarice J. Smith. New York 67. N. Y.
Mrs. C. C. Hooker. Olean. N. Y
Kathryn M. Croke. Owego. N. Y.
Frances H. Wagner, St. Albans 12. N. Y.
Mrs. Weimar Jones. Franklin. N. C.
Miss Katharine K. Rhyne. Newton, North
Carolina

Miss Hazel Worsley. Rocky Mount, N. C.
Mrs. John Meyer. Pingree, North Dakota
Mrs. E P. Langworthy. Ashtabula. Ohio
Mrs. Helen Major. Cleveland. Ohio
Miss Elsie Muhlback. Hillsboro. Ohio
Sister Mary De Chantal, S.N.D.. Toledo 6. Ohio
Martha Bailey Walton. Youngstown 5, Ohio
Miss Mildred Moore. Guymon. Okla.
Mrs. Troy Smith Hobart. Okla.W.J. Peterson. Okmulgee. Okla.

Watonga. Okla.
AHice Ott McClure. Beaver Falls. Pa.
pewitt Pierson. Coatesville. Pa.
Martha McDonald, Dunmore. Pa
Mrs. Gladys Scherle. Hatboro. Pa.
Richard Sullivan. Johnsonburg. Pa.
Mrs. Dorothy I. Bathurst. Mifflinburg. Pa.
Mrs. Henry J. Eichler, Philadelphia 19. Pa.
Helen Kronemvetter. St. Marys. Pa.

beyo Waddell. Henning. Tennessee
R - pierce. Nashville 3, Tenn.

Mrs. Madeline S. Miller. Rogersville. Tenn.
Mrs. Frances Collins. Houston 12. Texas

Swri Leighton. Terrell, Texas
9; Johnson. Castleton. Vermont

A
Ed^d -A Plunkett. Elkton. Va.
Archibald B. Williams, Petersburg, Va.

S » Longtm. Seattle 5. Wash.
Mrs. Dorothy Hinzman. Beckley. W. Va.

R ;Ward. Wellsburg. W. Va.Norman Chilsen. Merrill. Wis.
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tanley MacFarlane, Stanley, Wis.
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jjoW to build a

PIANO CLASS

/}y
Alice M. Parton

, persoinibl<" young friend of

who had married an Army

lieutenant
from Alabama and set-

ed in his home town, wanted to

her leisure time to good use.

She was a capable person, a lira,bl-

ue of a fine college, noted especially
‘

fm- its music department. So she de-

eided to organize a piano class.

Here is bow she went about it.

First she selected several bril-

liant
youngsters as her pupils, and

worked hard with them for six

months. Then she decided to hold

t
recital for these pupils, and in

order to obtain an audience which

would inspire the pupils and at the

same time attract new students, she

v:. ... , 1,0 Lion nf lettimr the imnil-

RECITAL BY THE PUPILS OF

MRS. BARBARA USHER
(space for pupil’s name)

has the honor to invite you

to attend a recital to be held at

526 Danville Road.

Jonesville. Alabama,

at 7:30 p.m.

on Saturday. May 20. 1950

R.S.V.P.

And inside was the recital program,

with the names of the pieces and

the names of the pupils. In addi-

tion there were a few brief annota-

tions.

After the recital was over, this

young teacher told me enthusiastic-

ally, ‘‘The idea caught on like wild-

fire. Particularly the boys seemed
impressed with the importance of

sending out invitations. The audi-

ence which filled my music room was
a real surprise to me. I felt it was
going to be large, hut the refresh-

ments I had provided simply faded
before the group of excited boys
and girls.”

The device worked like a charm,
file pupils and their friends, too.

found out what fun can he had in

musical groups, and the young teach-
er s class has been expanding ever
smce

- The End

There is sweet music here
that softer falls

ntn petals from blown roses
on the grass . . .

Music that gentlier on the
spirit lies,

'an tir d eyelids upon
tlr d eyes;

asic that brings sweet
sleep down

rom the blissful shies.

Alfred, Lord Tennyson
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NEW ETUDE PRICES

The cost of everything that goes
into the making of a magazine

—

paper, ink, labor, transportation

charges—has made an increase in

the price of Etude necessary.

This advanced notice is given so

that you may continue to receive

Etude at the current price. An
matter when your present sub-

scription expires, if you renew
now you can take advantage of

prices now in effect. Simply fill in

this coupon, enclose payment, and
mail before December 31, 1950.

E 11-50

Etude

Box 866
Washington Square

Philadelphia 5, Pa.

Please renew my subscription to ETUDE

I year $3.00 2 years $5.00 3 years $7.00

Name

Address

Check enclosed Money Order enclosed

FOR GIFT SUBSCRIPTION-USE ORDER FORM BOUND IN THIS ISSUE

OPPORTUNITIES
... in the u s ic ie icl

ADVANCED COURSES OFFERED BY THE
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY

BY THE HOME STUDY METHOD

Music has always ranked high among professions. There is

never an overcrowded field for the well trained musician.

• Interesting positions are open in every part of the

field. Schools and Colleges are making it necessary for

every teacher to be equipped for his work; the Radio

is calling for highly specialized training and standard-

ized teaching makes competition keen even in small

communities.

Are you an ambitious musician?

A successful musician is most always a busy one. Be-

cause of this very fact it is almost impossible for him

to go away for additional instruction; yet he always

finds time to broaden his experience. To such as these

our Extension Courses are of greatest benefit.

Digging out for yourself new
ideas for the betterment of

your students is a wearisome

time-taking task. When you

can affiliate with a school

recommended by thousands of

successful teachers, you may

be sure that their confidence

justifies your confidence in

new ideas or your work which

we make available to you.

Look back over the past year!

‘ What progress have you made?

If you are ambitious to make
further progress, enjoy greater

recognition, and increasing fi-

nancial returns, then you owe

it to yourself to find out

what this great Home Study

Musical Organization has to offer you. At

very small cost and no interference with your

regular work, you, easily and quickly can

qualify for higher and more profitable posi-

tions in the musical world.

DIPLOMA OR BACHELOR'S DEGREE

We help you to earn more and to prepare

for bigger things in the teaching field or any

branch of the musical profession. We award

the Degree of Bachelor of Music. With a

diploma or Bachelor's Degree you can meet

all competition.

r ------------ ’hill In and Mail This Coupon— -----------

•

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-71

1

28 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Illinois.

Please send me catalog, illustrated lessons, and full information regarding
course I have marked below.

Harmony
Cornet—Trumpet

Piano, Teacher's Normal Course
Piano. Student's Course
Public School Music—Beginner's
Public School Music—Advanced

“ Advanced Composition
Ear Training & Sight Singing
History of Music

Advanced Cornet
Voice
Choral Conducting

_
Clarinet

3 Dance Band Arranging

Violin

Cuitar

0 Mandolin

0 Saxophone

0 Reed Organ

0 Banjo

Name Adult or luvertile

Street No.

City State

Are you teaching now? If so, how many pupils have you?. . .

Do you hold a Teacher’s Certificate? Have you studied Harmony?.
Would you like to earn the Degree of Bachelor of Music?

the University Extension 0

n

serv cito nj
28 EAST JACKSON BLVD. (DEPT. A-7 1 1 ) , CHICAGO 4, ILL.
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THEORY IS FUN
Musical Games for Class or Individual Instruction

^AILEEN REYNOLDS CASTELLI

The purpose: To learn music theory

through the spirit of fun, and to illustrate

\\\\ and teach by repetilion and use the fun-
1

damental musical facts. IN EACH GAME
the pupil is asked to discover the name
of the melody he writes. This series also

covers: Quarter, Half, 16th and whole

Notes and Rests; Time Signature— 4/4;

3/4; 2/4; G Clef and 8va; F Clef and

8va; Sharps; Flats; Naturals... Price, 601.

LET’S PLAY PIANO
by ALMA HOLTON RICH

For JUNIOR and SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENTS, also ADULTS. Material has
been chosen to stimulate interest through
exploring, discovering and creative music.

Familiar tunes, folk songs, fun songs,
dances, themes from the Masters and new
compositions of living composers. Drills

for skill have been accomplished through
musicianship. . ._. Price, 75i.

^
NEW CATALOG M-

Compiled for the busy Teacher.
Send TODAV for your copy!

%e BOSTON MUSIC COMPANy
1 1 6 BOyLSTON STREET BOSTON 16, MASS.

THE DEMAND INCREASES

3 MODERN PIANO BOONS
by RAYMOND BURROWS

In Collaboration with Ella Mason Ahearn and Dorothy Gaynor Blake

Day by day orders for these three books are increasingly
surging upward. Their value in the modem teaching curri-
cula IS undeniably demonstrated by the ever increasing
demond for them. Send for your examination copy now
• . . Or better still, place your order

THE ADULT EXPLORER AT THE PIANO.
A book with pieces odults like to play,
arranged in a style suited to the adult
hand, addressed to adult intelligence, and
so planned that the adult student can
find in it some of the answers to his own
questions Price, i Q0

THE YONG EXPLORER AT THE PIANO.A song approach which combines a
naturol, joyous, musical experience for
the child with a systematic program for
the development of reading. Price, 60c

LET'S WRITE AND PLAY. This volume
attempts to ovoid the non-musical nature
of the typical "work-book" by combining
the musical activity of singing and play-
ing with whatever writing is necessary fox
the intellectual understanding. Price, 75c

Write for Out Complete Ooratoe

»$ mus»c Co.
jfgfv

CINCINNATI 1, OHIO

The Pharyngeal Voice

A 300-year-old singing method

from the great days of Italian hel canto

By E. HERBERT-CAESARI

A
CTUALLY, there is no such

.thing as a “pharyngeal” voice:

the term, translated from the Italian

“voice faringea” was used by expon-

ents of the old school merely to

describe a peculiar tonal quality

produced by a distinctive mechanism

built into the vocal-membrane sys-

tem (traditionally, and regrettably,

known as the vocal cords). As a

matter of fact, there are three dis-

tinct vocal-membrane mechanisms

producing three individual tonal

qualities: the falsetto, the pharyn-

geal, and the basic, or so-called chest

voice. Firstly, the falsetto, which is

produced with the thin upper edges

of the membranes separated, as they

vibrate, by an appreciable gap, there-

by permitting a certain airleakage

and consequent tonal dilution; sec-

ondly, the pharyngeal produced with

the same thin upper edges but

drawn very close together as they

vibrate to leave only a thin, razor-

edge slit; thirdly, the basic or chest,

produced with the membranes ap-

proximated almost as much as for

the pharyngeal but also engaging a

certain amount of membrane in

depth. The singer can engage at will

any one of the three mechanisms
separately, or any two, or all three

simultaneously on certain pitches;

consequently, the pharyngeal mech-
anism can be used separately by the
singer, quite independently of the
falsetto or chest mechanisms

; and
this is necessary when developing it

with exercises. All tenors, some light

baritones, and all female voices have
a pharyngeal mechanism, whether
they know it or not. Sometimes they
may employ it unconsciously, so to
speak. In all these voices it lies from
F (first space) to D (fourth line)
normally, but can be carried to F
or F-sharp (fifth line). Remember
that male voices sound an octave
lower, when written in the treble
clef; consequently, we have the curi-
ous phenomenon that whereas the
pharyngeal mechanism is birilt into
the front half of the vocal mem-
branes in tenors and baritones, it is
built into the back half in women’s
voices. The pharyngeal functions,
however, on exactly the same pitches
in both male and female voices.

The discovery 0f the pharyngeal
dates back about three hundred years
and was employed by church tenors
all over Italy. Subsequently, it was
taught by all exponents of the old

Italian school. Riccardo Daviesi, my
singing teacher in Rome, was the

greatest Sistine Chapel “contralto”

of the nineteenth century. Actually,

the male “contralto” was a tenor

who used his normal voice up to F
fifth line, and then a mixture of

pharyngeal and falsetto from F-sharp

upwards. This mixed tone was care-

fully cultivated.

When a contralto (or mezzo) and

a tenor sing pharyngeal in unison,

the similarity of timbre is remark-

able; often you cannot distinguish

the one from the other. In certain

cases, however, one can detect more
harmonics in the tenor’s notes.

All operatic tenors in the Rossini-

Bellini-Donizetti period were given

pharyngeal training, the pharyngeal

being mixed very carefully with both

the falsetto and chest voices. That

is how tenors, in particular, were

able to produce perfect messa di

voce even on the highest notes. (How
often do we hear today this piano

to forte and back to piano tone?)

In those days they were known as

tenori di grazia, because of their ex-

quisite attack and altogether effort-

less production combined with artis-

tic rendering. They were vocal

craftsmen.

When properly developed, either

as a natural gift or as a result of

considerable exercise, the pharyngeal

mechanism dovetails perfectly into

the basic or chest mechanism—just

like gears—and can be engaged in

exact percentages at the will of the

singer
; at the same time he can also

introduce small percentages of fal-

setto if he so wishes. The quality of

such mixed tones is remarkable. The
falsetto by itself is a windy, anemic,

stupid tone; mixed, however, with

goodly percentages of pharyngeal it

becomes a living entity. In tenors

(not in female voices) the pharyn-
geal is inclined to be “steely” in

timbre; but when it is mixed with a

small percentage of falsetto we get

a highly attractive tone—a glowing
centre with a softened rim, and of

great carrying power. The so-called

chest voice, when mixed with well-

balanced percentages (according to

the pitch) of pharyngeal, acquires

greater brilliance and carrying
power.

Because the pharyngeal mechan-
ism can (Continued on Page 61)
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GOOD SINGING TAKES TIME

(Continued from Page 13)

Sometimes

u » z
I 1

‘ ’

those to whom Italian is

foreign language think they make

. d more “natural” by exag-

ritions of this kind. They insist

gC1

the l of cielo until the word

ies out as cello which is a very

different
tiling! Or, they bear down

'

the r of caro until they sing about

a carro—a. cart!

Once the voice shows tonal secur-

ity botli in scales and exercises, il

mu’st transfer this security to words

ind music. (No less than three

months should he spent on vocalises

alone—often more.) Now is the time

to begin studying Mozart and the

arie antiche; just these and nothing

more. The value of these line old

songs is that they lie naturally in

the"middle of the voice. Combined

with the continued use of exercises,

they help the voice to develop. I al-

ways teach “Caro min ben" first—

then “Amarilli”—then “Nel cor pin

Constantly I make little examina-

tions. When a pupil has learned one

song well, he gets another; then a

third. When he has mastered six. I

ask him to sing the first again. This

shows us both how well he can learn,

remember, apply suggestions.

When the student has learned his

classic repertoire correctly and in-

telligently, is he then ready for

opera? Not necessarily! This de-

pends not only on vocal surely and

ETVdE—NOVEMBER 1950

ability to learn, but on the inborn
quality of voice and talent. Not all

good voices are suited to opera. To
sing an aria lor a teacher is a very
different thing from singing it in

the theatre. Many heartaches can be

avoided when precautions are taken.

Work in opera begins with the

story, the characters, the meaning
which the music has been created

to convey. Also, it should include

knowing the language in which you
sing. Singing the words of one’s part,

without the least feeling for the lan-

guage itself—its nuances, its subtle-

ties—makes for incomplete commu-
nication.

Life and color in interpretation,

in songs us well as in opera, depend
on I lie singer’s talent—his intelli-

gence, vitality, ability to project the

lliings he sees and feels.

The basic interpretative (or dra-

matic) talent eunnot really he laught

or learned. One has it. or one has

not. Perhaps the surest way of put-

ting into singing such life and color

as is not there naturally is by repe-

tition. Live a long while with a song.

Sing it many limes. The first few

limes a student sings a song, he

doesn’t know wlial il is about! By

continuing with it. he begins to learn.

Another help is to become as fa-

miliar as possible with the tradition

of one’s music. It is quite clear that

you do not sing Puccini as you do

Mozart. Why not? Find out! Dis-

cover the differences. You may get

this tradition from books, from peo-

ple, from various kinds of research

—hut get it you must if your sing-

ing is to convey meaning and not

merely tones.

After studying for five years at

the Conservatory at Rome, I entered

the theatre and learned opera by

myself. I had no coach or teacher

except the fine conductors who im-

parted tradition along with their

beats, and. giving their full musical

personalities to those who worked

under them, encouraged the young

to develop personalities of their own.

Cood singing—which means musi-

cal personality projected through

beautiful tones—takes time. You

don’t achieve it in six months. Even

the most genuinely talented cannot

hurry the process. It takes at least

three years to establish voice and

the ability to project music—and

then one is the veriest beginner! It

lakes longer to mature. And it is

mental and spiritual maturity, in the

last analysis, which accounts for the

color, feeling, and meaning that

make polished singing sound very

different from good tones in an ex-

ercise. You vocalise—you coach—you

work; ultimately, then, you learn

how to make music with the voice

That is singing! The Emi

Theodore Presser Co.

Brings to You . . .

OPERA REPERTOIRE

FOR COLORATURA SOPRANO

Compiled by IT ilfrirl Pelletier,

world famous conductor of the

Metropolitan Opera.

Two volumes . . . each containing

iwen+y-one arias—the best of the rep-

ertoire from German, French, Italian

and Russian opera as well as the lesser

known arias—all in their original form

—

with traditional and contemporary

cadenzas and embellishments—in both

original language and English trans-

lations!

NOW IN PUBLICATION—THE FIRST OF THESE TWO
VOLUMES WILL BE READY SHORTLY AFTER THE FIRST

OF THE YEAR. PRICE $3.00 per volume.

ROSE BAMPTON SINGS TO YOU
A new vinylite LP record of Twelve

New Songs by Twelve American

Composers, exquisitely sung by Rose

Hampton, famous soprano of the

Metropolitan Opera, concert and
radio.

A “MUST" FOR ALL MUSIC LOVERS
—FOR YOUR LIBRARY AND AS
AN INVALUABLE STUDY AID IN

ACQUIRING THE INTERPRETATION ENVISIONED BY THE
COMPOSER.

GOD BE IN MY HEART Warren
Medium Voice—High Voice

TO LIVE AGAIN Olmstead
High Voice

EVERYTHING THAT I CAN SPY

High Voice—Low Voice Bone-Fenton

ROMANCE Shaw
High Voice—Low Voice

ETERNAL LIFE Dungan
High Voice—Low Voice

SOME GIRLS ARE PRETTIER. Maury
High Voice—Medium Voice—Low Voice

SPECIAL PR OFES!
One LP record of the twelve songs, cc

each song, $7.00 complete. SPECIAL
record only, $2.50.

CONTRASTS Faith
Medium Voice

RIVER ROAD Sargent
High Voice—Low Voice

WAILIE, WAILIE Scott
Medium Voice

BELIEVING Agay
Medium Voice

UNTIL YOU CAME Huerter
High Voice—Medium Voice

JOURNEY Christie
Medium Voice

ilONAL PACKAGE
mplete with regular, full-sized copy of

INTRODUCTORY PRICE for one LP

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

Plecse send me Professional Packages of

I record "Rose Bampton Sings To You" and
I copy each of Twelve Songs at $7.00 per package.
Check voice range desired above, and send list with this coupon.
Pleose send me, as soon os it is published,

copies "Opera Repertoire for Coloratura Soprano" Vol. I.

copies "Opera Repertoire for Coloratura Soprano" Vol. II.

at $3.00 per volume.

Enclosed $ Charge fo my account

Name

Address

Cify State
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ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION SALE

These books are now in preparation.

The loiv Cash Prices apply only to single

copy orders. Delivery (postpaid) when

ready.

Comp. Ed. 432-41000

Voice 432-41001

MASTER CHORUSES

Mixed Voices—Secular

Selected by Marguerite Hood and

Olaf Christiansen

We are proud to announce a com-

panion book to the famous sacred

edition published by Oliver Ditson

some years ago. Two of the leading

choral directors and music educators

in the country have selected and

arranged this outstanding group of

secular masterpieces from the cata-

logs of Theodore Presser Co., Oliver

Ditson Co., and the John Church Co.

The collection will be available in

two ways—a book of voice parts

only, and one containing the com-

List Price—Complete Edition, $3.00;

Voice, $1.00.

Advance of Publicatioji Prices

Complete Edition, $2.50. Voice;

75 cents.

Use coupon on next page.

437-41001

INVITATION TO BAND
ARRANGING

by Erik Leid/.en

Dr. Leidzen believes that the only
way to learn band arranging is to

arrange—there is no “magic form-
ula.” Anyone who can read four-

part harmony can begin this step-

by-step method. Transposition and
other hazards are carefully explain-

ed, and the scores at the ends of

chapters are extremely helpful.

The book is divided into five main
parts, including scorings from vocal

settings, arrangements for piano
compositions, and transcriptions

from orchestral works. The volume
may be classed as theoretical, but

the principles laid down are based
on Dr. Leidzcn’s extensive practice

in the arranging field, and a lifelong

teaching experience.

Your last opportunity to purchase
this book at Advance of Publication

Price

List Price, $5.00.

Advance of Publication Price,

$3.50.

111-41002

OPERA REPERTOIRE FOR
COLORATURA SOPRANO

Compiled by Wilfrid Pelletier

With these volumes we inaugurate a
new series—collections of arias for
each specific voice. Similar hooks
for dramatic soprano, lyric soprano,
mezzo, contralto, dramatic tenor,
Ivric tenor, baritone and bass are
planned.

Wilfrid Pelletier, Conductor of the
“Met” and Director of the Metropoli-
tan Opera Auditions of the Air has
personally collected these works dur-
ing thirty-three years of opera and
concert coaching.

These books are a “must” for any
coloratura singer.

List Price, per volume, $3.00.

Sorry—no ADVANCE OF PUBLI-
CATION price reduction.

430-41009

COUNTRY TUNES TO SING AND
PLAY

Music by Olive Dungan; Lyrics by

Mabel Livingstone

Illustrations by Kay Pancoast

Three gifted women have joined

their unusual talents in presenting

this highly original book. Children
will love the charming compositions

by Olive Dungan; “learn by heart”

the engaging lyrics Miss Livingstone

contributed; and delight in the

clever illustrations by Kay Pancoast.

It’s a book of many and diverse uses

—suitable for either private or class-

room lessons. The piano pieces are

graded from 1% to 2 and each one
involves a technical principle that

aids in the development of technique
and style in the young pianist.

List Price, $1.00.

Advance of Publication Price,

75 cents.

433-41006

EIGHTEEN LARGE CHORALE
PRELUDES

Bncli-Ricmcnsrhncider

One of the outstanding Bach au-
thorities of our time has edited the
Eighteen Large Chorale Preludes for
Organ. One glance at the text will

prove to the modern organist that
here is an authoritative and master-
ful presentation of eighteen of the
greatest compositions in organ lit-

erature. The editor has avoided the
over-phrased and over-fingered ar-
rangements of many later editions,
also the plain-text editions of the ear-
lier periods. He helps the student over
the difficult passages and melodic
interpretations, but at no time falls

into the rather modern fault of over-
editing. There is room for student
research and creativeness. This opus
will be a valuable addition to the
organist’s library. Hammond Regis-
tration.

List Price, $2.50.

Advance of Publication Price,
$2 .00 .

434-41000

DITSON TREASURY OF
CLARINET SOLOS

An Album of Transcribed and

Original Solos for Clarinet with

Piano Accompaniment

By John Geanacos

A professional clarinetist and

teacher, Mr. Geanacos has arranged

works of the masters, adapting them
for clarinet solo. Arrangements of

the famous Mad Scene from Lucia

di Lammermoor, Bacchanale from
Samson and Delila, and Hymn to the

Sun, by Rimsky-Korsakov are among
those included. Original solos by Mr.
Geanacos are also presented.

Arranged for the advanced clari-

net player, this is an ideal collec-

tion for those wanting study and
recital music.

List Price, $1.50.

Advance of Publication Price,

$ 1 .00.

410-41015

PIANORAMA OF THE WORLD’S
FAVORITE DANCES

From Minuet to Rhumba
Compiled and Edited by

Denes Agay

ITorn the wealth of instrumental
and vocal dance music. Dr. Agay has
selected twenty-two compositions,
each representing a different dance
form. The stately strains of the min-
uet and gavotte—the exuberant beat
of the rhumba—even a polka are in-
cluded. chosen not only for their
characteristic rhythm, but also for
their appealing melodic qualities.

Piano teachers, physical education
and dance instructors will find the
album extremely valuable. Medium
grade difficulty.

List Price, $1.00.

Advance of Publication Price,
75 cents.

ruuAL MASTERY
By Rowland W. Dunh:

•

Ped
?,

1

,

Mastery is a book al
ists will find invaluable. Mham distinguished organ!
teacher, skillfully presents

and understandable pedal method
which will assure absolute masterv
of this difficult feature of the organ
In his book, the best tenets of the
English and French schools are pre-
served and welded with new prin .

ciples used for the modern electric

organs.

List Price, $2.50.

Advance of Publication Price
$1.75.

410-41017

PIANO PARTNERS
Teacher and Student Piano Duets

By Molly Donaldson

The problem of holding the piano
pupil’s interest is often difficult be-

cause he is bored with the easy-grade

pieces he is obliged to play, due to

his limited amount of study. Mrs.
Donaldson has solved this problem
with duets for pupil and teacher.

The primo parts are easily played
by a first and second grade student,

while the teacher plays the difficult

secondo parts; thus the student feels

he is performing an interesting piece

of music. The numbers are original

and refreshing, and will appeal to

young, active minds.

List Price, 60 cents.

Advance of Publication Price,

40 cents.

412-41005

SING ALL MEN
A Collection of Folk Songs

Arranged for Men’s Voices by

Tom Scott

A new collection for male voices.

Tom Scott, one of America’s fore-

most authorities on native folklore,

has arranged a group of chanties,

work songs, and love ditties which

will appeal to male quartets and

choruses for all occasions. Within

range of the average voice, “Sing All

Men” provides a refreshing group

of songs for schools, colleges and

men’s singing societies.

List Price, $1.00.

Advance of Publication Price,

75 cents.

410-41018

THE SECOND MUSIC FUN BOOK

A Work Book for Young Beginners

By Virginia Montgomery

This is a sequel to Miss Mont-

gomery’s first book, entitled “The

Music Fun Book,” which was an

immediate success with teachers and

students everywhere. Various means

of impressing music fundamentals

are employed, and when used in

connection with a regular instruction

book, it will make the student’s les-

son more understandable. The wok

contains no music to be played. Pen-

cils, crayons and paste are needed.

Lessons are presented according to

subject matter, not in the order in

which they should be used.

The ability of the student to solve

these problems is an excellent indi-

cation of his progress in musica

thinking and understanding.

List Price, 60 cents.

Advance of Publication Price,

35 cents.
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'“-jifsOMS FOR SINGERS

Asocial instruments
A

j a„d Compiled by Dr.

Ar

ir!hig
Cheyette and Dr. Albert

Renna

When your group gathers ’round

'
k mid relax for a pleasant time,

1 a diversified collection of
herl—many taken from the folk-

L°re of distant lands some heart

n,rs and many well-known favor-

Ips—within the average voice range.

}too included are easy accompant-
*
ent

arrangements for piano, uku-

He flutophone, harmonica, and

nther melody instruments. A useful

collection for teachers and music

classes.

list Price. 50 cents.

431-41002

EASY GERMAN CLASSIC SONGS

Edited and Compiled by Waller

Golde and Constance Wardle

English Translations by Constance

Wardle

Songs from the pens of the great-

est German song writers -Schubert,

Schumann, Beethoven, Mendelssohn

and others—many unknown to most,

have gone into this volume. Eacli is

suitable for study material, for reci-

tal and concert performance. This

collection will have great value for

the younger singer, and serve as fine

preparation in the field of German
Lieder.

“Easy Songs” does not mean these

are simplified arrangements, but

rather the original music aa written
bv the composers. The easy accom-
paniments are also the original writ-

ing of these German masters.

List Price, $1.50.

Advance of Publication Price,

*1 .00.

410-41019

READING WITH ACES IS EASY
For reading ease and keyboard

co-operation

by Alma M. Franklin
This book will be the most original

and unique text of its kind, simpli-
fying note recognition and keyboard
solution. After testing material and
experimenting with age groups. Mrs.
franklin found the average increase

in efficiency over a four month per-
iod for all ages was 52%. This book
will be of use with any good piano
method for beginners of all ages.

Besides the above work Mrs.
f ranklin has given many demonstra-
tions before outstanding teachers of
the country. Her material is highly
endorsed by such teachers as Guy
Maier, Frances Clark and others.

List Price, $.60.

Advance of Publication Price,
35 cents.

430-41008
FIFTEEN DESCRIPTIVE

MINIATURES FOR PHRASING
AND STYLE

By William Scher

This interesting book of second
grade pieces is a welcome addition

to teaching materials for the young
pianist. Each is musically interesting

and has been written to give the pu-

pil the technical study so necessary

in pianistic development. All can he

used as recital pieces, and there is

sufficient variety of style and mood
lo hold any student’s interest. If you

want a new collection of pieces to

develop technique, style and imag-

ination. this is what you are looking

for.

List Price, 75 cents.

Advance of Publication Price,

40 cents.

410-41016
THEMES FROM TI1E GREAT

BALLETS
Arranged for Piano Solo

By Henry Levine

Those of you who look forward to

the annual appearance of the Ballet

de Monte Carlo. Ballet Theatre. Sad-

ler Wells Ballet Co. and others, will

be particularly enthusiastic about

Mr. Levine's latest addition to his

collections of theme music. By pop-

ular demand he has arranged, for the

piano, selections from the world s

great ballet repertoires.

A partial listing of the contents

includes excerpts from: Adam—GI-

SELLE; Delibes—COPPEL1A ;
Gli-

ere—THE RED POPPY; Stravinsky

—THE FIRE BIRD—Tschaikowsky
SWAN LAKE.

For U. S. and its possessions only.

List Price, 75 cents.

Advance of Pub ication Price,

10 cents.

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,
Bryn Me

Charge Jo my account,

. Penna. Enclosed $

November Advance of Publication Sale

-437-41001 Invitation to Band Arranging
411-41002 Opera Repertoire for Coloratura Soprano—each volume

-434-41000 Ditson Treasury of Clarinet Solos
-430-41009 Country Tunes to Sing and Play
-412.41005 Sing All Men
-417-41002 Pedal Mastery
-410-41017 Piano Partners
-410-41015 Pianorama of the World's Favorite Dances
-432-41000 (Comp. Ed.) Master Choruses
-432-41001 (Voice) Master Choruses
-430-41008 Fifteen Descriptive Miniatures for Phrasing and Style

*016 Themes From the Great Ballets

^i|'
4I002 Easy German Classic Songs

'*,*,41003 Social Songs for Singers and Social Instruments

,i,
4I006 Eighteen Large Choral Preludes

a
,®'4I0I8 The Second Music Fun Book
10-41019 Reading With Aces is Easy

Name.,

address

CITY & STATE_

$

$3.50

$3.00

$1.00

$ -75

$ -75

$1.75

$ .40

,75

S2.50

$ .75

$ .40

$ .40

$1.00

$ .30

$2.00

$ .35

$ .30

etude

THE PHARYNGEAL VOICE

( Continued from. Page 58)

be set in motion with little breath

and effort, even on the highest notes,

and is always naturally placed, it

has the psychological effect on the

tenor singer of eliminating all fear

of the high notes (the bug-bear of

most singers today!). He can attack

them with consummate ease either

piano or forte , the pharyngeal act-

ing as a “pointer” or “guide.”

The breakaway from the afore-

said tenure di grazia tradition was

initiated by the French tenor Du-

prez; credited with being the first

tenor to sing all bead notes up to C
with unmixed chest, his “Do de poi-

trine” (high C in chest voice) be-

came famous; but his success was

short-lived. Rossini shed tears when

be heard him in 1837 in “William

Tell” because “poor Duprez won’t

last long.” Duprez gave up singing

when he was about 40. Panofka.

celebrated teacher of singing in that

period, wrote of “Duprez’s brute

force in singing” and said that in

imitating Duprez and his new method

tenors “engaged in an athletic con-

test with their voices, and subse-

quently sopranos, to compete with

these new tenori di forza, were

obliged to force their voices beyond

the normal.”

That was one hundred years ago.

Today, the universal wobble is ;

symptom of forced and bad produc-

tion everywhere.

The End

ALL-STAR CIRCUS BAND

( Continued from Page 20)

watched fascinated as the enthusi-

astic young musicians performed like

veterans under Maestro Evans’ ex-

perienced baton. Thanks to the long

grind of rehearsals which preceded

the performance, the circus went like

clockwork. Every step of the mili-

tary ponies, each swing of the tra-

peze, every pirouette of the waltzing

lion was supplied with appropriate

music from the band.

At the conclusion of the perform-

ance Evans mopped his brow and

told the All-Stars they were the larg-

est band be had ever conducted

—

and one of the best.

Members of the Fond du Lac Asso-

ciation of Commerce, who had given

valuable assistance on the circus

project front the beginning, con-

cluded it in good-humored fashion

by turning waiters for the state din-

ner given in honor of the young play-

ers, Evans, the 24 participating band-

masters and guests who had come

from all over the State of Wisconsin.

“Some dishes may have been brok-

en,” chuckles Dr. Skilbred, “but our

businessmen saw to it that our guests

were well entertained and well fed.”

Dr. Skilbred, pleased with the suc-

cess of the venture in public school

music-making, recommends it as a

possibility for other communities.

By stressing the competitive aspect

of being chosen for the All-Star

Band, it gave student musicians an

incentive to work harder at their

practice. It also served as a com-

munity project in which the Associa-

tion of Commerce and the Music

Parents Association worked together

toward a worthwhile goal. And it

was an excellent opportunity for

coordinating daily school work with

music and entertainment.

Last but by no means least, citi-

zens of Fond du Lac received an ex-

cellent evening’s entertainment.

The End

'—November 1950
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ALEXANDER Busoni-trained Piano-teacher to Paris Conservatory

_ Post-graduates: NOW IN NEW YORK
II O C \ T F I N Available tor a Limited Number ofnUrJ I t I II Advanced Students & Recital Program Building

SIND APPLICATIONS TO WCB Arlists i Concert Management, 236 W. 55th SI., N. Y. 19. N. V.

S
chool
k

Ol .mm
ROOSEVELT COLLEGE of CHICAGO
Studies in Applied and Theoretical Music leading to

the degrees of Bachelor of Music and Master oi

Music. Active Opera Workshop.
Bulletin on Request

430 So. Michigan Ave. Chicago Illinois

CLASSIFIED ADS
lfAHMONV, Composition. Orches-

tration. .Musical Theory. Private or
Correspondence Instruction. Manu-
scripts revised arid corrected. Music
arranged. Prank S. Butler, 32-46 107

St., Corona, N. Y.

lrarn piano TUNING—Simp.li-

ned. authentic instruction $4.00— Lit-

erature free. Prof. Ross, 4ft6 Beecher
St., Elmira, N. Y.

( II OIK nil! K( TORS—.ORGANISTS.
Have you seen a copy of Choir (•wide

Ma kb 7.1 ue 7 0
1
pages of interesting

articles on all phases «»t choral and
organ music. Church- School < ol-

lege. Send $1.00 for Special 1 month
subscription. ClfOTR GUIDE, 160

West 48th St.. N.Y.C.

LBAItN PIANO Tl MM« \TIIO>|i;.

Course by l>r. Wm. Braid White. Pay
as you learn. Write Karl Barteribach,
1001 A Wells St., Lafayette, Itfd.

\i.\v PIANO MUTE LETS BH
|»lt \< TIC I>\> OK NIGIIT W mi-
nt T DIS'IT KIIING OTIIKKS. Mules
• anno about 85%. Easily attached or

detached without harming mechan-
ism. State upright, grand, or spinet!
Sold only on money back guarantee.
Send $ft.00 for mute and full instruc-
tions. Richard Mayo, Dept. 004, 1 120
l.atona Street, Phila. 47, Pa.

YOUR UNWANTED >ll $!C
changed piece for piece, ft<* each;
quality matched. Burpee’s Specialty
Shoppe, Delton, Mich.

\\ KITE SONGS: Read “Songwriter’s
Review" Magazine, 16ft0—ET Broad-
way, New York 19. 20* copy; $2.00

\loi.l\s POll SALE: Fine hand
Cremonas including Stradlvariws,
t luadagnini. Oamelli, Gaglianos, and
others. Hill, Hermann, Lewis, Hamma
certificates. Write: Fine Arts Gal-
leries, 714 E. Second Street, Flint,

Mich.

I S 101) >11 si( IIOl GlIT A\l) SOLI)
- Classic, Popular Sheet Music and
Books. Operas. Chamber Music. Con-
ductors Scores. RING’S MUSIC. 16ft4

S. Cherokee, Hollywood 28, Cal.

IIOW TO FINGER VIOLIN COR-
RECTLY. Hughes Studio, Route 2,

Three R ivers, Mich
.

violins for SALE: Fine hand
made violins. Wonderful tone. Made
from finest selected wood. Write for
particulars—George & Joseph Hull,
6 1 7 East Main St.., Louisville 2, Ky.

THE YTISE ON IK INSPORT VI ION
for Musicians $2.00. THE SECRET for
Singers $2.50. Two books by Charles
faigourgue now in 2nd Edition. Ask
vour dealer or send check to the au-
thor, 3ft W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

BACK POPULAR SHEET >11

I’D 1850 FOR SALE. BALLADS, RAG-
TIME, EVERYTHING. CATALOG 10c.
WILL EXCHANGE CLASSICS FOR
BACK POPULAR MUSIC. FORE S, E.
6151 HIGH, DENVER 5, COLORADO.

NEW COMPANY PRESENTS new
sacred and classical music. Write for
catalogue. D'Angelo Music Publish-
ing Company, P.O. Box 7051, Station
G”, Los Angeles 37, California. Want

salespersons.

FOR S\LE: Eighteen blue, white
and powder blue hand uniforms, rnili-

tary style, with shako, plume, Sam
Brown ' belt, $10.00 each. Judson
School, Route ft, Longview, Texas.
Phone 889H-J-1.

kooks for the violin connoisseur
and player. Chamber music for
strings and orchestra cheap. Hough-
ton, 4 2 New Bridge Street, Newcastle-
on-Tyne. England.

s\\ |\G PI \ no— IK

\

>l ML. 30 self-
teaching lessons, $3.00. OVER 50
PUBLICATIONS classical and pop-
ular. Order “boprhy thmology," new
progressive piano solo $1.00. All new
work. Order free samples. PIIII.
BRETON PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box
1402, Omaha 8, Neb., U.S.A.

salesman—

E

stablished Publish-*
ing firm wants man with car to sell
music library to families of music
students. Introduction from teacher
makes it easy to sell. Knowledge of
music not necessary. Guarantee paid
while learning. Liberal commission.
University Society, 468—4th Ave.,
X. Y. 16. X. Y,

Music book catalogues. Bargains
and scarcities. Barnett Book Shop, 27
Bayard Street, New Brunswick, New
Jersey.

Sheet music fte: 21 for $1.00; as-
sorted as they come, no lists. Prepaid.
Irving. 201 A North Central Ave.,
Marshfield, Wis.

violins for SALEt Fine Matted
Gofriller, Hill’s certificate, $2,000;
Santino I.avazzu, $280; Andrea Oas-
lagneri, Paris, $2ftft; modern Italians,
Bisiach, Degun 1, Fagnola, etc., from
$180; Vincenzo Panormo cello, $4ft0;

old Italian violas; fine bows from $40
up. Write for lists. Powell, 64 Vica-
rage Road, Smetlnviek, England.

for SALE: Brinkethoff Baby
Grand Plano for $600.00. Phone
B Elgrade 6-7344, Philadelphia.

PI AND TEACHING MATERIAL:
Practical basic list graded. Tremen-
dous help for busy teacher or new
teacher to know quickly what to
assign next in essential classics,
technical studies, contemporary mu-
sic. $2.00. Jarvis- Ma veon Enterprises,
is:.’

I Spruce St,, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

SONGWRITERS Do you want
New York representation to publish-
ers and recording companies? W rite
for free Booklet “E". M-O-S-S, Inc.,
113 West 4 2nd St.. New York 18, N. Y.

FOR S A I Pi nr double action

FOR SALE. Rare records. Lists.
Collections bought. E. Hirsehmann,
H>0 Duncan Ave., Jersey City, New
Jersey.

\kk\ngixg for Band-Orchestra-
Piano Vocals. Manuscripts corrected
and prepared for publication. Words
set to music-school songs. Send
manuscript for estimate. Prompt
service. Val's Arranging Studio, p. o.
Box 2169, Daytona Beach, Florida.

WRITERS, COMPOSERS: Your
name on penny card brings price list.
Magdalene Kuhlman, 184 South Point
Drive, Avon Lake, Ohio.

l MIC- UlMIHIf Cl C l IOI1
harp; also rare old violin. Write Nels
Rem 1 in, Red Wing, Minn.

Retiring teacher has FOR SALE
nice cello. Horenstainer Violin; also
4/4, 3/4, 1/2 handmade Albert Nurn-
berger, Lupot and other bows all on
approval. Rodner, 3800 N. Queen Ave..
Minneapolis 12, Minn.

ATTENTION PI A NO TEACH EKS:
Three excellent intermediate piano
compositions $ft(). Miller, 92 Allen St.,
Irvington, N. J.

WHOLESALE: Genuine Italian,
French, German Violins, Violas
Cellos and Basses. Genuine old Bows’,
old European material, tools, var-
nishes etc. Must sell. It. Nuslnov
2918 W. North Ave., Baltimore 16, Mcl!

“MUSIC IS MY HOBBY”

My doctor told me to relax

By HARRY J. BLAKE*

W,.IIEN I was 16 years old

1 look a few piano lessons, but I

had neither the time nor the money

to lake many. Thirty years later

my doctor suggested that I find

myself some kind of hobby.

Walking to my office one day, I

noticed a Hammond organ in a

store window, and impulsively I

dropped in to see the president of

llie store, who happened to he a

friend oi mine. He took me to his

studio where 1 could listen to the

organ, and 1 was thrilled to pieces

with what 1 heard. But 1 had no
idea that I could ever learn to play

it, with only a few piano lessons in

the historic past to help me.

My friend at the store suggested

that the organ be sent to my house,

hoping 1 would want to fool

around with it for a few weeks. If

nothing else came of the venture,

the store would come and cart it

away again.

I must have seemed pleased with

the idea, for he did send it, and the

organ has been in my home for 15

years. I worked pretty hard prac-

ticing and was at last able to make

music. Now I wouldn’t part with

that organ for the world, and only

wish I were a better musician.

* Mr. Blake is president of Blake &
Company, word merchants in Boston,

Massachusetts.
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4 »H SIC I 1A\S CREDO

I
BELIEVE music should be primarily neither to
sing nor to play, neither to argue about nor to
discuss, neither to read about nor to write about,

hut to listen to.

1 believe a composition should be judged with regard
neither to the composer who wrote it nor to the era
or style in which it was written, hut in accordance with
whether or not it was written well.
hnognizing that the good music we have today

flows ont ol the errors as well as the successes of the
past, believe some errors today should he toleratedm order that tomorrow’s music may he better.

h me it is not only my privilege hut also mv duty
o bring the good music of the past and present before

,.

ie PU Performing it to the best of mv ability so
Hie public will enjoy it.

—Kenneth W. Berger
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WHAT’S
WRONG WITH OUR BAND CONTEST JUDGES?

(Continued from Page 24)

.^reparation period of intense

iDt
but the

culmination of these

£ ««.. on *0

, „ the
performance is rated.

wl1

.? the time spent m prepara-
Afterth

no t fair that the student

tion.
it is

-
,! he required to perform before

“unsympathetic or inferior judge.

^Incompetent
judging can cause un-

n
the local musical pro-

told
harin to - ^ tj,ought in
and

mind that thb

and
contest

take stock

s article urges all states

committee members to

Plainly

age and below average—but that un-

less we put two-thirds of the events

in the fourth division, we will soon

be the laughing-stock of thinking,

progressive educators. Here in Ohio,

of the people who are

• ArfnT Agood idea is to inaugurate

J

a item of “merits and demerit*

ifter
each contest which in effect,

will be a case of 'judging do

judges” so that the organization

sponsoring the contest will know

what is being done by WWJ M® •

Simply compiling a few complaints

from dissatisfied parties IS not

enough; and, many of the com-

plaints which a contest chairman

receives are actually not valid. 1 here

must be a further follow-up on the

work of a judge if he i- to he on an

approved state list.

The usual plan is to have single

adjudicators for solo and ensemble

events, and three for band, orchestra

and choral events. These people MS
expected to listen intently to t lie

performance and with the aid of a

score, make comments on the per*

formance and assign a rating. These

comments will cover such items as

tone quality, intonation, expression,

interpretation, rhythm, and accur-

acy. The weak points, as well as the

strong ones, will he noted in such a

manner that the contestant can im-

prove his performance. Naturally, all

three judges will not agree on all

points and the comments will vary as

will the ratings. For example, if all

three judges point out that the ac-

companiment is covering the solo at

a given spot, and that the dynamic
fauge is too small, it is time for the
director to check on the matter.
Following are some remarks and

ratings which have been taken from
actual judges’ sheets in Ohio. (These
comments were the only comments
°n the entire sheet.)

fh!

^°n t Four number II

j

) Get a decent instrument III
(c) Fine work II
(d) You have been taught

™r°ng III

(ft 4

6 temP° was suitable II
) Accompaniment too loud II

(accompaniment on a solo is
not to be considered in rat-

t ,

*n
f=’ according to Ohio rules.)

.

lllce ^is is clearly detri-
0 the contest movement and

ISEXT MOXTH . . .

When his MOO,000 Guar-

nerius showed signs of fall-

ing apart, Jascha Heifetz

looked long and searchingly

for a man with whom he

would trust its repair. Sev-

eral months ago he gently

placed it in the hands of ex-

pert Benjamin Koodlach,

watched over Koodlach’s

shoulder during the prelim-

inary stages of the operation

and then couldn’t stand the

strain any longer.

Photographer David Ko-

var, however, who had

pleaded to he permitted to

make a camera record of the

entire performance, remained

on hand. What his camera

saw' will be revealed to the

public for the first time in

next month’s ETUDE.
Watch for this once-in-a-

lifetime picture story.

we generally use the first three rat-

ings only and believe that a III divi-

sion tells the story quite well. It is

good psychology to have a couple of

lower divisions, even if seldom used.

To be sure, we have many excel-

lent judges in our state who are do-

ing good judging year after year,

however, even the best will fre-

quently miss opportunities for help-

ful suggestions because of an over-

loaded schedule. Lastly, it sometimes

happens that judges are working

outside their own particular fields

and wdiile their ratings may not be

far from right, their comments will

be next to useless.

The contestant has the right to ex

pect the following; constructive criti

cism; kind remarks instead of sar

castic ones; consideration for th<

size (class) of school represented;

encouragement; and a rating justi

fied by the comments.

Everyone connected with the con

test movement should become con

gon .

'
' 11 ''fair to those who have

Then
^ 16 troi|kle of participating,

judge ;A e
v
haVe anot *ler kind of

that w„
,° '°Ws to the conviction

in s*
,

Sh°uld a" five usual rat-
Pertor, excellent, good, aver-
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than a cursory glance.

The End

WHERE SHALL 1 GO TO STUDY?
|

Private Teachers (n.w York city) Private Teachers (New York City) 1

HELEN ANDERSON
Concert Pianist

Interesting course—piano, harmony
Many Successful Pupils

166 W. 72nd St.. N. Y. C. Tel. Sc 4-8385

MILDAH POLIA
French Mezzo-Soprano

.

Soloist with France's foremost symphonic Ur- 1

ganizations: Pasdeloup.—Lamoureux.—Orches- 1

tre Symphonique de Paris.
#

Teacher of voice and French interpretation. 1

Assisting Artists in French Program building 1

Founder of "THE FRENCH MUSIC CENTER 1

1926 Broadway, NYC.
. ,

. , 1

New and old French music available, from 1

classic to popular.
Private address:

226 West 70th Street, N. Y. 23, N. Y.

Tel. TR 4-5474 or EN 2-6510.

MARY BOXALL BOYD
(Pupil of Leschetizky)

Pianist—Teacher—Coach—Program Building

"The results she can obtain are miraculous"
Writes Leland Hall—Prof, of Music

—

Smith College
Address—Steinway Hall—Nola Studios

—

113 W. 57th St., New York City. N. Y.

(Also 44 Nassau St., Palmer Sq. Princeton, N. J.)

Tel. 3661 M
RICHARD McCLANAHAN 1

Formerly Representative, TOBIAS MATTHAY 1

Private lessons, lecture courses,

teachers' forums.

Summer-class. Southwest Harbor. Me.

801 Steinway Bldg. New York City 1

Tel. Kl 9-8034

ROY CAMPBELL
Teacher of Successful Singers of

Radio—Theatre—Pictures—Concert—Opera
"STYLE-IZING" for Radio and the Theatre

—Studio

—

607-8 Carnegie Hall New York City

Telephone Cl 5-9244 LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Pianist and teacher

Teacher of Aron Copland. Elie Siegmeister

and many artists and teachers.

"Special Summer Course"
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH

Specialist in Technical Development and the 1

Art of Interpretation. Coaching for Recitals.

Hotel Ansonia, B'way at 73rd St., New York City 1

HAZEL GRIGGS
Piano Teachers' Workshop
materials — procedures

private lessons, class lessons

concert repertoire

For information address
Steinway Building New York City

Tel. Scarsdale 3-6085

CECILE JAHIEL
CONCERT PIANIST—COMPOSER

1st prize of the Paris Conservatory
J

Former pupil of Cortot and Ravel
|

Coaching concert pianists for recital. I

Courses for piano teachers and advanced pupils. 1

Master classes for concert pianists.
t|

Private lessons. S

18 East 78th Street New York City. N. Y. 1

REgent 7-7030 or RHinelander 4-1589 1

TOM TIMOTHY
HARMONY - COUNTERPOINT

COMPOSITION - ORCHESTRATION

117 West 48th St., Suite 41, New York City

Phone: Cl 5-4293

EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC

PERFORMANCE AND FOR UNIVERSITY.
COLLEGE AND CONSERVATORY

TEACHING POSITIONS
WINTER TEACHING SEASON

September to June
For full intormotion address:

338 West 89th Street New York 24, N. Y.

Tel. SChuyier 4-0261

MONTHLY SESSIONS IN WASHINGTON. D. C.

CHARLES LAGOURGUE 0. 1. Q
VOICE PRODUCTION—SINGING

Musical Theory—Composition
j

Courses of the Paris Conservatory
for Information:

35 W. 57th St.. New York

MME. GIOVANNA VIOLA (HUlli
Dramatic Soprano

Teacher of Singing
—

"Bel Canto"
Experienced European trained Artist

Coaching Opera. Concert and Radio
Correct voice production, defective singing 1

corrected.
Beginners accepted

Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230 Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs 1

608 West End Ave. New York Cit> 1

(FRANK) (ERNESTO)

LA FORGE-BERUMEN STUDIOS
Voice—Piano

Among those who have studied with Mr. La

Forge are: Marian Anderson, Lawrence Tib-

bett Richard Crooks, and Mme. Matzenauer.

1100 Park Ave., Corner 89th St.. New York

Tel. Atwater 9-7470

ALMA FAUST
TEACHER FOR PIANO TEACHERS OR FOR

AMATEUR PIANISTS

PRIVATE LESSONS CLASS LESSONS

Beautiful tone acquired thru integrated
instruction

Pupils teaching successfully all over the U. S.

STUDIO NEAR COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
600 West lllth St. New York 25, N. Y.

Telephone: Monument 2-6772

FRANK WILLGOOSE
Piano Instruction

Especially directed to an effective musical ap- 1

proach to the very young.

Mony years of success in this field.

Teachers are invited for consultation, either 1

personally or by mail, regarding child student 1

problems.
j

Address:—29 Prime Avenue
Huntington. Long Island, N. Y.

EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist—Artist-Teacher

Recommended by Emil Von Sauer, Mortir Mosz-

kowski and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio Carnegie Hall, Suite 837,

57th St. at 7th Ave

Tel. Columbus 5-4357 New York City

Summer Master Class—June 15 to August 15.

Improve Your Sight Reading

KATZ-ELKAN STUDIOS
Carnegie Hall

7th Ave. and 56th St.

N.Y.C. 19 Tel. Cl. 6-2746WM. FICHANDLER
Instruction in Piono, Theory and Ensemble

3 14 ^West 75th St., New York City. SU 7-3775

Compositions by Wm. Fichandler published

by G. Schirmer.

Private Teachers (Western)

HAROLD HURLBUT
PARIS—NEW YORK—HOLLYWOOD

Singers Who Have Studied with Him Include 1

NADINE CONNER
Distinguished Soprano Metropolitan Opera

HENRY CORDY, Guatemala and Havana 1

Operas... and singers of San Francisco Opera, 1

Hollywood Bowl, N.Y. & L.A. Light Opera, 1

Oratorio and Radio.
Address: Hollywood, Calif. Phone: GL. 1056 1

on page 64

CRYSTAL WATERS
Concert Singer — Teacher
Voice Building. Breathing.

Diction, Expression, Style,

in preparation for

Radio, Screen, Stage,
Concert, Opera.

Write for Circular

405 E 54 St. New York City

Tel. Vo-5— 1362

Confinuec
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Six Silhouette Designs

MUSICAL
BOOK PLATES

$1.)$ per 100, postpaid

Ask for Descriptive Folder

DORAY PUBLICATIONS
182 3 Spruce Street Phila. 3, Pa.

Dr. Walter Alvarez
of MAYO CLINIC

has written a GREAT book

HOW TO LIVE WITH

YOUR NERVES
For years, as Senior Consultant, Dr.
Alvarez observed and studied the prob-
lem of “nerves”. His book of sound med-
ical advice can change your life.

Understand your nerves, says Dr. Al-
varez, because what you understand you
are not afraid of. Read and study it care-
fully.

Order it today. Keep it nearby. Give one
to friends. Lifetime cloth binding.
GUARANTEED to please or money back.

IT WILL BE THE MOST $1
IMPORTANT BOOK I ea.
you ever had. Send today, postpaida
B Wilcox & Follett, Dept. ENN a

1255 S. Wabash, Chicago
Enclosed find $_
copies postpaid.

please send

I Name—

SVENDSEN MASTER LESSON

( Continued from Page 52 I

of sixteenths—a decorously flirta-

tious rubato. The A in 137 can

he vibrated by the first finger one

octave above, as in 29. In fact, the

entire passage from 137 to 148 should

he played as were 29 to 40. Ilut the

crescendo in 149-150 must build

much more rapidly than in 41-42.

• The restrictions oj form

lend real talent to ever-greater

freedom.

—Robert Schumann

The real emotional climax of the

“Romance” is approaching. Full-

length how strokes are essential in

151-152 if the high notes are to be

played with the needed brilliance.

Then, from 153 to 156, slower bow

strokes, greater intensity, and a for-

ward urging of the tempo lead to the

largament in 157-161. These last

five measures require the utmost

plangency of tone and the greatest

breadth of style. The ritenuto in the

last measures. 159-161, should have

brought the tempo very much slower

than the original tempo of the piece.

The piano accompaniment in 161-

162 should gently accelerate, so that

163-166 can be played at a tempo

of about J=5s •

The G at the beginning of the

Coda ( 163 1 must be entirely differ-

ent in tone color and dynamics from
the G in 161. Therefore it is better

taken by the fourth finger on the A
string, even though this involves

crossing the string on a half-step to

the next note. Measures 163-166

need an almost expressionless tone,

except for the slight crescendo lead-

ing to the piu lento
( Js4,) in 167.

A fairly full, though not intense,

tone is called for in 167-170, the

crescendo-diminuendo in 169 being
only the slightest nuance. The piano
in 171-172 cannot he too soft as the
next two measures must be still

softer.

The pianissimo of the last five

measures. 175-179. should be taken
as softly as possible; they must
simply fade out of hearing. Some
violinists prefer to play these
measures in harmonics (see Exam-
ple 2). Well performed, the effect

can be striking.

ILLUSTRATION CREDITS:
14

—

Bettmann Archive

15

—

Bettmann Archive

18 & 19—Drawings by Joseph Kramer
26—Kosciuszko Foundation

Private Teachers (Western) Private Teachers (Western)

THE LIVERETTE VOCAL STUDIOS

and opera academy
formerly assistant to Dr. Lazar Samailaff

Lucia Liverette. Director

former Director of L.A. Civic Grand Opera Co.

CONCERT RADIO OPERA
Beginners to professional artists

Write for information—

1833 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles, Calit.

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Teacher for Piano Teachers

Modern Piano Technic: Group work for Teach
ere: Coaching concert pianists: Conduction
Piano Teachers Forum. «

BROOKS MAYS MUSIC STUDIOS
loos 1

/. Elm Street, Dallas 2, Texas Phone C-62K

EVANGELINE LEHMAN
TEACHER OF SINGING

Opera—Operetta—Oratorio—Concert

167 Elmhurst Av., Detroit 3, Mich. To. 5-8413

JEROME D. ROSEN
Violinist-Teacher

Artistic instruction—Chamber Music Coaching

Faculty Member St. Louis Institute of Music

Member St. Louis Symphony Orchestra

Founder-Director "Ancient String Instrument

Ensemble"—Violin Recitals

STUDIOS

6508 Delmar Blvd. 207a N. Kirkwood Road

St. Louis 12, Mo. Kirkwood. Mo.

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist—Artist Teacher

229 So. Harvard Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif.

DU. 3-2597

ETHEL HART—CONTRALTO
Piano-Voice Studio

5305‘/2 E. Beverley Blvd., E. Los Angeles 22 Calif
Un. 1-3001 Un. 1-5360

’

DR. FRANCIS L. YORK
Advance Piano Interpretation and the Theory
work required for the degrees of Mus. Bach
and Mus. Mas. Special Chopin interpretation

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Detroit, Mich.

S> V , PIANO TEACHERS
This is your invitation to attend the International Piano Teachers
Association 1950 Mid-Western Convention, at the Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, III., Dec. 10. II. Teachers Training Course. Student Piano

' jBHBgSr Playing Examinations etc. For complete information and free
catalog of almost four dozen I P T.A. Teacher Aids write

\W] ROBERT WHITFORD, Founder-President
iJkJ 18 North Perry Square. Erie, Penna.

Statement of ownership, management, circulation, etc.
Required by the Acts of Congress of August 24, 1912, and March 3, 1933

Of The Eti iie, published Monthly at. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, for October 1, 1950
State of Pennsylvania /

County of Montgomery )

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally, appeared John
liriggs, who, having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law, deposes and says that he is the
Editor of The Etide Music Magazine and that the
following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, manage-
ment, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the
date, shown in the above caption, required bv the
Act of August 24, 1912. as amended by the Act of
March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537. Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of
this form to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publish-
er^ editor, managing editor, and business managers

Publisher Theodore Presser Company, Bryn Mater
Pennsylvania.
Editor John Brings, 310 Pembroke Rood. Bala-Cynicyd, Pennsylvania.
Managing Editor Dorothy F. Garretson, 421 New-
bold Road. Jenkintown. Pennsylvania.
Business Manager None.

2. That the owners are

:

Theodore Presser Company. Bryn Mawr. PennsyU
vania.

The Presser Foundation. Philadelphia, Pennsyl.
vania.

Estate of Theodore Presser, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania. }

James Francis Cooke, Llanberris Rd., Balti-Cyn-
tvyd, Pennsylvania.

3. That the known bond holders, mortgagees ami
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but also in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation the name of the person or

corporation for whom surli trustee is acting, is

given; also that the said two paragraphs contain

statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions nnder
which stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the company as

trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity

other than that of a bona fide owner: and this

affiant has no reason to believe that any other

person, association, or corporation lias anv interest

direct or indirect in the said stork, bonds, or other

securities than as so stated by him.

(Signed) John Briggs, Editor

Sworn to ami subscribed before ine this 28tli day

of August. 1950.
SE 'L Edwin J. Krvne

Notary Public

(Mv commission expire? April 4. 1953 )

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

CHRISTMAS CARD ORDER BLANK
Please ship the following:

Quantity Card No.

Cash with order

Name

Address

City

Imprint (print clearly) Price

Total Amount $

Charge to my account

Date 19.

State

.
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THEODORE PRESSER CO.

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Created especially for music-minded people by the celebrated Edward C. Smith,

commissioned by Theodore Presser Co.

Six famous highlights from music history, each with a fascinating description.

Printed on special-finish vellum paper.

E-l The St. Thomas School in Leipzig, as seen from the studio

of Johann Sebastian Bach.

E-2 The Church of the Holy Trinity in Philadelphia, where the

famous Christmas Hymn “0 Little lown of Bethlehem

was created and first played.

E-3 The Music Hall in Dublin, where Handel’s “Messiah” was

first sung in 1742.

E-4 A portrait of Johannes Brahms at work on his second

symphony.

E-5 The little church in Oberndorf, Austria, with Franz Gruber

leading the first performance of his Christmas Hymn,

“Silent Night.”

E-6 Franz Joseph Haydn conducting his “Farewell Symphony.

25 card, of ane number and matching envelopes to a box. Sorry, but we

cannot break boxes.

Prices for:
100

each add.
25 cards

Plain $2.50 $5.00 $ 7.50 $10.00 $2.50

E-2

E-3

E-4

Use order form on opposite page.

Presser
CHRISTMAS CARDS

foam ORIGINAL ETCHINGS
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Bring Christmas Carols to life

with

This GIFT of GIFTS
A Low-Cost Electronic PIANO-ORGANfor the Home

The old familiar songs — play them this Christmas in their traditional delicacy

and splendor—on the organ. From a whispering Silent Night — to a might
Hallelujah Chorus — you’ll have a new range of power— new varieties of ncl

tones, all from your familiar piano keys.

Yes, the Lowrey ORGANO— the amazing new electronic piano-organ— is

installed on your own piano. It plays from the same piano keys. It brmgs you
rich organ music in complete chord structures— piano alone—or organ and piano
together in a beautiful duet.

The cost of the Lowrey ORGANO is surprisingly low— it requires little space
It is installed in a matter of minutes, and doesn’t mar the piano’s finish. The
biggest value in music, today— but you will have to hear it to realize its full

beauty. Let us arrange a special demonstration for you. Send the coupon, now
and make it an "ORGANO Christmas.”

LOWREY

WHAT IS THE LOWREY ORGANO?
The Lowrey ORGANO is a completely electronic instru-

ment. The tone source is the electronic (radio) tube

—

specially harnessed to provide organ tones of unbelievable
depth and richness. Only moving parts are the individual
key switches which are actuated by the piano keys. Key
Switch Frame and Control Panel arc easily attached to any
standard piano in such a way that piano finish is not marred.

Tone Chamber requires very little space (only two square
feet). Now organ music is possible in even the smallest homes
or apartments. Yet ORGANO expression control— with its

range from a whisper to a mighty chorus—has the volume
to fill a large church or hall.

CHICAGO

Get Complete Information in this

new ORGANO booklet. Use handy coupon on
page 64. This saves your Etude cover.

lowrey organ division
CENTRAL COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois


